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Preface

The need for a document of this type becomes painfully obvious every fall when
the latest test results are made public. Confusion, suspicion, and consternation often
fill the air, if only for a few days. Many of the consequences of reporting local
results spring from misunderstanding and poor communication. This handbook is
designed to provide the test coordinator in each district with the special information
and assistance he or she needs to help the public and the press draw accurate
conclusions from the results of the California Assessment Program and to gain their
support for the local educational program.

A survey of district practices and problems in reporting and disseminating test
results conducted last spring provided the direction and content for this document.
The County School Office Communication Specialists supported the idea for this
document from its inception and helped to shape its initial focus. They also helped
by keeping the report on target throughout its production and by providing essential
information and materials.

Every effort has been made to keep the handbook at a practical level. This goal
led to the inclusion of a variety of background summaries and illustrative materials
which show what other districts are doing to meet the challenge of making test
results meaningful and aseful. School personnel are encouraged to use the materials
in ways that will help them meet educational goals, therefore, they may reproduce
any .11 of this handbook without seeking prior approval. The suggestions found in
this Handbook are just that ideas gleaned from persons with years of experience.

Several individuals deserve special recognition for the time and effort they
devoted to this project. Julia" Stanfill, Public Information Officer for the Office of
the San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools, was responsible for doing
the initial research, conceptualizing the report, and preparing a first draft. Jerry
Custis relied on first-hand experiences in reporting local results in writing the final
draft of the document. Two other persons were very generous in providing
information and guidance from the "firing line" perspective. Norman Ginsburg,
Director of Research and Testing for the Ocean View Elementary School District,
Huntington Beach; and Earl Owens, Research Consultant for the Office of the Los
Angeles County Superintendent of Schools. We in the Department of Education are
grateful to all of these individuals and their organizations for their unselfish efforts
on this important project.

DONALD R. McKINLEY
Chief Deputy Superintendent
of Public Instruction
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ALEXANDER 1. LAW
Chief, Office ofProgram
Evaluation and Research



Introduction: How We Got Here and Why

Approximately 1.4 million California schoolchil-
dren sit down at their desks each year and Like
moderately difficult 20- to 40- minute test. The test
is unusual in thatqlro pupils who take it do not
receive a grade. Instead, the broad-scale results will
be used to judge their school's curriculum, method
of instruction, and overall program effectiveness.
Some citizens, in fact, will draw even broader
conclusions from this testing conclusions on the
success or failure of entire programs of instruction
or of California's public schools themselves.

That pupil testing has risen to such importance
is not an isolated phenomenon. Throughout our
society, cost-effectiveness and accountability have
become cardinal. Stockholders keenly await
earnings-per-share reports. Defense planners seek
efficient means of weapons deployment. Even
quarterbacks live or die on pass completion statis-
tics.

4
The Education investment

Public education is being held to the same
standard. Americans spend upwards of $50 billion
a year on elementary and secondary education.
Like the skilled consumers most of them are, they
are concerned with what they get for their money.
Whether Johnny can or cannot read remains a
paramount concern of most parents. But they -.and
their noaparent neighbors are asking other quc.i-
tiolis as well: Are current instructional methods
working? Are there better methods? What will I get
for the additional money invested? Where can
improvements best be made? To these questions,
mass testing of pupils seeks to provide answers.

Standardized testing as we know it did not
spring forth full-blown. In many ways it resulted
from the new, central role given education m the
early 1960s. Better schools were seen as the most

likely path to egalitarianism and improved social
opportunity. .Education was given greater atten-
tion, greater funding, and- inevitably much zlos_r
scrutiny.

In 1961 California school districts for the first
time were required by law to test pupil achieve-
ment. Because the choice of tests was left to each
school district, however, comparisons in perfor-
mance between school districts was difficult or
impossible. In 1965 uniform reading tests were
used statewide, and for the first time valid state-
wide conclusions as to performance in reading
could be drawn. The trend continued. Leading
educators were called together in 1969 L.: the
Assembly Education Committee 'to discuss ways in
which thc reporting system could be improved.
Their recommendations were made law in 1972
under legislation sponsored by Assemblyman
Leroy Greene, Chairman of the California Assem=
bly Education Committee. That legislationnow a
part of the Education Codeis the basis of the
California Assessment Program.'

Across the Nation

California was not alone in extending pupil
testing. In 1964 a series of conferences convened
by U.S. Commissioner of Education Francis
Keppel resulted in the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) project. Now directed
by the Education Commission of the States and
supported by federal funding, NAEP conducts
random samplirig in numerous states to evaluate
the status of education across the nation. From
Congress came the 1965 Elementay and Second-

-'See the resource material for Chapter 11 for the full text of
Education Code sections affecting the California Assessment Pro-
gram



ary Education Act and other federal funding
programs, and California itself sponsored such
programs as Early Childhood Education. These
programs added to the need for measurement to
show how effectively program money was being
used.

Other states have taken a path similar to
California's. Michigan, for example, provides a
system of diagnostic testing to correct areas of
weakness in pupil performance. Florida, Missouri,
New Jersey, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas. and
others have programs like the California Assess-
ment Program. Some' states have adopted the
NAEP exercises for the state level. In all, more
than 30 states now have some type of pupil
assessment program. Most assessment programs are
tied into state educational objectives for reading
and mathematics.

The Impact of' Test lug

Tcstiug has come a long way in a few years.
Teachers and test designers have learned bar 'more
at+urate and sophisticated techniques in the past
to decades. So, ilso, has the sophistication of
parents and the public grown. Percentiles, Medians,
and other measurement terms' have become %videly

Given information, much of the public
is able to make clear judgments about success
and failure in the schools. Clearly, not only
pupils concern themselves with test results: their
teachers, principals, and superintendents also have
a considerable stake in the result.

Thus has grown the role of the testing director.
To the previous responsibilities (of testing, evaluat-
ing results, and reporting them back to teachers)
have now been added several more responsibilities
of equal or greater significance:

Reporting results accurately and concisely to
boards of education, press, parents, public,
and students

Interpreting results to the specialists: teachers,
principals, and other school district staff
members
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Recommending imptrovements, where needed,
in curriculum and instructional methods and
organization

An Impossible Job?
What appears to be a difficult assignment is also

a most important one. The results of testing form a
crucial role in the way people judge, suppOrt, and
fund their schools. The testing director must
summarize, clarify, explain, and make relevant that
which is most important in the copious data
needed in the California Assessment Program
(CAP).

To do so, how.ever, is to do but half the job.
Public interest in how the schools are doing^varies
from community to community, from group to
group within thd' community, and from person to
person. Thus, different information is demanded
by persons in different positions. Testing results
must be comm in somewhat different
ways- to parents, pupils, teachers, nonteaching
staff, administrators, taxpayers, and school board
members.

Evaluation, communication, and explanation
demand a planned, organized approach. The
resource material in this chapter contains an
outline of what some school districts are doing.
The remainder of this handbook provides assis-
tance to testing directors in performing their jobs
effectively.

Who Is Tested in the California
Assessment Program?

Grade Number of pupils

One 313.919
Two 191.952
Three 289.990
Six 330.008
Twelve 245,700

Total 1,471,569

8

Figures are for 1975-76.
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,Resource Material for Chapter 1
Ilow They Do It in Other Districts

School testing directors in California, were
stir\ eyed in the spring or 1976 on ways they use
and report testing results. Excerpts froth replies to
the questionnaire submitted by directors in 550
school districts are presented as follows:

I. Which groups received the 1974-75 results of
the California Assessment Program (CAP) for
your district?

Percent of
school districts"

School board members 98
Principals 90
Curriculum specialists 48
Elementary teachers 78
Secondary teachers 28
Department chairpersons 25

Students 6
Parent groups 34
School advisory councils 39
Other 13

2. When did you report 1974-75 state assessment
results to your schOol board?

Percent of
school districts

November 40
December 37
January 14

February 3

March 1

April 1

May October 4
Never 0.5

3. What data from the state assessment report did
you report to your school board?

District level:
District mean score

(percent correct)

Nrcent of
school districts

88

XII replies are based On a ....Mint 01 1101. UMW/ school districts
checked a spot Cie item. .I here is no adjustment for elementarv, high
school, or [milled school districts. Some figures are, therefore,
nusleadine. Although 28 percent of the disincts replying indicated
that se( ondaR leathers had seen the results, the reader must
remember that only 1:i percent of the districts in the state have high
schools and hcme h" e se«idary teachers to report.

9

Percentile rank 99
Comparison score band 75
Interpretation index 76

School-bPshool:
Percent correct 52

Percentile rank 63
Comparison score band 57
Interpretation index 51
Subcontent area scores 38

4. Which of the following information did you
include in the report to your school board?

Percent of
school districts

Results of oth r to ts admin-
istered' in your (. strict

State assessment ,data for pre-
vious years

District-level 1974-75 state
assessment data

School-by-school 1974;75
state assessment data

57

53

78

44

5. What degree of difficulty did you encounter in
explaining the various parts of your report to
your school board?

None
Little
Some
Great
No response

Percent of
school districts

38
25

15

4
18

6. 1 low would you describe the manner in which
the press reported 1974-75 state testing
results?'

Accurately and objectively

AcLurately, but with distort-
ing headlines

Inaccurately

Other: don't know and so
forth

Percent of
R11001 districts

46

21

1-3'



7. Vv hkh of the following state assessment results
were published by the press?

District level results
District mean score

\N.; (percent correct)
Percentile rank of district
Interpretation index

School-by-school results:
Average percellt correct
Percentile rank
Interpretation index

Percept; of
school districts

I 0. Which of the following practices do you
employ in communicating school test results to
principals?

Distribute reports to schools
46 Hold group meeting
o7 Review results with each
30 principal

No response; don't know;
and so forth

13

25 II. When are principals informed of test results?

Percent of
school districts

59
49

43

23

8. What was the souice of information for the
newspaper coverage of state assessment results?

Percent of
school districts

Report prepared for school
board

Interviews
Press release 23
Copy of school district

profiles 4:4x 18
/-

Summary fact sheet------ I 6

Copy of school-by-school
reports 8

County
State 4
No response; don't know:

and so forth 15

44
27

Immediately on receipt
Not until state release date in

November
Other
No response

Percent of
schpol districts

70

19

10

1.2. If you administer other standardized tests, are
the results of these tests generally consistent
with state assessment findings:

a. In terms of the rank ordering of schools (i.e.,
do the schools generally emerge in the same
order in overall achievement)?

Yes
No
No response; not appli-

cable

Percent of
school districts

63

28

9. What practices have you found to be ingsst
successful in your dist"ict when communicating
with the press about test results?

Percent of
school districts

Establish an on-going relation-
ship with the press 47

Release the report prepared
for the school board 38

Conduct personal interview
with reporter 26

Encourage district-initiated
contact with press 23

Let press contact school
district 15

Prepare sample press releases 12

hold press conference 7

Other 5
0

b. In terms of the pattern of strengths and
weaknesses revealed at the school level (for
example. strong in reading, weak in mathe-
matics)?

Percent of
school districts

Yes 66
No 9
No response, not appli-

cable 25

13. Ilave state test data triggered further explo-
ration into areas of weakness in your school
programs?

Percent of
school districts

Yes 69
No 30
No response

11, 1.0



14. !lave there been any program changes as a
consequence of state test results?

Percent of
school districts

Yes 55
No 41
No response 4

15. If you have dist.overed any successful tech-
nique's for communicating test results to
various groups, please describe the techniques.
Sample responses were as follows:

Personal presentation with time to answer
questions.
Special preSentation to reading specialists using
skill areas to discuss progress in those curriculum
areas.

.[

Ord presentation using transparency.'

Parents are given a standardized test themselves as
a sample.

With parents: small group meetings to describe
construction of 'tests, what purposes they serve,
what scores mean, answer questions.

Present informaion at their level of understanding
and in terms of their needs.

The school psychologist has a meeting with each
faculty to explain and to discuss results.

Graphs made up front state reports to fit district
profile are not useful.

Keep it simple for all groups.

1-3



A Profile of the California Assessment Program

The program of statewide testing shall provide the public, the Legislature, and school districts
evaluative information regarding the various levels of proficiency achieved by different groups of
pupils of varying socioeconomic backgrounds, so that the Legislature ai individual school
districts _fitay allocate educational resources in a manner to assure the ma.ximui educational
opportunity for all pupils. . .

The California Assessment Program (CAP) is a
mandated state effort to measare the progres: of
pupils in the public, schoo. or this purpose
annual tests are given to eh, _a in grades one,
two, three, six, and twelve at titaes sp.cified by the
State Department of Education.

From the time of testing, a few months are
required for the independent scoring contractor to
score, compile, print, and distribute the results and
for the Department to evaluate them. The results
are reported each November in Sacramento by the
Department and, in addition, are publicly reported
by local school districts shortly thereafter. The law
is specific in requiring the reporting of the results
to, the State Legislature, State Board of Education,
and local boards of education, but Most state aid
local educators also make sure that results are given
in useful form to the media, parents, school
administrators, teachers, and others.

A Little History
Statewide testing programs in California have

always had their ba .is in the law.' They were first
required by the Legislature in 1961. Acting under
that law, the State Board of Education established
testing in grades five, eight, and eleven and issued a
list of approved tests from which school distri_ts
could select.

I Ior a summary and text of the present law, see the resource
materials for this chapter.

Education Code Section 12821
4

In 19( the state's Miller-Unruh Basic Reading
Act required that reading achievement ,tesis be
administered in grades one, two, and three, with
the state to provide uniform tzsts to all schoo!
districts. In connection with this legislation, the
State Boar of Education eliminated the tests it
had required for students in grades five, eight, and
eleven and, in Eteirplace, required reading tests for
students in g six and ten in addition to pupils
in grades one Lifough three.

The law affecting tt.ltewide testing was changed
again in 1969. '.),hereas reading tests had been
required formerly in gra Jes six and ten, the new
legislation now requireu testing in rzading and
basic academic skills in grades six and twelve. At
the same time the law mandatc,1 for the first time
the reporting of results district by dit.trict.

The Present Program
The current California Assessment Program,

brought into being by the :Aping into law of
Assembly Bill 665 in 1972, represents a major
°verb nil of sta'.- testing. Both the structure and
content of state t.....eg have been changed. Testing
in grades one, two, three, six, and twelve has been
retained, but a grade one Enirj Le l el Test has been
substituted for the previous reading achievement

'test. The legislation eliminates the testing of
scholastic aptitude in all grades. It permits the state
to design its own tests to reflect hie objectives of
California schools rather than purchase tests from

12



publishers and requires the state to pay the Lusts of
the testing and st..oring. Finally , the legislation
permits the use of matrix sampling (for all tests
except the Entry Level Test) as a means of
estimating group achiev..nnent. 41a trix sampling is
explained in detail further on in this chapter.)

Design of the Tests
Translating law into practiLe took Lonsiderable

effort. Much was accomplished by advisory com-
mittees of experts: teachep, school district curricu-
lum specialists, staff in offices of county superin-
tendents of schools, State Department of Educa-
tion task forces, members of professional associa-
tions, and college and university faculties.2 The
committee members first reviewed_ the basic sub-
ject material taught at each level to be tested and
from the material derived specific content themes
for testing. Their work was formalized in the

_publication of major objectives for each grade level
and content area to be tested.

From these objectives the specialists turned to
actual test questions. For the most part questions
were selected from a pool of test questions already
written and validated by commercial publishers.

21 or e \amplk., lhm content of the grade twelve te,.t wa( time')
by threedvisory committees: reading (17 members); English (34
members) and mathematics (18 members). Them: consisted of 31
person's from local school di4tricts, 23 from colleges:1nd universities,
auk. from dikes of ..aunty Nupk.rintendents of sdiools. and si\
from the'Department of Education.

They were closely examined by linguists to elimi-
nate imprecision, misleading terms, or bias. Field -
tested and again alidated, the tests were ready for
use.

Timeline for the CAP
The En try tf.evel Test for grade one went into

use in.Octobei), -1973, the first of the new tests in
the California Assessment Program. Others fol-
lowed in This order:

Grades two, three Spring, 1974
Grade twelve January, 1975
Grade six Spring, 1975

Use of the Test Results
Test results have achieved major importance in

guiding action on instructional manoement =1 in
keeping the public informed. The publication of
test results has had the following effects.:3

At the state level:

Enactment of legislative mandates requiring"
Schools to concentrate on specific subject
areas

0 Approval of funds for subject areas and
school leliels needing increased assistance

See Chapter s for more detailed guidame on the Jowl use of
testing results.

What Subjects Are Tegt,?
Outlined here are the subject areas tested at each griide level in .the California

Assessment Program:

Grade level

One

Name ()j. test

Entry-Level Test .

Subject areas Itihen tested

Reading readiness, visual and auditory Late.'Scpt.
discrimination early Oct.

T7o ,. a three Reading Ttst t Reading progress , May

Six Survey of Basic Skills Reading, written expression, spelling, 'Late April
mathematics early May

Twelve Survey of Basic Skills Reading, written expression, spelling,
mathematics December

11-2

Greater detail on the content of each subject area tested may be found in
Interpretive Supplement and Test Content Specifications, booklets mailed to school
districts.
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A Word from the Kids .. .
Taking tests may not rank up there with recess, but schoolchildren seem not to be

perturbed by state testing. In a 1974 survey, teachers of pupils in grades two and
three reported that most pupils actually liked being tested. Grade two teachers were
typical. They were asked, "How many children en_royed taking the test?" They
answered: none, 3 percent; some, 20 percent; most, 66 percent; all, 11 percent.

Increased attention by the State Depart-
ment of Education to areas of substaddard
pupil performance

o Identification by the State Department of
Education of successful practices as models
for statewide dissemination

, L) Increased public awareness of and
successes of California schools

o Statewide assessment of special' programs,
such 8 the Miller:Unruh reading program

At the local level:

o Allocation of funds by local boards a
education to areas needing greatr assis-
tance 5

Greater staff attention, sense of urgency,
and _concentration on areas of:Substandard
performance by pupils

Increased public awareness of problems and
successes of school districts and individual
schools and a growing awareness of under-
lying reasons

o Availability of reference data for use in
applications for grants and special program
funds

o Use of test results as a means of determin-
ing the effectiveness over a period of time
of new programs or emphases

4 For example, the Ad Hoc Advisory Council op Student
Writingcreated by Superintendent of Public Instruction Wilson
Riles to improve high school writing abilityresulted directly from
declining grade twelve scores in written expression.

5In one California school district, low reading scores prompted
teachers to request and receive funds from their board of education
for more thorough and frequent assessment of pupils' readingplus
additional materials and consultants. In another district, substan-
dard reading scores led to the creation of a wellfunded reading
department.

14

Use of test results as an aid in reviewing
specific areas of need with local district
principals, curriculum specialists, and
teachers

The background and most tangible effects of the
California Assessment Prograrn have just been
described. In the following section, answers are
given to some of the most frequently asked

'questions about the nature and operation of the
program.

Commonly Asked Questions About
the California Assessment Program

Q. What are the purposes of the program?

A. In general the program pro, :des broad
information that may be used to evaluate
school programs in individual schools or
school districts or in the entire state. It is
not designed to assess the progress of
individual pupils or to evaluate teachers.
The program has five main objectives:

1. Discover the special strengths and
weaknesses of California school-
childrenat the school, school district,,
and state levelsto aid in improving
school programs.

2. Provide the public with evidence of the
effectiveness of the educational system
in teaching basic skills. The public, of
course, includes such interested parties
as parents, legislators, taxpayers, and
empl6yers.

3. II evaluate specially funded pro-
grams such as SE, Title I; the Miller-
Unruh reading program; and Early
Childhood Education.

4. Provide information for research into
effective program techniques, such as

11-3



discovering the characteristics of pro-
grams of high effectiveness.

5. Improve the educational system by
allocating state funds most effectively
to the public school system in relation
to other recipients of tax dollars, to
various educational programs, and .to
various parts of the state.

Q. Are the test results valid?
A. The design and method of developing and

constructing the tests ensure their content
alidity. Further evidence of their validity
comes from several sources:

1. There is a consistency of results from
year to year in-the same districts and in
districts having similar characteristics.

2. In sample tests there is a strong correla-
tion between results obtained by
schools on the California tests and on
other widely used standardized tests.

3. The background factors thought to
relate to achievement levels (such as
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Q.

those reported annually with each dis-
trict's results) are generally predictive
of results.

Are the state tests valid for °minority children?

A. Yes. All tests in the state program were
designed by California educators specifi-
cally to measure the progress of California
children. Particular attention was given to
using questions that are as valid for mi-
nority children as for all others.

Q. Do test results reflect the total of a pupil's
knowledge and-academic.abilities?

A. No. The tests measure pupil progress only
in basic skills. They do not measure knowl-
edge in all areas of school study.

Q. Does the testing program determine the cur-
riculum of school districts?

A. No. Questions are derived from .basic sub-
ject material already under study in ball
California school districts. Testing affects
local curriculum only insofar as it provides

The ABCs of Matrix Sampling
How can detailed conclusions he drawn about California schoolchildren from tests

that contain only 20 to 30 questions? The answer is matrix sampling, a testing
technique used in the state tests for grades two, three, six, and twelve.

Matrix sampling is a shortcut, but an accurate and valid one. In it, each child takes
only part or a much longer total test. A second-grade pupil, for cxample, takes only
25 of a total 250 questions in the complete grade two test. (Thus, there are really
ten different test forms for second-grade classropms.) This matrix sampling makes it
possible to have a wider variety of questions for each grade, thus testing the subject
More completely. Yet, it does not test any child for too long a time. Statistical
calculations make it possible to produce results for each school and district as if all
the students had answered-all the questions on the long test.

The following figures show the number, of questions to be answered by each
student together with the number of questions on that grade level's complete test.

Grade two 25/250
Grade three 25/250
Grade six 30/480
Grade twelve 31/558

In grade one, all pupils answer all 35 questions.
Flow does matrix testing work in the classroom? Each teacltb`r's packet of tests

already has been packaged with the different forms of the long test in,mixed order.
All the teacher needs to do is distribute them from top to bottom for the class to
receive the proper mix of forms.
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feedback information useful in Making
local improvements.

Q. Who are tested?
A. All students in grades one, two, three, six,

and twelve who are present in regtilar
public school classes during the period of
testing each year.

Q. Who are not tested?
A. Children who are mentally retarded or

educationally handicapped, certain children
among those who are physically handi-
capped, and students enrolled in continua-
tion high schools.

Q. Why are first graders tested during their first
month in school?

A. Their testthe Entry Level Testmeasures
the level of pupil readiness for school

- instruction. It reports their starting point in
such areas as immediate recall, letter recog-
nition, auditory and visual discrimination,
and language development. The test is not a
measure of their school achievement; it is
used a a basis of comparison when the
pupils take the state reading tests in grades
two and three.

Q. How long does the testing take?
A. The tests themselves take about 30 minutes

for each participating pupil. Another ten
minutes are needed before and after the
actual testing period for preparation and
collection of materials. In addition, there
are practice tests in grades one, two, and
three which are administered to prepare the

-children for he actual test.

Q. How can a pupil est prepare for the test?

A. Since the test measure a pupil's develop-
ment in broad \ ubject areas, specific study

or memorization is likely to-be of no value.
As always, pupils should get enough sleep
the night before testing, have a good
breakfast or lunch, and listen carefully to
the teacher's oral directions during the
testing period. Again, in grades one, two,
and three, the practice tests play a promi-
nent role in providing pupils with experi-
ence in taking a test at a time when their
questions can be answered.

Q. Are the tests difficult?
A. Naturally,, they will be seen differently by

different pupils and teachers. In general,
however, the average test question is of
moderate difficulty. Each test contains
few very easy questions as well as a limited
number of more difficult questions.

Q.

Q.

May a parent see the test his or her child has
taken?
A. Yes. All of the test questions are on file for

public inspection in the office of each
county superintendent of schools. They are
placed on file there each year after the tests
are given.

May the testing program be used to evaluate
teachers?

A. No. The testing program is designed to
show results for entire schools, school
districts, and areas of instruction. It does
not provide results for individual children
or individual classes. Because of these
factors, test results are more likely to
reflect instruction by many teachers over a
span of yearS rather than the efforts of a
single teacher during the year of testing.

Q. Who pays for the testing?
A. The' state pays all the direct costs of

testing.

G
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Resource Material for Chapter II

What the Law Requires
Besides providing a general outline for operation

of the California Assessment Program (CAP), state
law manaiiics certain actions by state and local
.educational agencies. The following is a summary
of the more important requirements:

Local Boards of Education

Must administer annually state tests in grades
one, two, three, six, and twelve and submit
completed tests to the state for scoring
(Education Code sections 5779 and 12823).

Must report annually districtwide test results
at a regularly scheduled .meeting of the
governing board (Education Code Section
12826).

Must submit annually information on opera-
tional factors to the State Department of
Education, on forms provided by the Depart-
ment, for tabulation and analysis by the
Department (Education Code Section 12848).

Education Code Sections on the
The sections of the Education Code that estab-

lish the California Assessment Program and specify
the obligations of various state and local agencies
in the program are the following:

(CHAPTER SS SPECIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL READING INSTRUCTION PROGRAM)

(Ankh 3. Testing end PI' °VIM EYSIINt44)

Toiling of Pupils In Grades 1, Z and $; Notional Hams, Duties of Rohr
Board of Education

5779. The State Board of Education shall require each school district to
administer uniform tests to each pupil nos later than his third month of attendance
in thy, first grade The first grade entry teed test shall Wain a composite estimate
fur each pupil of skills related to learning and memory. attention, usual
,prception. and auditory comprehension The answer sheets shall be transmitted
to the Department of Education for scoring. H no published test is deemed
suitable. the State Board of Education may combine parts d asallable tests or
develop a new test

The State Board of Education shall also require each school district to administer
uniform tests in reading annually to pupils in grades 2 and 3 Such tests shall be
recummenoed by the Department of Education and shall be submitted to the
State Board of Education for approtal and adoption If no published test is deemed
suitable. the Department of Education may combine parts of available tests or
de% clop a new test. Any test so adopted shall be equated to nationally nonned tests
so that the performance of California pupils may be compared to that of a national
sample The tests which have been approved and adopted by the board shall be
printed or purchased and distributed to the various school districts in the state by
the Department of Education The answer sheets shall be transmitted to the
Department of Education for scoring.

The State Board of Education shall develop a testing method that will obtain an
accurate estimate of statewide perfarmance of pupils in grades 2 and 3 in reading.
Under such a testing method, the Department of Education shall determine
whether pupils in a given school shall be administered the entire test or whether

State Department of Education

Must analyze all the results of the state testing
program and report them to local school
districts on a school-by-school basis (Educa-
tion Code sections 5779, 12848, and 12852).
Must report annually to the Legislature and
State Board- of Ettucation the district -by-
district results of state testing, including an
analysis of factors that appear to affect the
results significantly (Education Code Section
12848).

Must equate tests to nationally normed tests
so that the performance of California pupils
may be compared to the national sample
(Education Code Section 5779).

State Board of Education

Must adopt the statewide testing program,
require its annual administration, and provide
tests to local school districts without charge
(Education Code sections 5779 and 12823).

California Assessment Program
the pupils shall be administered a portion of the test which v li be represeniatise
oral! test objectives, goals, or categories of items on the entire test

The procedere required by this setion shall be implemented not later than the
1975-76 school year

The State Board of Education shall determine the form in which the answer
sheets for the first grade entry level test shall be transmitted to the Department
of Education for scoring, and the form m vs hich the answer sheets for the uniform
tests in reading for grades 2 and 3 shall be transmitted to the Department of
Edu....itton for scoring.

The State Board of Education shall anal% ze the progress achieved by third grade
pupils using the first-grade entry le% el test .results as a basis for identifying
comparable pumls receiving various kinds of reading instruction

The State Board of Education shall adopt rules and regulations go% efning the
time. place. and methods for administramin of the testing program under this
article

Pupils s% hi ha+ c been determined to be nientall, se d. as de Ernd wthe
rode shall be exempted from the testing requirement imposed by this chapter

Pupils %she has( been determined to be educationally liandicapped..0 de fined
in the, code, shall he subject to the testing u regain auvut 11111Ataett 11) toss
except such pupils shall be tested separately from regular pupils Department
of Education shall annually prepare a cumparatiye analysis of the scores efl results
of tests adnimistered to educationally handicapped pupils and regular pupils The
Department of [...disown shall annually report to the Legislator., the stuns s oi
results of the tests adnuniste red to ethic abenally handicapped pupils

The tests adnmustered pursuant to this article shall b employed to determine
each Ahls-11 districts quota of sptualot re ailing teat ties s15 requited IA Article 4
(commencing with Section 5781 ) of this chapter

Commencing with tests admaiLlervel in the 1972-1973 school year. sehool
districts shall submit answer sheets and r kited pupil information an a in.! school
basis

I the c.orresponding seliun number in the new (reorganized)
Education Code (effective April 30, 1977) is Section 60640. The
new section number for each of the EdiKation Code sei.tions
,a.ntatned in this rt..suitrL. ITlattnal fur Chaptyr II Is it's yrs in brakets
at the end of each section.]
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Scores. Use. Inc ly:ion in Pupil's Records
5779.2 S ter 1 for *lido pupils on the first wade

level test sir not be used by sCnoul districts or teachers for
inch kiwi th mosts ur plat t tilent or as a basis for .111), tale!
CitCiS1011S which v. ould affect the pupil's elenientary school
experieticc. Sc ores froin this lest sli dl not :0 any inatiner bt
included On the pupil's c innulative school teem d

The State livat ci of Edileativii shall determine vs Inch. if ,

of the sc.ores At..iiied by pupils on die tests administered iii
adi 2 and 3 may be rt.soi tied on the pupil's is e

sehocd 'ecru
(New Education Code Section 60641)

Report
5779.3. The State Board of Education shall direct each

school district to report annually its methods used to assess
pupil performance in reading during grades 1, 2. and 3 I he
1)epartment of Education shall assist the senool districts to
itnprov; their local programs of assessing pupil performance
in reading.

(New Education Code Section 606421

Remedial Readers' Scores; Evaluation of Reading Program; Report to
legislature

5780 The scores of tests pros tiled pursuant to Section 5779 of those pupils in
grades two and three who has e participated in a remedial program shall be
maintained and treated separately

From a skid) of no n mats or these lists In diStnl
reading program pursuant to this chapter. and the test results in districts which
do not conduct such a program, the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall
esaluate basic reading programs, and he shall report his findings annually to thi
State Board of Education,

The State Board of Education shall report its findings regarding the
implementation of, and experience under, basic reading programs, together with
ans recommendations for any adjustments in the program to the Legislature at
each regular session This ieport and the report required ptirsuant to Section 12848
111.1V be consolidated into a single annual report

(New Education Code Section 606431

Grade Specification Changes
5780.1. Except fur the first trade entry level test required

by Section 5779, the State Boar d of Education may replace the
grade specification for the administration of specific tests
pursuant to this article oath a specification of age or tune
elapsed since the pupil enterer! school where such a
specification is more eonststent with patterns of school
organization..

1 he Department of Edo, Mum shall submit a repeat to the
Joint Legislative 13udget Committee expLuiting the reasons
for replacing the grade sin edit:anon. 1 lie report shall he
sill ,,lifted at least six months prior to any such change.

(New hditeauon Code Section 606441

CHAPTER 9. SMOG!, TESTING

Article 1. General Provisions

Short Title
IMO. This chapter may be cited as the Calif)rnia School

Testing Act of 1969.
(New Education Code Section 606001

Legislative Intent
12821. It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this

chapter tv den. MUst tit t fiestas Cuts. of SLII001 Juts ids and
schools in assisting pupils to master the fundamental
educational skills towards which instruction is directed The
program of statewide testing snail provide the public, the
Legislatuu, and school districts evaluates e information
regardiag the various levels of proficiency achieed by
different groups of pupils of varying smote:cunt/1,W
backgroutu, so that the Legislature and individual school
districts 'may allocate educational resources in it manner to
assure the maximum educational cpportuni.) fir all pupils
The program of statewide testing shall nicntify unusual
success or failure and the factors which appear to he
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respuusible, so that appropriate action may be taken at the
Bistro t and state ley el to ()hank the h.gliest quality education
for all public school pupils.

(New Education Code Section 60601)

Prohibition of Scholastic Aptitude Testing

12821.5. No school district shall ainunister, in connection with
Iht statcwidc testing program, or otherwise, any standardited group
te;st which providc, or attempts to provide a single measure of
general scholastic aptitude of a pupil, to any pupil or group of
pupils in the district, except:

(a) A school district may administer or allow to be administered
scholastic aptitude tests for placement in stfecial educational
programs for mentally gifted minors provided pursuant to Article 14
(commencing with Section 6421) of Chapter 6 of Division 6 or in
postsecondary education or for the purpose of determining eligi-
bility of students for scholarship awards, grants, or other awards
relating to inistsecondary education.

(b) A school district, with the prior approval of the Superin tan
dent of Public Instruction, may administer group scholastic aptitude
tests for research purposes, provided, that the district has a
Superintendent of Public Instruction approved group testing plan
which includes:

(1) A current schedule of testing;
(2) A statement of purposes of the uses of the tests; and
(3) Provisions that such tests are administered and the results

interpn.ied- under the direct supervision ill a qualified school
psychologist, psychometrist. or school counselor.

(Nev. Education Cudc Section 606141

Definitions
12822. As used m this chapter:
(a) "Achievement test" means any standardized test

which measures or attempts to measure the level of
performance winch a pupil huts attained in one or more
courses of study. It shall include (1) tests in basic skills courses
administered annually and (2) tests in content courses
admitusteicti hum tout to tinic as designated by the State
Board of Education.

(b) "Ph) Sis 4i1 !Wail tea" sissies ail test which
nicasint s tie attempt., Is liltasuru thy physical fitness of a
pop{

, I t alto, pruw.ani" incaus the N)Sit',111dil( dt..111C) (Anent
testing of all pupils in ;rides 6 ;Ind 12, and the physical
pctful man. t tt stint, of all pools in any tlttt.e grades
dt sv.natt tl Isis tit Slats: liu,nd of Education, logon cc! by this
chalice in all ,,chools ss tiles tat 1m st 6(11 district by means of
tests d, .a0A.00. J by the State Bum d of Education,

(d) shills Courses.. means those subjects which
in VOIV(.., .1'1.011g other chills, memorization and mastery of
specific functions, including but not limited to, reading,
spelling baste matInbmatics, and effectiveness of written
expression

(e) "Content courses" means those subjects which require
the integration of factual matter, logical analysis. the solution
by the student of posed problems, and the cominunication of
ideas, including, but not limited to, literature, history,
advanced in:niacin:Mrs, and science.

(New !Education Code Section 606021

Dulles of Stole Boord al Education and Department of Education
12823 I he Slate Board of Education shall
a quirt .1101111g program 111 all school districh
Is Require the Departinelit of Education to submit and recommend

,ichiesement tests 10 the State Its and of Education far appros al and adoption the
.idpted tests shall be printed or purchased WO distributed to the %doom school
districts w the state by the Department of Education

1 in Mats Board of F.dusation shall des elope testing method that will obtain
u. u, utak t stimatc of statewide perfutinance. school district performance, and

ii 4-4 performance of pupils in grades 6 and 12. in basic skills courses
t niter such a testing method. the Department of Education shall annually

region that edit) district administer a statewide test to all pupils in grades 6 and
I. Iit it tartnient shall determine whether pupils in a gis en school shall be
auuaunii it sl the entire test .n a hello r the pupils shall la administered a portion
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of the test which will be representative of all the test ob3ectsves.goals.or categories
of items on the entire test

The procedure required by this section shall be implemented not later than the
1975-76 school year

d4 Designate the ph)snal performance test to be used dunng the ensuing
school year

4e) Adopt regulations for the conduct and administration of the testing
program

[New Education Code Section 606031

Test Development, Publicolion, and Administration
12824. The State Board of Education may develop, pub-

lish, and administer tests of its own dewing, and the board
may utilize the expert services of any persons or groups of
persons in public or private employment.

[New Education Code Section 606041

Conduct of Testing Programs

12825. The governing board of each district shall, in ac-
cordance with the rules and regulations of the State Board
of Education, conduct a testing program within the district.
The governing board may also administer otner tests.

(New Education Code 8ection 606051

Group Toiling of Students from Foreign Countries: Limit° lions
12825.5. No group test directed to ascertaining the

intelligence quotient of a pupil, except intelligence tests
administered on an individual basis for the purposes of
placement in special education programs, shall

purposes
given to

any elementary or secondary pupil who has come to the
United States for the first time from a foreign country in
which English is not the primary language until such student
has resided in the United States for.two years.

(New Education Code Section 606061

Scoring; flopc:is of Results

12826. The governing board of each sclieJI chstriet shall
report on a c:llool-by -school basis to the Dep.ptinent of
Education, pursuant to rules and iegulations adopted by the
State Board of Education, the results of the achievement tests
administered pursuant to this article

The distrietwide results of the testing progrion, but not Ihr!
SCOIC or relative position of individual pupils, shall be
reported to the governing board of the district at least once
a year at a reguhuls scheduled netting.

[New Edncatical Code Section 606071

Physical Performance Test Administration and Results
12827. During either the month of March, ur May,

the governing hoard uf each school district maintaining any
grade designated by the State Board of Education pursuant
to subdivision (c) of Section 19822 shall administer to each
pupil in those grades the physical performance test
designated by the State Board of Education. Each physically
handirappcd pupil and each pupil who is physically unable to
take all of the phy sis al performance test shall be given as
much of the test as his condition will permit.

Upon request of the Department of Education, a school
district shall submit to the departillent at least once c very two
years the results of its physical performance testing,

[New Education Code Section 606081

Cooperation in Carrying Out Program
12828. At the request of the State Board of Education,

and in accordance with rules and iegulations which the board
may adopt, each coo ty superintendent of schools shall coop-
erate with and gi% e assitiitioe to s Lout districts under Lis
jurisdiction hi tarry ing out the testing programs uf such dis-
tricts and other duties imposed on solicit' districts by this
chapter.

[New Education Code Section 606091

Preparation for Tests
12829. With the exception of physical performance tests,

no city, county, city and county, or district superintendent of
schools or ally principal or teacher of any elementary or sec-
ondary school under his charge shall carry on any program
of specific preparation of the pupils within the district for the
testing program as such or the particular test used therein.

[New Education Code Section 606101

Construction of Act
12830. No provision of this chapter or Article 3 (com-

mencing with Section 8571) of Chapter 3 of Di: ision 7 shall
be construed to mean, or represented to require, that gradua-
tion from a high school or promotion to another grade level is
in any way dependent upon successful performance on any
test administered as a part of the testing,program.

(New Education Code Section 60611)

Grades 6 and 12 Achievement Test Results
12832 The State Board of Education shall determine

which, if ally, of the results attained by pupils on the
achievement tests adininistei cd in grades 6 and 12 may be
recorded on the pupil's cumulative school record.

[New Education Code Section 60612j

Grade Specification Replacement
12,833 The State 13uard of Educatio.1 may replace the

grade specification for the adinini.itratiou of specific tests
pursuant to this article v. ith a specification of age or tune
elapsed since the pupil entered Rho,' v. here such a
specification is more consistent with patterns of school
organization.

The Departinent of Education shall submit a report to the
Joint Legislative Budget Committee explaining the reasons
for replacing the grade ,specification. The report shall be
submitted at least six months prior to any such change.

[New Education Code Section 606131

Article 2. Content Course Evaluation

Content CourseEffectiveness

12840. From time to time, as the State Board of Educa-
tion may determine, the board shall conduct studies of the
effectiveness of the various conjoin courses offered by the pub-
lic schools of this state. Such studies shall include details of
the specific objectives of the courses and the level of achieve-
ment attained by students enrolled in such courses and, for
this purpose, the board IDA} dS0 the results of any test ad-
ministered under the provisions of this chapter.

(New Education Code Strdtion 606301

Report to Governor and tcpirlature of $late Cows/ of Educotion's
Findings and Recommendations

12q1. 1:pon the roniph Gin of a study by the hoard pur-
suant to Section 12610, the ho.irtl shall rt. t its findings,
and recoinnisnilaliolls, if any to t) Gus et nor rind the Lvgis-
lat tire nut late: than January. 1 of the }elr sut..s.esdiug com-
pletion of the study.

[New Education Code Section 606311

Reports to legislature; Contents
12842. in making repoi ts to the Legislatin e pursuant to

Section 12841, the board shall maintain the .1110II) tatty of all
individual students iris ulv d. The board may make analyses
inv olv i.,g other factols, nit hiding, but riot hooted to, general
categurILN of pedagogics ul use, t} pe of disti t orgain/ation,
geographic al ea, Nut, uecun um it. data, :AZt.: ask boo! district, ur
other analytical stems vhich may prove useful.

(New Education Code Section 606321
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Cooperation in Carrying Out Program
12843. The governing board of any school district shall

cooperate fully with the State Board of Education in making
its schools avaibble for studies; provider', that the State
Board of Education shall provide all necessary materials and
consultant services free of charge to the district

(New Education Code Section 60633)

Federal Furds
12844. The .2ltate Board of Education may accept federal

or other funds for the purpose of financing studies under
this article. Such studies shall be conducted by the board on an
ad hoe basis, and the board may utilize the expert services of
any persons or groups of persons in public or private em-
ployment.

(New Education Code Section 60634)

Article J. Testing Evaluation and Analysis

Annual Report of State Department of Education to
Legislature, the Slate Hoard, and Each School District;
Contents

12848. The Department of Education shall prepare and
submi. an annual mport to the Legislatuie, the State-Board
of Education, and to each school district in the state
containing an analyAs, on a district-by-district basis, of the
results and test scores of the testing program in basic skills
courses, including tests administered pursuant to the
Miller-Unruh 13asie -Reading-- Act of 1965 (Chapter 5.8
(commencing with Section 5770) of. Division 6). The report
shall include an analysis of the operational factors that appear
to have a significant relationship to or bearing on the results.
The analysis may include, but need not be linutcd tu, the

factor:
(a) Demographic chard( tenstics.
(b) Financial characterwtiel.
(c) Pupil and parent cliarauteristics.
(d) Instructional and stall characteristics.
(e) Specially funded progr.ans.
School districts shall submit to the Department of

Education whatever information the department deems
necessary to carry out the pro% isions of this section.

[New Education Code Section 60660)

1 1 1 o

Consolidation of Reports: Single Annual Legislative Report
12843.5. The report to the Legislature required by Section

12848 and the report to the Legislature required`pursuant to
SectiJil 5780 may be consolidated into a single annual report.

[ New Education Code Section 606611

Recommendations to the Legislature

12849. The State Board of Education shall make recom-
mendation to the Legislature as the board deems appropriate
concerning appropriate or necessary legislation with respect
to the results of the test* Ag program and the evaluation and
analysis thereof required by-this chapter.

[New Education Code Section 60662)

Study and Reports Concerning New Tests

12850. Whenever the State Board of Education designates
a new test to be administered tinder this chapter, the Depart-
ment of Education shall study the compatibility and test results
of the new test and existing tests and shall annually report the
results of such study to the Legislature at the same time it
submits its report pursuant to Section 128-18_,

(New Education Code Section 60663)

Study of Selected Schools
12851. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall

perfulni an analysis of selected schools to identify educational
factors %%hull produce the distinction betw een unusually
high performing districts and unusually low-performing
districts, such performance as measured by standard
measures of school achievement.

The schools selected for study shall be comparable in social
and .demographic characteristics and shall vary only on
student attainment.

The study shun List tsv o calendar years so that variables
disco% ered the first year may be verified the second year.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall report to
the Legislature by January 5, 1975, on the identification and
description of those socioeconomic, financial, and educational
variables affecting school performance which tend to
distinguish between unusually high-performing districts and
unusually lots- performing districts. By January 5, 1976, the
Superintendent of Public Instruction shall issue a final report
to the Legislature including information regarding the
%cnfiahrhty of tht iclatne impact of the variables discovered
during the first year of the study.

[New Education Code Section 60664,1
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The Annual Timetable

For purposes of an orderly dissemination of test results, no school district shall present
districtwide results of the testing program to the governing board of the district or release them to
the general public until the statewide results of the program hare been presented to the State
Board of Education at a regularly scheduled meeting.

California Administrative Code, Title 5, Education,
sections 1026 and 1060

Fall is the busy season for testing coordinators.
As shown on the time/event calendar, the previous
year's state assessment results arrive in the fall for
compilation, reporting., and evaluation. In addition,
the new year's testing begins shortly after the 'first-
school bell rings in Sepcember.

The wise testing coordinator has a plan. This
chapter (1) provides information on the state's
timing in sending test materials during three key
months September, October, and November; and
(2) sets the stage for the presentation of material
contained in the rest of the handbook:

How to interpret test results (Chapter IV)

How to use test results for improvement (Chap-
ter V)

How tcya-report test results to the board of
education (Chapter VI) ./

How to report test results to the media (Chapter
VII)

How to report test results to staff and commu-
nity (Chapter VIII)

... all of which principally take place during these
three weighty months.

Materials from the State
Later in this chapter, we review the first stepr

commonly takeh by school ,districts when they
receive test results in the fall. First, however, let us
look at the individual pieces of material arriving
from the state at that time.

2

School-Level Report'

The school-level report is presented as a com-
puter printout on a preprinted two-page form. A
school district receives duplicate two-page forms
for each grade level tested at eazh school (except
the results for grades two and three, which are
combined in.one report). The report gives detailed
results for each grade level tested. Comparisons can
be made within the district and with statewide
averages.

Interpretive Supplement

Interpretive supplements are provided in booklet
form to give detailed assistance in interpreting the
school-level report previously de.wribed. Three
separate booklets are published for grades two and
three, six, and twelve.

Profile of School District Performance

The profile is a one-page computer printout on a
preprinted. form. In the top half is contained a
summary of the districtwide results for each grade
level and each content area, and the district score is
shown in comparison with the r cores of other
districts in the state. The lower half of the sheet
contains a report on various background factors in
the district and a comparison of the ,factors with
those in the rest of the state. The background

'Test results received ii. September and October may not be
released publicly until the INkrAet Aber meeting ut thr Staic Board 01
Education. Undo a 1976 nuplification ut thi. California Administra-
tive Code, however, school district superintendents may share this
information informally with their boards of education and surf as
soon as it arrives from Sacramento.
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Annual Time/Event Calendar.

January . February March April May June July
August

You receive
results of the
fal! grade one
Entry Level
Test.

-

----
Grade six
test is given.

1..

... ,

. .

----..

Tests for grades
are given.

...

two and three

You receive
results of
December
grade twelve
tests.

\

Scoring, evaluation,
of results for all

and publishing
grades takes place.

z

.
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A Guide to Interpretation

Interpretive Supplement

factors included are in addition to the factors used
io compute the comparison score bands.

Profiles of School District Performance,
A Guide to Interpretation

The guide is a 26-page booklet that provides a
considerable amount of information on the individ-
ual tests and the testing program itself. It explains
how the tests were developed, what they measure,
how they are administered, and how the test
results and background factors are organized in the
district profiles: The guide is necessary to under-
stand how the various numbers, scores, and values
Are derived.

Student Achievement in California
Schools: Annual Report

The 60- to 70-page annual report presents and
analyzes the statewide performance of California
schoolchildren on tests administered during a
school year. A new report is issued each fall on the
previous year's results. It contains three kinds of
informatkl:

Profile of School
District Performance

ac
Cakiatio PAssessn wa Pwarn

Student Acilie*ement
in California Schools

1. Analysis by the assessment advisory commit-
tees of skill areas where pupil performance
was notably strong or weak

2. Test performance of various subpopulations
3. Comparison of California achievement levels

with national norms

A Few More Details
Most other testing events during the year are

easily understood. A few words are in order,
Lowever, about the circumstances surrounding the
reporting of test scores to the State Board of
Education and members of the Legislature.

()First, the State Board. The Board meets,
monthly (except in August), rotating its meeting
site among the major cities of California usually
Sacramento, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San
Diego. Board meetings regularly span a Thursday
and Friday. The November meeting at which test
results are reportedis usually held in Sacramento,
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with the state assessment report usually scheduled
for Thursday morning.

Each State Board member receives three dotal-
merits: (I) Student Achievement in California
Schools. Annual Report, (2) school district profiles
for all districts in the Board member's home
county; and (3) Profiles of School District Perfor-
mance. A Guide to Interpretation. The Board as a
whole receives one set of all district profiles.

As soon as the report has been made to the State
Board, local districts are free to make public
release of their results in their 01n communities. A
district, then, actually may release its results on the
same day as the State Board meeting.

o Second, the legislators. Soon after the State
Board meeting, each member of the California
Senate and Assembly receives an annual report and
therdistrict profiles for all districts in his or her
legislative district along with a Guide to Interpreta-
tion.

Information for the Public
The major news media already have been keyed

in to the report of test scores. Details about how
this affects your district may be found in Chapter
VI.

News reports often generate requests from the
public to tile Department of Education for por-
tions of the test results data. The Department
honors all requests for school district profiles (and
sends with them the necessary Guide to Interpreta-
tion). However, requests from the public for
information about individual schools are referred
to the appropriate district office. Although this
information is public, the number of schools in the
state and the length of the school reports render
their reproduction unfeasible. Moreover, by con-
tacting district offices, interested Members of the
public can receive more complete information than
that revealed on the assessment reports. Inquirers

scan discover what special programsmentally
gifted or ECE, for example are conducted, together
with such matters as course offerings, classroom
organization, and other local program characteris-
tics not identified in the school district profiles.

The Steps Most Districts Follow

flow do testing. coordinators handle the arrival
of test scores? The California Assessment Program
surveyed school districts in the spring of 1976 to

chart the ty pical flow of testing information and to
uncover impediments.

The following is an anatomy of what commonly
takes place. It is meant not to be prescriptive but
simply to show whatothers are doing.

The Test Coordinator

In each district one person is charged with
overse.ang the testing program from the receipt of
the tests through the interpretation of results. The
nature of that person's job, of course, varies with
tne she of the district. In larger districts the person
might have the title of director of testing and
evaluation or assistant superintendent for instruc-
tion. In small districts, the testing coordinator is
often the superintenden t-principal. In nearly all cases
the coordinate- performs many different functions.

1. Preliminary Report

Assessment results (both in September and
0 ober) are mailed to the district superintendent
and directed to the attention of the director of
testing. Once received by the superintendent, the
results are usually turned over to the test coordina-
tor with a request for an abridged preliminary
report.

The superintendent needs to be told the high-
lights of the results to avoid surprise or unexpected
difficulty. The preliminary report should also call
attention to any dramatic changes from the previ-
ous year's scores, especially declines. The report
usually takes the form of a one-page summary of
the results for all school so that any problem
schools or subject areas can be spotted immedi-
ately. Although high scores are important, too, the
superintendent is interested at this point in getting
ready to meet problems. Chapter IV contains
suggestions for the testing coordinator on analyz-
ing the results for a school-Or district. The report
completed, the testing coordinator briefs the super-
intendent .)n the highlights.

2. First Principals' Briefing

The superintendent convenes the district admin-
istrative council, 'Willa usually includes central
office administrators and all principals. Each prin-
cipal is given one of the two copies of the results
for his or her school (the other being retained in
the district office) and a copy of the accompanying
Interpretive Supplement. (If principals do not have
them, it might be useful to distribute copies of the
three Tc.st Content Specifications booklets. Each
district received a set of the specifications last y ear.
Additional copies are available for purchase:
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through the Department of Edut-ation's Publit,a-
tions ) Besides reviewing the results, the
coordinator reports any further information
received from past regional meetings with members
of the CAP staff. Principals are given one or two
weeks to absorb the information before a second
meeting is held.

Districts vary as to whether a principal at this
time sees how his or her school compares with
others in the district. TIP; school report each
principal receives, however, enables a principal to
compare that school's results with those district-
wide. Districts differ even on the time at witch this
material is given to ncipals. Although reports
arrive in September, many testing coordinators are
reluctant to give them out then, fearing informa-
tion leaks before official release.

3. Second Principals' Briefing.

Testing coordinators use alternative methods to
help principals understand and use the results. The
first method is to visit each school, ;viewing with
the principal his or her school's results and
planning what action, if any, may be tnken as n
consequence. The second method is to meet again
with the administrative council, at which meeting
each principal summarizes the school's results and
"defends" his or her findings. Other principals play

Publications Sales, Californi.i State Department of Education,
P.O. Box 271, Sacramento, CA 95802; phone; (916) 445.1261 or
(90)445.3497.
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the roles of questioning parent, skeptical teacher,
or doubting board member. Such a confrontation
is not for the timid, but the principal needs to be
ready to answer sucl. questions sooner or later.

At this meeting the coordinator can offer to be
present when principals explain the results to their
faculties. This meeting often provides the tipoff as
to whether the results will be used successfully for
assessment or will gather dust. A principal unsure
of the meaning of the results will face a faculty
with reluctapee. Therefore, for any use of results at
the school level, it is important that the principal
understand them thoroughly or have ready access
to someone like the testing coordinator, %%to does.

Likewise, the coordinator can offer to help with
presentations to parent and community groups.
Some coordinators put together multimedia pro-
grams and show them at meetings around their
communities. They integrate test- results with
information about existing successful district pro-
grams. "Test results," one c ordinator reported,
"are 1..e best friend we have. Iligh scores can 'be
used to illustrate the succes of a program. And
even low scores can be tis0 to document the need
for change."

4. Report to the School Board
The testing t.u.,:thnator is usually the person

who makes the required annual report of the
district's set.,:es to the local board of education. in
addition. to districtwide scores, about two-thirds of
the districts also report school-by-school results to
their school board.
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Interpreting Test Results

This chapter contains information on making
the best professional use of test results. It gives tips
on how to understand scores fully. Then Chapter V
outlines some steps for transla,ting scores into
program improvement.

This material does not require advanced knowl-
edge of education or statistics. It assumes only a
general knowledge of the _California Assessment
Program (CAP) and some bask understanding of
statistics things like means and correlation coeffi-
cients.

Becoming-Familiar with the Statistics
In any analysis of data, the first task is to

become familiar with the terms. Later, we will
delve into some of the fine; points of test result
figures included in your reports. Now is a good
time to be sure that you understand how these
figures are reported.

One way to do so is to look carefully at a CAP
school-level report for any grade, along with the
Interpretive Supplement. One can_page through the
supplement, substituting the actual figures from
your owr report. By the time you'finish, terms like
percent correct score and percentile rank should
have genuine meaning for you.

Checking the Results
Now The actual use of test results can be

consider.: d. The first question asked- by testing
couidinators is whether the results are correct.
Errors in testing and reporting are rare, but they do
happen. The consequences of error are great
that it pays to spend a little time veritying the
scores,

Some errors can be uncovered quickly. A testing
coordinator would look curiously. at ,a sufficiently
large (say, 60 pupils per grade), high-achieving
school that scored at the 75th percentile this year

in grade two reading, the 69th percentile this year
in grade three reading, the 8:nd percentile last year
in grade six reading, but at the 25th percentile this
year in grade six reading. The report could be in
error. A bit of simple detective work here might
save the embarrassment of issuing and then having
to retract a report.

Three things can be done quickly to uncover
errors. First, one can lOok at the reported number
of pupils tested. If the number does not agree with
the records for the particular grade, immediate
evidence exists that the scores are probably not
yours.

Large and unexpected changes in a grade level's
scores ought to be verified. There are two fast ways
to do so. One way is to talk to the teachers
involved, asking them indirectly how well they
thought their pupils did this year. It well may be
that the teachers feel that there was an unusually
large number of low achievers at that grade level,
taus accounting for a significant drop in scores. If
the teachers do not feel so, however, you have
additional reason to be suspicious.

The second way to uncover errors is to compare
new scores with past results. For instance, three
years ago this year's sixth graders were in grade
three and four years ago were in grade two. Test
results for those years should be compared gener-
ally against the new scores. (For help in locating
those old results, telephone a consultant on the
CAP staff in Sacramento at 916-322-2200.) Of
course, if you know that the general achievement
level of your schools has gone down in the last few
years, it may not be useful to compare the new and
old scores. But if it hasn't changed much and the
new, lower score still can't be explained, it is time
to look at other standardized test results your
district may have at that grade level. Even if the
norms on such testing are not direLtly comparable,
to those used in the California Assessment Pro-
gram, general comparisons can be made.



This chapter's section entitled. "Comparing Test
Scores Longitudinally" contains advice on compar-
ing results of dissimilar tests. Or this year's grade
six results can be compared generally with last
year's grade six results. If this examination still has
not explained ,large changes in achievement levels,
one should call the CAP office in Sacramento. A
consultant there may be able to help solve the
problem.

The chances of receiving correct scores, how-
ever, are quite high. In its short life the CAP has
issued more than 25,000 school-level reports. Of
that number, about 100 requests to double-check
results have been made, and fewer than a dozen
instances of error have been found. Nevertheless,
the importance of reporting accurate scores jus-
tifies a close look at your results.

Answering Common Questions
About Test Results

When you present test results, some group may
find reasons for doubting them. Human nature
being what it is, people tend to reject results
completely when they can find any flaw in them.
Your being able to explain uncertainties will aid
the process of accepting and then using the results.

Some objections really can't be answered, how-
ever. Teachers sometimes react to low scores by
thinking that the score would have been higher if
they had

the

the test better. They often
ask what the score would have been if they had not
varied from the prescribed test-giving procedure.
There is, of course, no way of knowing.

Most uncertainties, however, can be cleared up.
The following answers show typical ways in which
the testing coordinator can provide this useful
information. Most of these examples contain data
from the grades two and three Reading Test
because of greater experience with them As
studies on the grades six and twelve Survey of
Basic Skills are finished, similar information will be
distributed.

Here are answers and analyses for nine typical
questions:

I. What is the reliability of the test7
Reliability can be viewed in several ways. One

way is the stability of results over time. The
section in this chapter entitled "Comparing Pupil
Norms to School or District Norms" contains
detailed information on this topic.. In.summary,
the matrix-sampling Reading Test now used pro-
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vides fat more stable results than does the Cocpera-
tiit. Prima.) Reading Test formerly used by the
state.

Reliability of results can also be viewed as a
coefficient of internal consistency -frequently
called KR20 or coefficient alpha. That is, if a
student gets one item correct, does he or she also
get the next item correct and ultimately obtain a
high score on the test? On a pupil basis, the KR20
for each form of the present Reading Test is at
least .85. For the full test-all 250 itemsthe
estimated pupil-level KR20 is .99. The coefficient
alpha for school-level results (the most appropriate
statistic, since pupil-level results are not reported)
is .99. By any standard, then, the reliability of the
Reading Test is extremely high. Similar results can
be expected when such statistics are computed for
the Survey of Basic Skills tests.

2. How were the tests developed?
All tests in the state program were developed in

the same way. First, advisory committees were
formed to help the Department's Office of Pro-
gram Evaluation and Research determine the test
content. The committees reviewed the frameworks
in each subject as well as instructional materials
and objectives provided by school districts. They
chose the program objectives common to most
instructional materials and district curricula. These
objectives were arranged in content areas, and skills
were defined in each area. The objectives and skills
were printed in a preliminary document, which was
reviewed by a large number of districts in the state.
After modifications, the objectives were printed in

the Test Content Specifications booklet series and
became the blueprint for the development of the
tests themselves. These booklets are available in
each school district office.

Test questions to match the Test Content
Specifications were collected either by leasing
existing questions from commercial publishers or
by writing and field-testing questions locally. Com-
mittees of teachers reviewed .the questions for
clarity and appropriateness and passed them on to
linguists for screening for bias. From the pool of
items that passed these tests came the final ques-
tions included in each test.

The Teacher's Manual and Examiner's /Manua
give more detail on the development of each test,
its content, and the persons who served on the
advisory committees.

3. Are the tests valid?
No test is pci fek.tly %Aid. Leery testing situation

ontains sonic aspect nuking the test less Than
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perfectly valid. The real question to be asked is,
"Are these tests more valid than any other tests
that could be used for measuring the attainment of
basic skills by pupils in California?" The answer,
unequivocally, is yes.

Ne test can be valid unless it is reliable. In the
previous question I, the tests' high reliability was
described, and in question 2 it was shown that the
tests were designed specifically for measuring the
performance of California students and the goals of
California schools. The entire test development was
concerned with the unique problems of measure-
ment in a state as vast and diverse as California.

4. Why are test results for individual pupils not
reported?

Even under the former state testing program, the
state did not report test results for individual
pupils. Any scores for individual pupils

from
a

result of a district's requesting the scores from its
scoring contractor. The state required that districts
submit a frequency distribution of pupil scores but
never possessed or reported the score of a particu-
lar pupil. No pupil scores have bee. or are, reported
because the purpose of the former testing program,
as well as CAP, is program evaluation (at the
school, district, and state levels), not the evalua-
tion, placement, or diagnosis of pupils.

Earlier state-required testing had many draw-
backs. The costs were large, and districts had to
bear them; the tests were too long, and some tests
were unrelated to the school goals. When the
testing program was revised, it was decided to
move to matrix sampling to provide tests long
enough and broad enough to cover the wide variety
of skills taught in California schools. Because no
intention existed of providing individual pupil
results, the move to matrix sampling was feasible
and practicable. The factors in that decision were
the following:

There was a desire to limit testing time to
about 30 minutes. Only matrix sampling
could cover a broad content domain in such a
short time.

With the state assuming the costs, districts
could use newly freed funds for their own
program of further testing at the pupil level.
No one testing system could likely satisfy
all districts. Some prefer standardized tests;
some, tests that are curriculum-imbedded and
criterion-referenced; and some, ._their own
tests. It would be impossible to select a single

statewide test to satisfy all preferences.

5. .111-my brightei children gut the ea.9 farms, and
the slower children gut the hard forms. Hun can
our percent correct score mean an) thing ti hen
none of the kids took the whole test?

We try to make all form's equally difficult. In
many cases, such as the case of the grades two and
three Reading Test, the difficulty level of all the
forms is close to being equal. Teachers who believe
otherwise. have often looked at just one or two
questions on each form. Some forms have harder
questions at the beginning and some at the end;
but on the whole, all are about the same. Thus,
each pupil's percent correct score is a good
estimate of what his or her score would have been
if he or she had taken the complete test.

6. Our second grade reading score was pretty good
except for our low score in vocabulary. If we
were to raise that percent correct score by 20
points, what would our total percent correct
score be?

This question is frequently asked once-persons
have overcome the natural initial hesitation to
accept tlw results. It is a signpost of real progress
with teachers and shows that they are ready to
begin a careful examination of the skill area scores
on the second page of the report.

To answer the question, one needs four pieces of
information. the total number of items on the test
(nt), the number of items in the skill area (ns), the
percent correct score for the total test (pr); and the
desired change in percent correct score for the skill
area (Pd). The first two-pieces of information are
available from the Interpretive Supplement, the
next can be read from the school report, and the
last is provided by the teachers. The revised
percent correct score for the total test (Prey)
would then be:

(Prey = Pt + nst X Pd
n

For example, if a school with a grade two
Reading Test percent correct sore of 60.0 (2.4th
percentile) were to raise its vocabulary percent
correct score by 20, the percent correct score for
the total test would be:

Prev = 60 +
60

= 64.8 (35th percentile)
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Determining What a "Satisfactory"
Result Is

Any interpretation of results revolves around
this question: "I low well did we do in comparison
to how we should have done?" Answering the
question involves both objective comparisons and
such subjective matters as one's own expectations
and a district's goals.

_,As to objective comparisons, the first compari-
son to be examined is the comparison score band.
:t tells you what other schools and districts with
similar background factors did on the average. For
example, a comparison band ranging from the 25th
to 45th percentile tells you that schools with
similar background factors are scoring somewhere
around the 35th percentile. This is not an exact
means of comparison, but it is a starting place.

It is also good to Like into account special
circumstances that may be present. These include
any background factors not detected by the
ompariiion band. This information should help

Identify what a sau.sfactoo score is provided that
satisfactory means "about the average of schools
slit-ilia' to mine." Of t-curse, some persons consider
this definition inadequate. Some feel that the
general average being achieved by all schools is too
low, and others feel that the state average should
be just a minimal goal.

Interpreting Differences Between Scores
By this poi:it many testing coordinators are

moving toward helping school staffs use results for
program evaluation and improvement. This, of
co arse, is one o;' the principal purposes of the
enti c testing program.

a dose analysis often raises detailed ques
ti( interpreting scores, among them these
c ntra cc opts:

1 w a iudi of a difference from our satisfac-
tory scoreis a big difference?'
Is this yedr's \result an exceptional result, or is
it part of a consistent trend?
If this year's result appears somewhat excep-
tional, what is thelikelihood that it will recur
if we do nothing about it?

These questions arc discussed in this part of the
chapter. At times, questions in these areas may
exhaust your knowledge of the testing program.
You may then wish to call a CAP consultant for
help.

IV-4

Interpreting Differences in Percentile Ranks

A school's percentile rank in a content area is
the percent of California schools that had a lower
average score in that area. Thus, if a school has a
percentile rank of 25 in grade six written expres-
sion, it means that 25 percent of the schools in
California had a lower average score on that test. It
does not mean, however, (I) that the average pupil
in that school had a test score higher than 25
percent of the pupils in the state, or (2) that all the
pupil:, in that school had lower scores than 75
percent of the pupils in the state. Other incorrect
interpretations of percentile scores are also some-
times made.

Although percentile ranks are used because of
their straightforward definition, they are not as
simple as many think. In fact, many important
nuances are frequently ignored or misunderstood.

Perhaps most serious is the misconception that
percentile ranks are z. linear scale. This misconcep-
tion is exemplified by a phrase frequently printed
in newspaper articles. "Percentile ranks are a scale
from I to 99." Although true, the statement gives
the impression that the difference between percen-
tile ranks of, say, 10 and 20 is the same as the
difference between 40 and 50. In fact, the differ-
ene between 10 and 20 is almost twice the
difference between 40 and 50 because test scores
tend to bunch up in the middle of the distribution.
Since scores are much closer together in the
middle, it is easier to pass 10 percent of the schools
in the middle of the distribution than at the
extremes.

Differences between schools in the middle of the
distribution are quiteAubtle. For example, most
people could not detect real differences between
the reading levels of average pupils from schools
scoring at the 45th and 55th percentiles. This is
not true just of state testing percentiles but of
percentiles In general. It is equally doubtful that
most people could detect differences in problem-
solving ability between someone with an IQ at the
45th percentile and another at the 55th percentile.
There simply isn't much of a difference between
these two points.

But what is an important difference? When do
we begin to notice real dissimilarity been
schools of different percentile ranks? Let's look
first at grades two and three, which are given the
same state Reading Tot. There we find that a
set-ond grade scoring at the 90th percentile is at
about the grade three average, while a third grade
scoring at the 10th percentile is at about the grade
two average. Thus, in the primary grades the 10th
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and 90th percentiles roughly equate average test
performances a year behind and a year ahead of
average, respectively. These two percentiles can be
used as benchmarks. A school scoring at the 10th
percentile should consider that its average pupil is
significantly below the state average, and the
inverse is true for a school scoring at the 90th
percen tile.

This is only a starting place, of course. The
differences are readily distinguishable between
pupils of schools scoring at the 10th and 90th
percentiles. Likely, much smaller differences say,
between the 30th and 70th -percentiles would be
noticeable too, though not as easily.

We have been speaking just of noticeable differ-
ences, not statistically significant ones. If a new
reading program tested among several thousand
pupils, for instance, it wouldn't take a 25-percen-
tile change to show that the program was having an
effect. A change of a few percentile points
although it may have statistical significanceis
subtle and not likely to indicate large differences.
However, large changes of the type discussed
earlier do translate into readily observable differ-
ences in abilities or achievement.

Interpreting Differences in Percent Correct Scores
Percent correct scores have also been frequently

misinterpreted. Districts have been known to mini-
mize differences between schools whose average
percent correct scores on the Survey of Basic
Skills: Grade 12 differed by 9 percent. They
reasoned that since one school achieved only 9
percent more correct answers than the other, the
difference between them could not have been
great.

However, dlfferi:nces this large in percent cor-
rect score's are substantial. One can imagine two
classrooms of pupils taking a typical test con-
structed by a teacher (B students would average 85
percent correct, and C students would average 75

percent correct). If the first classroom had all 13
students, we would expect its average on the test
to be 85. If the second class had half B students
and half C students, the class average on the same
test woald be 80. In this case an average difference
of just 5 percentile points would mean that half
the students in one class were achieving at a level
one grade lower than in the other class.

Only further research will tell us how much
difference it takes in test scores before one detects
a real difference in pupils. However, a general
guideline might hold that a difference of one-half a
standard deviation would be the start of noticeable
change. In grades two and three this difference
translates roughly into 5 percentile points, in grade
six, 4 percentile points, and in grade twelve, 3
percentile points. Thus, if one school has an
average percent correct score in grade three more
than 5 points higher than another, one would begin
to notice real differences in pupil achievement.
This difference translates into 25 percentile points
in the middle of the distribution but only 10
points or less in-the extremes.

Comparing Test Scores Longitudinally
Two difficulties arise in examining a school's

long-term trend in state testing.

The tests have been changed over a period of
time.

The same statistics weren't always reported.
This section provides guidance in making and

using long-term comparisons. Some instances defy
exact comparison and require professional judg-
ment by the testing coordinator.

First, let's look,at the tests used during the past
five years (Figure I ). Those that are directly
comparable in Figure I are joined by arrows.

Thus, test results for grades one, two, and three
are directly comparable only between 1971-72 and

Grade 1971.72 1972.73 1973.74 1974.75 1975.76

One Coop Coop Entry Level Test Revision Revision ELT..---. of of
Two Coop Coop Reading Test Revision RT Revision RT.---- of of
Three rest RTCoop Coop Reading Revision of Revision of RT
Six Survey of Basic Skills: Revision of SBS:CTBS- CTBS-----CTBS

Grade 6 Grade 6
Twelve Survey of Basic Skills: Revision of SBS:/TED /TED /TED

Grade 12 Grade 12

Fig. 1. Tests used in California, 1971.72 through 1975.76
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1972-73 and between 1974-75 and 1975-76. In
grades six and twelve, no results since the 1973-74
school year are directly comparable to the previous
year's results.

Ilowever, that two years are not directly com-
parable does not rule out longitudinal tracing. It
would indeed be ill-advised to compare entirely
dissimilar tests, such as comparing grade one Coup
results (a reading achievement test given at the end
of the school year) with Entry Level Test results (a
reading readiness test given at the beginning of the
school year). But other than that you can usefully
look at trends if you observe the following points.

ilaw scores (or percent correct scores) will
not be comparable. It is possible, though, to
estimate the change for tests in the CAP. The
average score on the original version of the
Entry Level Test was about 1.5 points higher
than the revised version. The original version
of the Reading Test was about a half-point
harder for second graders, but about a half-
point easier for third graders, than the revised
version. Similarly, for grades six and twelve
the tests were revised for 1975-76. .

When tests are changed, differences in scores
may be caused by differing test content, not
by changes in program quality or student
achievement. Differences in test content and
the school's \curricular emphases must be
compared before a judgment is made. Even
then, that judgment must remain tenuous.

The second problem, that of changing statistics,
is not nearly so difficult. Direct conversion tabl.s
allow comparison of pupil norms (the way some
districts report school scores for standardized tests)
and school norms (tlie.way the state has reported
school results for the past six years). The following
discussion should help resolve these difficulties.

Comparing Pupil Norms to
School or District Norms

Occasionally, confusion exists over the way in
which percentile scores art reported for state tests.
The confusion is over -whether a score represents
(1) the average pupil in the school district;, or (2)
the comparative statewide ranking of the school or
school district. Many districts have reported Their
results as a percentile rank of pupil norms (average
pupil). Thus, a score of 45 means that the median
or mean pupil score was 45 on the publisher's
national pupil 'norms. State results, however, have
been reported for many years as the ranking of
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districts in California (comparative statewide rank=
ing). Thus, a district score of 45 means that its
median or mean in the case of matrix sampling
score was higher than 45 percent of the other
districts in California.

The two statistics are not directly comparable.
However, both have been available to districts and
schools for the past several years. Thus, the
relationship between the two sets of scores can be
seen by examining results from previous years as
well as current ones. For example, when_ the
Cooperative Primary Reading Test (Coop) was last
given as the grade three state-mandated reading test
in spring, 1973, a district whose median pupil
scored at the 59th percentile on publisher norms
was at the 70th percentile of districts in the state.
Thus, at that grade level at that time, the two
numbers, 59 and 70, described exactly the same
performance in different ways. (At the lower end
of the distribution, the state, school, or district
percentile rank is lower than the equivalent pupil
percentile rank.)

If a district has continued to administer the
former state-mandated tests, the two sets of
information can be equated easily. Suppose, for
example, that when a district administered the
Coup to its third graders again this year, the
median pupil scored at the 25th percentile on
publisher's norms. However, on the state Reading,
Test, the district scored at the 12th percentile. The
question is: Are the two pieces of information
consistent?

Here we do a little backtracking. We can go back
three years and find that the 1972-73 Coup scores
placed the median pupil at the 27th percentile.
That result would have placed the district at the
10th percentile of districts in California.' Thus, we
find that there has been essentially no change in
test scores over the past three years (comparing the
former 27/10 with the current 25/12). The 25th
percentile on the publisher's pupil norms and- the
12th percentile on the California district norms are
roughly equivalent.

The above technique doesn't always work.
Sometimes two tests actually seem to give different
results. Suppose, for example, that on the fall,
1973, Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS),
a district's median pupil scored at the 37th
percentile on the publisher's norms. That result
would have placed the district at the 30th percen-

Percentile. Rank Norms Tables and Summary of Test Scores for
the California State Testing Program: Grades Une, Iwo, and Three,
Sak.ramentu. Caltturma State Department of 1.ilm.attun, 1973.
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tile of California districts. Then in 1975 when the
district chose to administer the CTBS, the median
grade six pupil 'was still at the 37th percentile, but
the district's state rank on the new Survey of Basic
Skills fell'to the 15th perCentile.

In this case the reason for the change probably
lies elsewhere, perhaps in differences between the
tests. The CTBS may measure areas emphasized by
the district more than the Survey does. However,
since the Survey measures the common instruc-
tional objectives of California schools, it would
seem reasonable for the district to reflect on why
its pupils do, better on the CTBS than on a test
designed specifically for California. But the drop in
percentile ranks need not be interpreted as a
decline in program quality. It could be caused, for
instance, by instructional emphases different from
those.measured by the new test.

In summary, it should not be assumed that
different ways of reporting test results prevent
comparisons. Many valid judgments still can be
drawn, even during this transition period, espe-
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.40

.20
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cially in districts that still use the tests that used to
be state-mandated. the Coop, CTBS, and ITED.

Determining the Reliability of
Reading Test Scores

The information contained in this section can be
used to determine how reliable specific test results
are. It should be remembered that usually the
results of more than one testing session are needed
to determine how successful a program is. With the
information provided hete, one can decide how
many sets of results are needed before firm
conclusions,about a program can be made.

Figure 2 shows the stability of test scores over a
period of time. As can be seen from the two lines,
the stability of school mean test scores is greater
on the Reading Test than on the Cooperative
Primary Reading Test. In other words, whatever
one's feelings are about the stability of Coop
scores, the Reading Test produces more consistent
results year to year for all but the very small

0
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KEY.
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1972.73 median scores on the Coopelatile. Primary Reading Test

cj 1974.75 median scores on the Reading Test

1
20 40 60 80 100

Number of pupils tested in third grade

120 140

Fig. 2. School -level correlations between second and third grade test scores, by number of pupils tested in the third grade
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schools (those with fewer than four pupils per
grade). This finding may be important to empha-
size to teachers, for some of them have the
mistaken impression that Reading Test scores are
less stable. If teachers continue to hold that
impression, they might be slow to initiate c-hange
on the basis of Reading Test results.

Given the test results of one year, some may
inquire about the expected range of scores for the
next year of testing. That answer can be obtained
from Figure 3. Fifty percent of the school mean
scores for schools of a given size change by less
than the value of the line. Thus, among schools
annually testing about 40 pupils in the third grade,
half see their mean Reading Test score change by
3.3 percent or less. Of course this result is an
average for all schools, regardless of how much
they have changed between testings. A school with
a stable program and personnel has 'better than a
fifty-fifty chance that its scores will change less
than the amount given in the table.

Another approach to the question of stability of
., scores is the one taken in Figure 4. The graphics in

Figure 4 combine both theory and actual data.
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Suppose the population statewide would remain
constant and the same types of pupils would go to
each school year after year. Suppose, too, that
nothing in the schools' ehanged; the programs,
teachers, facilities, and administration alt stayed
the same. If this situation .went on for a long time,
the average test score over, a period or dine could
be called the true score for that sciiool, :Ind each
year's test results would be an estimate of the
school's true score.

Of course such stability does not exist. But the
current true score for a school can be estimated,
given current testing data. From Figure 4 you can
find the probability that the average score for one
to four years of results for a school is within 5"
percent of its true score. For exampl, if a school
annually tests 40 pupils at grade three,\there is a 70°
percent chance that the average score achieved by
this year's class is within 5 percent of the school's
true score. If the average for two yearsis used, the
probability jumps to .85 that the average is within
5 percent of the true score. Averaging results over
three and four years raises this probability to .90
and .92, respectively.

Number of pupils tested in third grade

100 120 140

Figure 3 is to be teed as follows. Fifty percent of the schools with 40 pupils tested at the third grade willhave a mean Reading Test

score within 3.3 percent of their mean Reading Ten score of the previous year.

Fig. 3. Projected,variations in thirdgrade Reading Test scores, by number of pupils tested
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These probabilities are arrived at conservatively.
One usually can be more certain of knowing the
true, score of a school than the stated values. One
reason is that the illustration in the figure assumes
that the reader has absolutely no knowledge about
the achievement level of students in that school
except for scores on the Reading Test. Knowledge
of other test scores, familiarity with students or
former students, and any other independent

1.0

knowledge of the school raise the probability that
one can pinpoint the true score of a school. A
second reason is more statistical in nature, that :s,
the correlations are based on the test results from
all schools, many of which had cnanges in their
true scores from year to year. This additional
source of variation, which could be minimal in a
stable school in a stable community, decreases the
probability values reported in the table.

4-year average

3year average

2.year average

.2

.0

0 20 40 60 80

Number of pupils tested on third grade

100

Results of 1 year

-120 140

Fig. 4. Probability that a mean Reading Test score for the third grade, averaged over one, two, three, or four years, will be
within 5 percent of a school's true score, by number of pupils tested

Cr
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Using Test Results for Program Improvement

By now you have a firm understanding of test
results. You have been able to examine them in
light of their comparison score bands. You have
been able to review previous test results, determin-
ing whether the present results are part of a
significant trend, The remaining steps in a program
evaluation are:

1. Reviewing the appropriate test with the
teachers

2. Identifying areas of particularly high or low
scores

3. Determining hoW well the test content is
reflected in the curriculum

4. Recommending changes

These steps are explained in the following
paragraphs.

Reviewing the Test

Once teachers understano the -overall-results on
Page one of the Report on the Survey of Basic
Skills, they should examine the skill area results on
page two. They should now start developing
strategies for improving specific parts of the pro-
gram.

You should direct the attention of the teachers
to the meaning of the skill area terms and the ways
in which skills were measured on the test. The
principal sources of information are the skills
charts in the interpretive supplements and the Test
Content Specifications booklets. Separate booklets
are published for reading, mathematics, and writ-
ten expression (including spelling). The Depart-
ment of Education has mailed one copy of each
booklet to each district. Additional copies, are
available from Publications Sales, California State
Department of -Education, P.O. Box 271, Sacra-
mento, CA 95802; telephone (916) 445-1261 or
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(916) 445-3497. A secondary source is Student
Achievement in California Schools. 1974-75
Annual Report. This book provides sample test
items for selected skill areas and contains a detailed
discussion of the analysis of statewide results..,A
similar publication is planned for each ye.ar. Stu-
dent Achievement may also be ordered from the
above address.

Identifying Areas of High
and Low Scores

After teachers have reviewed these documents,
they should understand the terms for each skill
area and the method of melsurnig each area. They
afe now ready to interpret :nformation on_the
second page of the Report on the Survey of Basic
Skills.

The score for each skill area is,compared to its
respective content_area-score: Naturally, a skill-area
score can be either significantly lower than the
content area score, about the same, or significantly
higher. The difference is shown by whether the
series of dashes representing the skill area scores is
completely below (to the left of) the X represent-
ing the content area score, overlaps the X, or is
completely above it.

It often is useful to make three lists of skill areas
(one list for each category of possible result) and
to give extra atter ion to any area that is extremely
different. The in rpretation of these lists depends
on the overall a.sessment of the total content
area. For example, a content area score has been
judged to L.. eery low, it may be necessary to
redevelop the mt. e curriculum for that area. In
this case, finer a alyses will not be necessary or
useful. More typically, however, the total score will
be judged to be within reason, and a few skill areas
will be identified as needing improvement.



Determining the Reflection of Test
Content in the Curriculum

One reason for a careful review of the test
content is to make sure that the material being
tested is the same as that being taught in your
classrooms. If it is not, low scores do not neces-
sarily mean low achievement but only different
areas of achievement.

If teachers' objectives are different from those in
the Test Content Specifications, the teachers need
to determine whether they sDould adjust their
objectives. Although there is no state-prescribed set
of objectives, the Test Content Specifications were
drawn largely from the state curriculum frame-
works. As such, they reflect the orientation of a
vast majority of California school dStricts.

A decision to redirect learning toward the
content listed in the Test Content Specifications
means that a major curriculum development effort
will come out of this year's test review. Reviews in
future years can then focus on the extengto which
pupils master the stated objectives.

If a district rejects the content listed in the Test
Content Specifications, it must develop its own
equivalent document and its own, instruments.
Then, when future state test results show that
pupils are not mastering the content of those tests,
the district can provide information to teachers,
parents, school board members, and the public as
to how well its local objectives are being met.

Recommending Changes

By this time you may be near to Lundusions
about your instructional program, which may be
strong ur may need improvement in part or whole.
the weak parts may Lome from improper emphasis
or ineffective methods of presentation. If you have
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determined such causes and have developed pro-
posed solutibns, you will want to start putting the
changes into use.

On the other hand you may need more informa-
tion beffft you are willing to judge the achieve-
ment levels of your pupils. A fryquent reason for
this .conclusion is the belief by 'teachers that low
scores are caused by poor test administration
procedures. In that case action is needed to ensure
that next year's results will be usable. This some-
times is the only conclusion that comes out of a
first-time .jeview of results, but it should be viewed
as a real step forward. Although it may be
discouraging to wait another year, you will know
that a careful review of the results will be possible
next year.

Your professional judgment t ay tell you to wait
for another year's results bef ,re reaching final
conclusions. However, you should commit your
tentative Conclusions to paper now while noting
the information you will need next year to confirm
or refute them. .

Although you already may know how you want
to carry out a program review, a four-page,
three-step outline used successfully by one district
follows this section for your use. Each school staff
in the district, assisted by central office staff, used
the form to guide its program review. CAP results
served as a focal point for the review. A summary
of the findings of each school staff was presented
to the school, board. Recommendations tended to
fall into three categories: instructional modifica-
tions/changes, test administration- readjustments,
and staff development . directions/redirections.
They were color-coded before going to the board
(with recommendations on instructional modifica-
tionsit.hanges outlined in yellow, test administra-
tion readjustments, in blue, and staff development
threaionsiredirealons, in pink), making the report
clearer to the board.
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TOPIC:

GOAL:

.1111.

A PLAN FOR ANALYZING CALIFORNIA ASSESSMENT PROGRAM DATA

PROGRAM EVALUATION TECHNIQUES/PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

To use all evaluation data in such a way al,kt continuous
program improvement is prcmoted toward pstabrIshed district
goals

OBJECTIVE: To use data from the California Assessment Program in such a way
that programs designed to promote the "acquisition of basic
academic skills" are continuously improved.

STEP I

REVIEW THE CONTENT OF THE TEST IN RELATION TO THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM TO DETERMINE
THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE TEST IS TESTING WHAT IS BEING TAUGHT.

,PART I

a. First determine what is meant by each content area listed below by examining
the test content specifications in reading for grades .two and thrpe.

b. Next determine the degree of emphasA given to each content area in the instruc-
tional programs offered at your school in grades two and three.

(Use the scale- below-to indicate thedegree of emphasis.)

1 - Heavy emphasis 3 - Minor emphasis
2 - Moderate emphasis 4 - No emphasis

Word Identification
Phonetic analysis

Consonants
Vowels

Vocabulary
Denotational
Relational

Synonyms

Comprehension
Literal

Details

Interpretive
Details
Main Idea

Study-Locational

Grade 2 Grade 3

1.
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STEP I (continued)

REVIEW IN THE ANNUAL REPORT TABLES ON READING, WRITTEN EXPRESSION, AND MATHEMATICS IN

RELATION TO THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS IN GRADES SIX AND TWELVE,

PART II

a. First determine what is meant by each content area listed below by examining the

tables in the annual report.

b. Next determine the degree of emphasis given to each content area listed belowin
the instructional programs offered in grades six and twelve.

(Use the scale below to indicate the degree of emphasis.)

1 - Heavy emphasis 3 - Minor emphasis

2 - Moderate emphasis 4 - No emphasis

Word identification

Vocabulary

Comprehension
Literal
Interpretation/Critical

Sentence recognition

Sentence manipulation

Capitalization

Punctuation

Word fcrms

Language choices

Standard usage

Relationships

Word forming

Arithmetic
Number concepts
Whole numbers
Fractibns

Decimals

Geometry

Measurement

- Probability and
statistics

Grade 6

-2-

Vocabulary

Comprehension
Literal
Interpretation /Critical,

Study-locational

Sentence recognition

Sentence manipulation

Capitalization and
punctuation

Paragraphs

Word forms

Language choices

Arithmetic
Number concepts
Whole numbers
Fractions
Decimals

Algebra

Geometry

Measurement

Probability and
statistics

Grade 12

V-4
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STEP II

ANALYZE YOUR SCHOOL'S. TEST &ESULTS IN RELATION TO YOUk SCHOOL'S INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM,
BACKGROUND FACTORS, AND TEST ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES; AND YOUR STAFF'S ATTITUDE
TOWARD THE TEST.

a. First identify subcontent areas which are low and which do not overlap with
other bands.

b. List these areas below. (See school-level Reading Test results by cone..: area.)

c. Analyze the reasons for (causes 'behind) each of the low, nonoverlapping bands above.
Circlo the areas above which you and your staff feel are low because of a low
degree of emphasis..

d. IndicItte below what your staff fee ls are the causes behind the low Wires on the
areas of high percentage of instructional emphasis you identified above.

O

e. Analyze the accuracy and .:ompleteness of the background information ssuppl.ld for
your school. Note any inconsistencies, new awareness, and so on.

-3-

4
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f. Evaluate test administration procedures (e.g., direction giving, time of the day,

and so on). One might ask, for example, whether students were instructed to give

their best answer to every single question.

g. Assess staff attitudes and general climate in relation to the test.

To what extent does a degree of positive, healthy concern exist?
To what extent are staff members able to deal with the subject of testing analytiL

cally and objectively?

STEP III

IDENTIFY A PLAN.

a. Review your responses to the questions included in steps I and II. What direction

do you and your staff intend to take on the basis of information you have identified?

1

0
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In Chapter VI :

Planning Your Report tu,the

Identifying the Contents ohhe Boa d Report
Examining Sample Sections from Oth Districts' Reports
Organizing the Board Meeting



Reporting Results to Boards of EducatNion,

The district wide results of the testing program, but not the score or relative position of individual
pupils, shall be reported to the governing board of the district at least once a year at a regularly
scheduled meeting.

"Mr. President and members of the board of
education ... does not have to be your last
noncontroversial comment on the evening you
present test results. With the righ', technique, the
benefits of a clear, concise, complete report can
shine through even the gloom of poor scores. All it
takes is planning, planning, planning. Here is the
planning procedure:

Planning 1: Plan what you are going to say.
Do not just cast the test results into the
meeting hall. You're the expert; organize and
interpret the test results. Make the board and
audience see the real meaning and significance
of the results. Make your report complete so
as to stop misinterpretations before individ-
uals start making them.

Planning 2 Compose again -a clear, concise,
complete written board report. Much of this
chapter provides tips-on the organization and
writing of the report.
Planning 3: Know in advance who is respon-
sible for what at the board meeting. Does the
testing coordinator handle the whole show?
Or do the superintendent and other district
administrators step in with their own words
of interpretation and future plans? Plan the
presentation in advance.

The reception that greets you probably has as
much to do with the quality of the report itself as
with the scores. This point is sometimes obscured
by the nearly unavoidable negative tenor in which

"many such board reports are given. Be crisp and be
sitive.

Education Code Section 12826

The successful board report leaves board mem-
bers and audiences with the feeling that they, know
the results thoroughly. They know what's wrong,
what's right, how you feel about the test results,
and what you're going to do about, them.

Examining Some Interesting Questions

However, there are always some sticklers present
with interesting-but difficult-questions. Be ready
for them. Often their questions are variations on
the following:

"Are you satisfied with these results?"

"Why are our pupils doing better in reading than
in spelling?"

"Why do the children at School A achieve better
than those at School B?"

"What can we do to raise these scores?"

"What are you planning to do now with these
new results?"

"School A seems to be doing better than the
others. What's its secret and should we get the
other schools to adopt it?"

"Is that reading program we started last year
working out?"

The wise testing coordinator and superintendent
have answers ready, often they already answered
the questions in the text of their report. Some
well-prepared superintendents have even been
known to carry around 3-by-5 cards with salient
testing information for a few weeks after scores are



Getting Along with the oard:
An Insider's Advice

"School boards know a great deal about what's happe .king in the areas of testing,
evaluation and accountability," reports, one member of the' California School Boards
Association (CSBA) staff. What they most need, he thinks, i help in getting a handle
on the current year's results.

But it's always a good idea to start with the basics, advi es Edmund. L. Lewis,
CSBA's Assistant Executive Secretary for Instructional Se ices. "They need to
understand what a `normed test' means, what 'average' tne ns, what 'criterion-
referenced testing' means, what 'matrix sampling' means ... what these terms mean
to their district.

"More than half of the school districts in the state have a thousand or less average
daily attendance, and board members need to understand the effect of a small
sample on scores." Another obvious point: Membership on school boards changes
frequently. Newly elected members often arrive with good intentions but with little
understanding of testing.

"Boards," continues Mr. Lewis, "also need a clearer understanding of the
difference between testing and evaluation. It's important for them to know what
specifically happens in evaluation at the teacher level, the principal level, the district
level, and the state level ... and what role testing plays in the evaluation procesS."

What about the board meeting itself? "The key question that needs to be
answered is not 'what' but 'why' a certain score is above or below the anticipated
achievement level," advises Mr. Lewis.

"Look at the scores for trends," he continues. "Reports on any school pattern
mean more when there's a three- to five-year comparison. If you have a local testing
program that tests local objectives, present those results also to show another
measurement. Avoid stereotyping when looking at the various statistical factors.
This state is so varied, we must get away from generalizations that are damaging."

reported. That y, whenever they are questioned
by board member, \news reporter, or parent, they
have more than enough facts readily available.

Preparing the Board eport
A basic board report migh be organized along

these lines:

Introduction

Summary of Results and Interpits ation

Detailed Results

Background Factors and Other Testirig,Data

Recommendations

The material on the following pages presents
each of the five recommended sections of the
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report in more detail. First, the.typical contents of
each section are described. Then, examples drawn
from California school district board reports are
shown as sources for ideas and techniques.

Introduction

The purpose of the testing is explained in the
introduction; and the number of children tested,
their gradelevels, the subject areas, and the time of
the tests are given. The tests are named, and the
report may explain what each test Measures. The
nature and uses of the California Assessment
Program (CAP) are outlined. Mention may be made
of district testing which is to be profiled in the
board report. Examples of introductory material
for the repot to the governing board of the school
district are presented on the pages that follow.



EXAMPLE OF
1 A Concise Introductory Paragraph

INTRODUCTION

During the 1974-75 school year, all second and third-grade pupils in the Cabrillo
Unified School District, 221Kand 208, respectively, were tested in reading
achievement. Pupils in grade six (253) ana grade twelve (185) were tested in the
basic skills of reading, written expression, and mathematics. The testing pro-
cedure for the second, third, sixth, and twelfth-grade tests was first introduced
during the 1973-74 school year. It is a matrix sampling procedure. in matrix
sampling every student does not take the same test form, only a portion of a very
long test. Statistical calculations in the matrix sampling procedure enable
preparation of a district profile just as if all students had taken all items in
a long test. Matrix sampling is an efficient testing procedure when the purpose
of the testing is to obtain ihformation about the performance of 'groups of stu-
dents. Because of this testing procedure, It is not possible to obtain individual
students' scores. Even information about classroom performance would be useless
because of the small number of students taking the test. The state does, not
report the scores of individual students or classroom performance because of the
matrix sampling procedure.

from Cabrillo Unified School District

0 EXAMPLE OF

41 An Introduction to the Contents of the Report

During the 1974-75 school year, the Huntington Beach Union High School. District
initiated a comprehensiVe program assessment plan. This plan was designed to
provide program assessment information to decision-makers at all levels throughout
the district. Thevintent of a comprehensive program assessment plan is twofold.
The information obtained provides an indication of the status of the schools and the
district in terms of student performance and perceptions. In addition, the infOrma-
tion obtained, provides a basis for priority,decisions regarding the improvement of
various' aspects of the educational program. Thus, the intent of program assessment
is not to prove or disprove the worth of various aspects of the educational pro-
gram but rather to improve the quality of the educational program.

The program assessment report contained in this document includes data from a
variety of sources. Any given set of data taken in isolation may be easily mis-
interpreted; therefore, this report attempts the integration of several data sets
in an effort to place each in perspective with the others. The data presentedin
this report are organized under six major headings, as'follows:

1. General Information

This section includes. demographic and descriptive data regard-
ing factors that tend to influence student performance on a
group basis.

2. State - Mandated Testing

Th- -ults of
ski'

*e-mandated phy5 ql performance (grade 10)
') testing tented *ion.
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3
EXAMPLE OF

Explanation of the Tests Used

Statewide testing at selected grade levels has been a phenomenon in ":he California
public schools since 1961. Over the years there have been a number of changes in
the tests employed and the. grade levels tested. During the 1974-75 school year,
two types of statewide testing were carried out in the Huntington lieach Union
High School District. The Survey of Basic Skills was administered to twelfth
grade students 'in January of 1975 under a maITIT'sampling format. The Physical
Performance Test for California was administered to tenth grade students during
Nhrch, April, and ay of 1975.

Survey of Basic Skills. The Survey of Basic Skills is a test developed by the State
of California for use in the a i orRia Assessment Program. The Survey measures
student performance in the content areas of reading, written expression, spelling,
and mathematics. This test was administered to twelfth grade students statewide
for the first time in January of 1975 under a matrix-sampling format. The matrix-
sampling technique differs from typical testing techniques in that each student
completes only a small portion of the entire test rather than completing the entire
test. Student scores are then aggregated at the school and district levels to pro-
vide estimates of group performance. This type of testing does not produce
individual student data.

In addition to test data, the State Department of Education also collects other
data to group similar schools and districts and pred,..rt school and district per-
formance withima comparison band or range. These data were discussed under the
general information section of this report.

from Huntington Beach Union High School District

A EXAMPLE OF
9e An Explanation of the Purpose of Testing

The purpose of the California State Assessment Program is to answer the question:
"At what level are students in a district achieving after X years of schooling?"
The objectives of the program were arranged into content areas, and skills were
defined for each content area. The content and skill areas that were assessed in
the 1974-75 school year are presented in Table 1. Also displayed in the table are
the,number of test items, the test format, the number of test forms, and the number
of items per test form.

The test format for all tests except the Entry Level Test was a matrix sampling
procedure. In most testing programs each student is given the same test as every
other student in that grade. In matrix sampling; however, every student does not
take the same test form but only a portion of a very long test. For example, the
Reading Test is divided into ten forms so each second grade pupil takes one-tenth
(25 items) of the entire test. Statistical calculations in the,matrix sampling
procedure enable preparation of a district profile just as if all students had
taken all items in a long test. Matrix sampling is an efficient testing procedure
when the purpose of the testing is to obtain information about the performance of
groups of students.

(Continued on page VI-5)
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Table 1

TESTS CONTENTS AND FORMAT

Grade Name of Test and
Content Areas

No. of
Items

Matrix
Sampling

No. of
Forms

No. of
Items/
Form Skills Tested

--
.

1 ENTRY LEVEL TEST 35 No 1 35 Immediate recall, letter recognition, auditory
discrimination, visualdiscriminations language
develn ment

2-3 READING TEST 250 Yes 10 25 Word identification--phonetic analysis; voca u-
lary; comprehensionliteral and interpretive;
study-locational

6 6URVEY OF BASIC 434 Yes 14 31
SKILLS; GRADE 6

Reading 98 7 Word identificatiOn; vocabulary; comprehension- -
literal, interpretive, critical; study- locational

Written Expression 112 8 Sentences--recognition and manipulation, punc-
tuation and capitalization; word forms; lan-
guage choices .

Spelling 56 4 Recognition of misspelled word in a-set of words

Mathematics

i

168 12 Arithmetic -- number concepts, who)" numbers,
fractions, decimals; geometry; measurement and

18 33-35
graphs; probability and statistics

12 SURVEY OF BASIC 47d las
SKILLS: GRADE 12 .

Reading 144, 8 Vocabulary; comprehensionliteral, interpretive,
critical; study-locational

Written Expression 82 8-10 Sentences--recognition and manipulation, capi-
talization and punctuation; paragraphs, word
parts; language choices

Spelling 54 6 Recognition in context of a misspelled word

Mathematics 198 11 Arithmetic -- number concepts, whole numbers,

fractions, decimals; algebra; geometry; measure-
ment; probability and statistics

5
from San Marino Unified School District

EXAMPLE OF

Detailed Explanation of the Nature of the Test

The- Matrix Sampling Reading Test was administered for the second time in 1974-75
to second and third .grade children in California. This test consists of a large
number of items-Which are broken down into short tests. Each child -does only a
short portion of the total battery, so that only two (2) or three (3) children
in any given class are presented with the same items. These items are multiple
choice, as machine-scorable questions are required.

The test was changed slightly. from the previous year; some items were made harder;
and some were made lesS difficult. The changes were made as the result of a
teacher questionnaire, which was given to each teacher who administered the test.

The largest number .of items 'were on READING COMPREHENSION; second in number of
items were WORD IDENTIFICATION AND VOCABULARY; and the smallest numbei of items
were STUDY-LOCATIONAL SKILLS (such things as dictionary and library usage.)

This test is reported to us as a profile of test results in comparison with state-
wide norms. Individual children are not identified, so the test cannot be used
to measure individual growth or achievement.

4'7

from Winters_Joint Unified School District
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EXAMPLE OF

Explanation of Test Contents

READING PERFORMANCE, WRITTEN EXPRESSION ARO SPELLING PERFORMANCE, AND MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE, BY SKILL AREA,
OF CABRILLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT SIXTH-GRADE STUOENTS,1974-75

Skill area Description of skills assessed
State Percentile

(Rank of Score Bend'
Cabrillo Unified

I , Grade 6

Illustrative test question

WORD IDENTIFICATION

yOr.MSULARY

COMPREHENSION

Literal

(Total and average for word identi-
fication skill areas)

The pupil" mdtA identify the correct
sounds of vowels, consonants, and
voweLcombinetions.

I

i

o rough
-A-,

I

o blew

I

o bought
o touch

I

I

o draw

The pupil must identify how prefixes The ending of the word biggest
change the meaning of a root word.

I
makes the word meant

I

.

1

o lees big
o bigger than

I o as big as

I o not so big

I

o most big

The pupil must select the meaning of 1 69-81 In this story the word principal
a wor d as it is used in a paragraph. I

....,

means the same set

89-94

Which word has a sound in it like
the sound of the letters underlined
in through? The sound is not always
made by the same letters.

o lew
I o main
I o headmaster

I
o money

(Total and average for comprehension 1 69-78
OM-areas)

t

After rending pesseg the pupil I 65-78 I In the letter to her parents, Carol
must identify element* in the i I said that the highway -west
meterialread which have been
explicitly etated.

I
o smooth

I
o bumpy

1
o forested

I

o hilly

NOTE: This district reported its district comparison score band in the third column.
from Cabrillo Unified School District
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Summary of Results and interpretation
The results are outlined by subject and grade in

the summary portion of the governing board's
report. Attention is drawn to significant increases
or decreases and to strong and weak areas. Results

1 EXAMPLE OF

A..Brief Summary of Results for One Grade

are analyzed in relation to comparison score bands.
Unusual findings are reported. Some examples are
prest.ated here of the A-ays in which certain
districts summarized the test results and presented
interpretations of the results.

For the past few years, reading achievement in Californiacschools'has been slightly
below national norms at both the sixth and twelfth grades; however, state testing
results statewide at the sixth-grade level show an upward trend and are now only
slightly below national norms. With this in mind it Is apparent that our sixth
graders are well above national norms in reading. In the area of written expression,
statewide performance is below national norms. Therefore, though our scores at the
sixth grade are high compared to state norms, on a national basis they would not be
as encouraging,

A review of the sixth-grade mathematics scores indicates a relatively high level of
competency In the basic areas of arithmetic. Over the past several years mathematics
scores have been down nationwide. It appears they have now stabilized, and increases
are anticipated in the future.

from Cabrillo Unified School District

2 EXAMPLE OF

Detailed Outline of Results, Including School Rankings
and Areas Above Norms

1 Across the district, reading and science appear to be the areas of greatest
general strength, and language and mathematics appear to be the areas of
greatest general weakness.

2. Performance at the ninth grade level exceeds that of the publisher's reference
group for each of the content areas. However, this general ninth grade strength
begins to diminish at the tenth grade level with varying degrees of severity;
and at the twelfth grade level, performance falls below that of the publisher's
reference group in language, matpatics, reference skills, and social studies.
Within the area of reading, comprehension skills tend to diminish at a greater
rate than vocabulary skills, and in mathematics, computational skills diminish
more severely than concepts and applications.

3. The individual schools show a variety of strengths and weaknesses in their
profiles. The overall performance in the six skill areas can be assessed
roughly by using 24 checkpoints. Each of the six skill areas has four check-
points (one per grade level) for a total of 24 checkpoints. Using this
gauge relative to the publisher's reference group, the school-by-school results
show the following:

49

(Continued on page VI- 8)
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Checkpoints Exceeding Publisher's Reference Group,

School Number

75MMS
HBHS 17 71

EHS 17 71

FVHS 16 67

WHS 8 33

4. Composite rankings across all four grade levels by content area show the follow-
ing relationships among the schools:

Rank Reading Lang. Math.

'Ref.

Skills Science Soc. Studies

1 M HB M NO M M
2 HB M HB E)tie

E E
3 E E FV 1{13 FV la
4 FV FV E. FY HB FV
5 W W W W W W

from Huntington Beach Union High School District

9 EXAMPLE OF

et) Testing Results Outlined in Relation to District's Overall Outjook

ri
The 1975 CTBS results indicate that the overall student performance is consistent
with the median scores of previous years. These scores do not reveal any problem
areas, but it is essential to recognize that average scores overlook the extremes.
This district has numerous bright students who are,high achievers. Conversely, there

are a number of students who are achieving below grade level. Mrs. Rieckewald,
counselor at Huntington School, made a study of the 1975 CTBS results and noted that ,
37 (15%) 6th grade students, 72 (24%) 7th grade students, and 72 (21%) 8th grade
students were more than one grade level below their actual grade placement in one
or-more of tha three skill areas of reading, language, and mathematic's. As the

pressure increases to trim services for eL.nnomic reasons, it is hopeful that this
district does not lose sight of one of its stated goals, that is, to meet the educa-
tional needs of each student. The earL5 Li.antification of children with learning
disabilities and the provision for diagno.zic and pIescript_ve services are essential
to the preservation of the high standards thLt is no characteristic of this district.

4 EXAMPLE OF

Relationship of District Programs and Testing

fron- San Marino Unified School District

The efforts being made under Early Childhood
strong gains in reading and math, which show

of children who have been present in Winters
been pre- and post - tested (CTBS).

Education (ECE)(ECE) are bringing about
up especially when one looks at scores

Schools for an entire year and have

The favorable results are not as apparent when data from the State Testing Program
are used alone. This comes about because the state program includes all students
regardless of language background, mobility, etc. District testing is administered
only to those students in attendance in the fall and spring and is given in the
pupil's dominant language.

(Continued on page VI -9)
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Reading scores are higher statewide and Winters' pupils in the lower grades (K-5)
are reflecting that trend. There continues to be improvement needed, however,
in written language and spelling. This very likely could come about with renewed
emphasis in these areas.

In math, Winters' pupils (K-8) show good gains as demonstrated by the test records.
There seems tc be increasing difficulty,however, in the area of math application
,at grade levels six through eight. This may be, at least in part, a reflection
of the-difficulty children at those levels are having with reading.

Pupils of all levels made good gains in computational,skills and math concept
development.

5 EXAMPLE OF

Summary of Most Significant Results

from Winters Joint Unified School District

6.0 District Results

District results of California's 1974-75 statewide testing program dis-
closed that:

6.1 Scores at the entry level testing are at the state 28th percen-
tile,'Which is to indicate that approximately.3 out of 4 school
districts show higher entry level testing than does Washington
Unified.

6.2 Socioeconomic indicator for the district is at the 29th percen-
tile when compared to all California school districts; or put
another way, 71% of the school districts in the state have more
favorable, socioeconomic factors than Washington Unified.

6.3 The percent of bilingual pupils in the district is at the 69th
percentile tsfien compared to all California school districts.

6.4' Just as school districts in California differ in student and dis-
trict characteristics - socioeconomic factors, bilingual factors,
etc. and therefore differ in.school.performance of students,
the same is true of individual schools in a district. Our district
is no exception.

6.5 District scores in.Teading in the primary grades, 2nd and 3rd, are
within the bands of expectancy.

6.6 District scores in reading at the 3rd grade level have improved
over the previous year 7 from the state 35th percentile to the
state 41st percentile.

6.7 District scores in reading, written expression, spelling,and
mathematics at the 6th grade level indicate that the average scores
in these areas were below expectancy. These scores were within and
above the band of expectancies the previous year.

6.8 District scores in grade 12 reading, written expression,
spelling, and mathematics are within the band of expectancies and
the average score in mathematics was above expectancy.

4 reading and mathematics scores for grade 12 are sigdificantly
higher than those of the previous year - from the 13th to the 41st
percentile in mathematics and from 9th to the 30th percentile in
reading.

from Washington Unified School District
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Delailed Results
All significant results are given, both in percen-

tiles and percent correct, in the portion of the
board report in which t!etailed results are pre-
sented. Where useful, scores are broktn down by
grade levels, subjects, and,st,hools. Previous years'
results are compared with the current ones, with

1

graphic techniques used where necessary to draw
tends. Comparison score bands are shown. State-
wide results are outlined. When necessary, terms
are defined and explained. Some examples of the
ways in which certain school districts presented
detailed results in their reports to their governing
boards follow.

EXAMPLE OF
Small Graphs for Each Grade, with Explanatory Text and School Scores

Cabrillo Unified School District third-grade students have also consistently
scored above the state average.

Grade Three --- State Percentile Rank

1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

71 51 66 61 67

CUSD Test Scores in Comparison to State Percentiles
vu

75
4

`

7 1
. C,,,..&_____._____--4

61
50-I

e/
,

51

25

0

70-71 71-72 72-73

Years

GRADE 3 --- READING

67

State
Aetage

73-74 74-75

In our district we also use the Cooperative Primary Test bs a separate nation-
ally-normed testing program for grade three, so we have'available individual
student and classroom performance in addition to school.and district per-

formance. The results of the Cooperative Primary testing program were reported
to the Board at an earlier date and are included In the appendix of this report.

In addition to district information on grades two and three, we also receive

yearly school reports. Unfortunately, we are unable to provide historical in-
formation for the schools beyond the 1973-74 school year because the state

switched test Instruments and reporting format.

Grades Two and Three --- State Perner.file Rank
Alvin S. Hatch El Granada Faralione View King's Mountain

Grade 73-74 74-75 73-74 74-75 73-74 74-75 73-74 74-75

2 78 68 51 51 62 61 42 97

3 83 44 43 94 36 59 85 76

O

from Cabrillo Unified-School District
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2EXAMPLE OF

. Scores for Each Subject and Corresponding Comparison Score Band

6URVEY COMPARISONS

Content
Areas

State Percen-
tile Rank of :

x
m Positions of Actual Score
nz,

= Band (000) on the State Percentile
-i

1 25 50

(X) and Comparison
Rank
75

Score

Scale

, 99

Actual
core

Comparison
Score
Band

Reading 11 11-44 g00000400000

Written ,

_Expression 30 13-39 W 0000000E1000

Spelling 26 11-47 W 000000610000000

Mathematics 22 9-39 W 000000E1030000

This section provides comparative data based on the test scores and the background
factors for Winters. Reported are the percentile rank of the actual "Percent Correct"
score, the percentile rank of the comparison score band, the "Interpretation Index,"
and a graphic representation of the percentile scores.

State Percentile This indicates how Winters High School's actual "Percent
Rank of the Actual Correct" score ranks among all other schools in California.
Score: The sthool which is at the median has a percentile rank of 50.

As an example, our school district ranks above 11 percent
of the districts in the state in the content area of reading.

State Percentile The Comparison score band indicates the middle 50 per-lent of
Rank of the the entire range of percentile ranks which have been obtained
Comparison Score by schools with characteristics similar to Winters. The compute-
Band: ton of the comparison score band involved consideration of the

background characteristics of the students and the special
circumstances of the school. The comparison score band enables
us to compare the scores of Winters with those of schools that
have similar background characteristics. (See next section for
discussion of background factors. The comparison score band,
indicating typical performance of districts like Winters, ranges
from the 11th to the 44th percentile.

Interpretation
Index:

This is an indication of the position of Winters' percentile
rank in relation to the comparison score band. On the average,
25 percent of state schools will fall above (A), 50 percent fall
within (W), and 25 percent below (B) the comparison score band.
Winters' scores all fall within (W) the band.

from Winters Joint Unified School District



3
EXAMPLE OF

a Brief Text Explaining Results
'

READING TEST, MAY, 1975

ZGRADES -3

CALIFORNIA ASSESSMENT' PROGRAM

In May, 1974, Winters second grade pupils answered 59.3 percent of questions corredtly
on the Reading Test. In 1975, the second grade puiiiriThnsi4ered 62.0 percent of the
questions correctly.

In 1974, Winters seco ;id gra'? students scored at the 21st percentile rank, as com-
parectwith scores statewide and in 1975, at the 27th percentile rank, as compared
'with second graders statewide.

in 1974, Winters third grade students answered 75.4 percent of the questions correctly
on the Reading Test, and in 1975 the MEAN SCORE was 76.5 percent correct. Because of
the increase in reading scores at the third grade level, statewide, the Winters' per-
centile rank shifted from the 24th percentile to the 21st percentile, when compared
with third grade pupils statewide.

Both of these scores are well within the expectancy bands for districts like Winters.
It should be noted that the drop at the third grade level from tfie2Ith to the 21st
percentile does not signify an actual drop in reading test scores. Winters' pupils
actually made a gain of from 75.4 percent correct to 76.5 percent correct on, the test.

Administrators throughout the state are very pleased that third grade reading scores
in California are now above the NATIONAL NORMS for the first time in many years.

from Winters Joint Unified School District

4 EXAMPLE OF

Typewritten Page of Results and Previous Scores

Achievement Factors State Percentile Rank Performance Index*
Grade Subject 197.2 -3 1973-4 1914-5 1972-3 1973-4 1974-5

2 Reading 33 28 26 W W W

3 Reading 45 35 41 A A W

6 Reading 46 28 19 A W B
6 Written"Expmssion 35 22 17 W W B
6 Spelling 58 22 19 W W B

6 Mathematics 49 37 20 A A B

12 Reading 10 9 30 B B W
12 Written Expression 32 21 19 W W W
12 Spelling 48 31 29 A W W
12 Mathematics 66 13 41 A W 'A

(ContinuCd on page VI 13)
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Background Factors
Distridt Value

1972-3 1973 -4 1974 -'S

State Percentile Rank .

1972-3 1973-4. 1974-5-

Entry Level Tests 28.4 26.6 33 28
Percent Minority Pupils - 27.3: 274 70 70
Average Class Size (K-8) 26.4 27.5 27.6 50 64 67
Average Class Size (9-12) 24.1 23.2 25.2 36 29 45,

Socio-Econ Index (Entry) - 1:80 1.87 44 , - 25 29
Socio-Econ Index (Gr. 3)- 1.01 39
Socio-Econ Index (Gr. 6), - 1.12 - 33
Exp-Instruct (Per ADA) $689 .$790 62 - 60
Parent'Educ Index (Gr. 3) 1.71 r -

,
- 25

Parent Educ Index (Gr. 6) 1-:68" - 10

* B - Below Expectancy
W - Within Expectancy
A --Aboye Expectancy

5
EXAMPLE OF

Local Chart Giving Important Details of State Printout

from Washington Unified School District

CALIFORNIA ASSESSMEHT,PROGRAM
SURVCY OF UASIC SKILLS - GRADE 12 - JANUARY 1975

,TOTAL DISTRICT

PERCENT STATE

STATE XILE
RANK OF

COMPARISON

COMPARISON SCORE UAND AO
LOCATION OF ACTUAL SCORE ( v )

STATE TILE RANK SCALE INTCRPRETATION
AREA CORRECT %ILE nANK SCORE BAND 5 10 20 3010 5060.7000 90 95 INDEX

READING 73.9 76

,

55 - 75
.

.

V
.

k

MITTEN V
EXPRESSION 56.4 73 55 - 77 V

SPELLING 62.2 74 51 - 75 V
w

HATNCMATICS 60.4 76 50 - 79 V
W

55

from Huntington Beach Union high School District
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60 EXAMPLE OF

District Use of Pre- and Post-test Scores to Show Gains
in Grade Equivalent Scores

COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS

1974-75

READING TEST

PRE -TEST- OCTOBER, 1974

GRADE I

(7 months instruction)

AVERAGE

POST-TEST - MAY, 1975 MONTHS GAIN

N = 45

MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT = 0.52 MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT = 1.90 13.8 Months Gain

PRE-TEST - OCTOBER, 1974

GRADE II

(7 months instruction)

POST-TEST - MAY, 1975

AVERAGE
MONTHS GAIN

N = 36

MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT = 1.96 MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT = 3.37 14.0 Months Gain

GRADE III
(7 months instruction)

PRE-TEST - OCTOBER, 1974 POST-TEST - MAY, 1975

AVERAGE
MONTHS GAIN

N = 53

MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT = 7.70, MEAN GRADE EQUIVALENT = 3.53 8.4 Months Gain

56
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7 EXAMPLF;OF

Chart Used to Report Data fo All Schools -in- County

SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Alpine Union

Bonsai! Union

Borrego Springs Unified

Cajon Valley Union

Cardiff

Carlsbad Unified- _
Tula Vista City__-

nitled

NOTE: Besides

printout,

A.D.A.

640

GRADE 1 GRADE 2 GRADE 3
READING READING READING READING

Median it, Median Median b ,7.,N 'Median et ;,:,.

e.
C. ,4 r ,-k- 34

..k-

.6 47
i 3

<t-e` ... 42- e
24' 4...0(%

ct. -4'i? sc 4' i?
q' ? es4 {-6 f

E'.) $ 451. ) v..0. ep:, 0. ..k,z,- c. kL,z.-4, 4,4..I. 4. et`'-
..",6 P

zo
...? 6:

4'
3 -5'16; 3

b e- , ce .§% gs:' cj) 03ci e cir'
,

<153

225

11.610

737

3,598

24.8

31.0

22.3

23.3

27.5

1.9

2,2

1:8

1.8

2.0

55

85

37

45

74

27.5

29.8

23.3

28.2

33.5

2.9

3.1

2.4

2.9

.

3:5

47

67

18

53

89 40.5 4.1

5.4

6.4

7,2

6.3

6.4

6.1

.6

35

78

95

71

78

65

43

97

42.5

63.0

58,5

58.3

62.8

59.0

55.5

4.2

6.4

5.8

5.7

6.4 I

scores, the chart also is used to report the background factors shown on state

front Office of San Diego County Sup.1 tendent of Schools

8 EXAMPLE OF

Large District Report Showing Scores for Each School

It

National Norm Percentiles
Grade 3 Grade 6 Grade 6

School Name Level Reading Reading Arithmetic

Albion (H) Q3 37 48 68
Transiency: 57% Md 17 36 49
Minority: 99% QI 7 17 28

N 62 89 37

A ldama (H) Q3 54 52 50
Transiency: '60% Md 29 45 32
Minority: 76% QI 12 23 14

N 79 62 65

Alexandria (F) Q3 81 64 66
Transiency: 70% Md 61 41 45
Minority: 74% QI 43 27 22

N 91 75 92

57
from Los Angeles Unified School District
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n EXAMPLE OF

7 Chart Showing Percent of Pupils That Scored at or Above Norm

A

PERCENT OF PUPILS WHO ATTAINED OR EXCEEDED GRADE NORM

Arca
Grade 3
Reading

Grade 6

Reading
Grade' 6

Arithmetic
Grade 8

. Rending
Grade 3

ArithmetiC

District 44 45 45 43 47

A:- 44 45 46 43 50

B 27 25 26 21 29

C 27 25 21 19 22

D 59 62 60 54 56

'35 35 35 32 31

F
-,"

42 39 36 25 3?

G 28 26 30 18 24

58
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Background Factors and Other Testing Data

District background factors are often explained
in the fourth part of the repot t to the board.
Changes from previous years are noted. Results of
other district testing are reported, and comparisons
are made with results from state testing. Other

EXAMPLE OF-

1 Background Factors Reported and Explained

statistics that may bear on pupil achievement are
reported, including survey data. Attention is drawn
to factors not other' ise noted that may affect test
results. Examples of background factors and other
testing data for the report to the goNerning board
are presented 'ociow and on the pages that follow.

BACKGROUND FACTORS SUMMARY,

Background Factors
Value for
Median
District
in State

District
Value

State

Percent
Value

Position
Factor

1 25

of
on

tile-Rank
50

Each
the State

Goals

75

Background
Percen-

99

Grade 6 Ach. Index 67.,7 64.3 27

Socioeconomic Index 1.30 0.90 11 X

Parent Education Index 2.00 1.70 12 X

The background factor summary is based in part on the data from the School Informa-
tion Form that accompanied the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12. Each school
principal was asked to estimate and record in the School Information Form the per-
centages of students classified in various categories. These data have been
aggregated for all California schools, and the data are presented for the median
school (the median school for each factor) and for Winters High School.. (The back-
ground factor data were also us'd 6 compute the comparison score band shown in the
previous section of this report. Some background factors, such as mobility and
percent Spanish surname, are not included in this report because they did not sig-
nificantly affect, the accuracy of the comparison score band.) The percentile rank
of Winter's High School in comparison with all other California schools is shown
in the column "SLate Percentile Rank." The following are explanations of the back-
ground factors that were assessed:

Grade Six Achievement Index: This index is a composite of the grade six scores on
two subtests of the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills achieved in October,
1973, by the pupils that feed into the high school. The subtest scores that
were combined were from the reading and mathematics subtests. As indicated, the
index value is less than the state median reflecting that the students enter-
ing Winters High School have a lower achievement level.

Socioeconomic Index: Principals estimated on the School Information Form that the
percentages of students whose parents were engaged in each of the following
occupational categories: (1) unskilled employees (and welfare); (2) skilled
and semiskilled employees; (3) semiprofessionals, clerical and sales workers,
and technicians; and (4) executive, professionals, and managers.

To convert the percentage figures into index form, the occupational categories
were assigned values from 0 (unskilled) through 3 (executives). The Winters
High School value would indicate that the students come from an area which has
a relatively large proportion of skilled through unskilled employees.

(Continued on page Pi -181
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Parent Education Index: Principals estimated on the SchOcl Information Form the
percentages of students whose parents had attained each of the following
educational levels: N

Not alligh,schoOl graduate
High school graduate
College graduate/advanced degree

To convert the percentage figures into index form, the educational levels
were assigned values from 1 (not a high school graduate) through 3 (college
graduate). The Winters High SchoJ1 value, less than the state median,
would indicate that the students do not come from an area with a relatively
large proportion of high school/college graduates.

As examples of the above, the Winters' grade six achievement index is higher than that
of 27 percent of all other districts in California; the socioeconomic index is higher
than that of 11 percent of all other districts in California; and the parent education
index is higher than that of 12 percent of all other districts in California.

2 EXAMPLE OF

Discussion of Background Factors

VI-18

front Winters Joint Unified School District

Factors Used by the State Department of Education. In connection with the
California Assessment Program (state-mandated testing), the State Department
of Education included three factors in computing comparison score bands for
reporting state test results. These three factors were as follows: grade
six achievement, socioeconomic status, and parent education level. The
sixth grade achievement index was based upon the 1973 state test data for
feeder schools, and the socioeconomic and parent education indices were
based upon principals' estimates. Summary data regarding these three demo-
graphic factors are presented in Table G-1. The following observations may
be made from these data:

1: Grade six achievement data (for feeder schools) show that HBHS
and EHS are somewhat above the other Schools in terms of this
student background factor. WHS shows the lowest feeder school
sixth grade achievement index.

2. Principals' estimates of socioeconomic status show EHS with the
highest socioeconomic level followed by MHS. WHS shows the
lowest estimate of socioeconomic level in the district.

3. Principals' estimates of the levels of parent education are
similar across all schools with FVHS showing the highest level
and EHS and HBHS showing the lowest levels.

Aid to Families with Dependent Children. Another factor frequently used to
estimate the socioeconomic status of a school population is the percentage
of students in families receiving financial assistance under the program of
aid to families with dependent children (AFDC),Summary data regarding this
-factor are summarized below:
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AFDC Count

School Number of Students
Percent of

School Population

EMS 73 2.0
FVHS 55 1.3
HBHS 134 4.4
MHS 54 1.5
WHS 197 5.6
DISTRICT 513 2.9

These data show that WHS and HBHS have the highest percentages of their popu-
lations receiving assistance under AFDC. MHS and FVHS show the lowest
percentages.,

Ethnic Distributions. Data regarding minority group distributions are fre-
quently useful in describing school populations, as this factor may point to
language barriers that affect student performance. Table G-2 presents data
regarding the concentrations of minority groups in the district. These data
indicate 'the following:

1. Spanish-surnamed Americans represent the largest single minority group
in the district followed by Asian Americans and American Indians.

2. The greatest concentration of minority students is at WHS where
18.8 percent of the student population is composed of minority
group students.

Attendance Data. One final set of data included in this general information
section relates to student attendance patterns. Attendance data were col-
lected during the 1974775 school year for random samples of approximately 100
students per grade level per school. These data are presented in summary
form in Tables G-3 and G-4. The following observations may be made from
these data:

1. Across the district, ninth grade students show the highest rate
of attendance followed by tenth and twelfth grade students. The

lowest attendance rate was shown by eleventh grade students
(Table G-3). The median number of days absent increased by nearly
one day from the ninth to the tenth grade, by more than two days
from the tenth to the eleventh grade, and dropped by almost one-half
day from the eleventh to the twelfth grade.

2. Table G-3 shows a variety of patterns among the schools in terms of
the median number of days absent by grade level. Overall, WHS
tends to show the highest rates of attendance, and FVHS shows the
lowest rates of attendance.

3. Table G-4 indicates that attendance is generally highest during
the first quarter, decreases during the second quarter, remains
about the same during the third quarter, and reacheS its low point
duringthe fourth quarter. Individual schools show variations
in this pattern, with EHS showing a dramatic increase in the rate
of attendance during the fourth quarter. This increase appears to
be the result of a concerted effort on the part of the staff to
improve attendance.

Summary. The data presented in this section show that there are differences
in the student populations among the five comprehensive high schools. These
differences are subtle in some cases and dramatic in others, and while the
true effect of these factors on student performance is not totally clear,
all of these factors taken together would suggest that WHS would show the
lowest levels of student performance generally.' The differences among
the remaining four schools across all factors are not definitive enough to
make further predictions.
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EXAMPLE

3 Report on *sults of Student Survey, with Chart
.\

Student Survey

The matrix - sampling testing completed on a districtwide basis in May of 1975
included a student survey which dealt with student perceptions of their
,school programs and various aspect of school in general. These data are
presented In summary form by grade level by school and for the district in
Tables SS-1\k, SS-2, SS-3, SS-4, SS-5, and SS-6 contained in the appendix to
this report. Thg following observations nay be made from these data:

1. A majority of the students view their programs as preparation for
college or both college preparation and vocational.

2. Approximately one - fifth of the students anticipate early graduation.

3. A majoriiy of the students plan some form of higher education
immediateTy following high school graduation, and a large majority
plan advanCed education during their lifetimes.

4. Approximatel\ three-fifths of the students indicated plans to enter
professional-managerial or technical vocations.

5. The number, variety, and quality of courses available received gen-
erally favorable, ratings from the students.

6. The variety of learning activities and quality of teaching were
given good 'to exce'Tlent ratings by a majority, of the students.

7. Approximately one-half of the students rated the availability and
quality of counseling and guidance services as good to excellent,
and approximately 30 percent rated these services as fair to poor.

8. Extra-curricular activities received generally favorable ratings,
with the athletic program receiving the highest ratings and student,,

government receiving the lowest ratings.

9. Approximately 40 percent of the students rated the number and type
of student rules and regulations as good to excellent, and approxi-
mately 25 percent rated them as fair to poor.

10. The quality of facilties was rated good to excellent by approxi-
mately one-half of the students,.

11. More than 40 percent of the students rated scheduling and registra-
tion procedures as fair to poor.

12. Slightly fewer than one-half of the students rated daily schedules
As good to excellent.

13. Grading policies were rated good to excellent by more than 40
percent o the students and fair to poor by approximately 25 percent
of the students.

14. Interpersonal relationships (student-staff and student-student)
were rated good to excellent by approximately one-half of the stu-
dents, with student-administration relationships- receiving the
lowest ratings.

15. Slightly fewer than one-half of the students rated their elementary
school preparation for high school as good to\excellent, and more
than one-half of the students rated their high school experience in
general as good to excellent.
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Number of courses available at your school

.10 ..9

Good - Excellent 67 76 12 79 04 iS 73 CO 1) 61 61 70
Adequate 23 12 10 14 II 10 li I) IS 21 23 10
Fair - Poor 9 12 10 6 5 7 9 4 12 10 IS 12

Variety of courses available at your school
Good - Excellent 79 79 01 13 81 04 02 02 71 RA 62 02
Adequate 13 13 6 IS 12 13 12 4 10 9 23 '4
fair - Poor 0 7 13 12 7 6 6 11 10 '7 14 4

.

Value of courses available at your school .

Good - Excellent 70 69 67 40 11 70 12 65 69 66 66 66
Adequate 10 2) 10 33 14 13 ?0 24 '20 19 24 24
fair - Poor 12 1 14 19 9 16 8 II 12 15 10 10

Variety of learning activities at your school
Good - Excellent 50 40 56 72 59 52 53 50 47 10 40 53
Adequate 22 21 26 10 20 25 21 21 26 25 25 24
fair - Poor 20 37 19 10 22 24 21 29 21 35 21 24

Quality of teaching at your school
Good - Excellent 63 63 59 60 65 62 55 53 65 66 56 40
Adequate 20 24 19 23 22 25 30 31 2) 17 29 41
fair - Poor 17 13 22 9 12 12 14 16 12 16 14 19

Availability 01 couriseling and guidance.,

;Services at Our schnA
r coed - Excellent 51 51 56 54 59 47 41 24 37 30 20 31

Adequate 2? 21 25 31 17 2G 20 27 32 17 13 20
Fair - rnor 27 20 19 16 23 27 30 .46 31 13 49 AO

Quality of counseling and guidance services
Good - Excellent 91 Si 59 45 62 50 4) 51 S2 10 16 29

. hielnate 19 11 10 25 17 23 22 6 16 )0. 29 )1

fair - Poor 11 )0 23 21 19 21 )1 42 )1 10 26 10

A EXAMPLE OF
"11 School -by- School. Distribution of Letter Grades

MM 106 0151111CT

9 10 11 12 9 10. 11_ I?. 11, 12

77 00 76 71 74 61 63 71 75 71 10 )6
16 13 12 17 15 2) 25 20 16 17 10 IS

6 13 11 12 IS II 9 II II 9

70 00 76 73 72 65 56 62 76 73 74

15 9 14 17 16 19 30 20 14 12 16 16

10 9 10 11 16 10 11 9 9 10

70 70 72 61 1) 61 65 60 72 69 62
17 12 20 24 10 75 20 20 17 10 20 25
IS 11 p IS 9 14 14 12 II 12 II 13

60 53 53 SI 59 42 34 40 55 45 59 53
24 26 24 29 20 25 24 24 22 25 25 22
15 21 24 20 20 3) 40 35 73 30 25 25

64 64 70 62 52 69 44 SS b? 63 Si 57
26 17 20 23 20 22 34 24 24 21 26 27
10 19 10 IS 19 19 21 21 14 16 16 12

67 SG 62 49 53 44 30 40 SA 40 46 42
16 2) 22 28 24 23 23 14 72 22 ?6 24
17 20 2) 21 33 32 37 2) 30 20 33

62 56 64 51 19 36 41 49 57 41 SO 46
18 22 16 16 23 22 21 18 19 12 22 19

19 20 20 29 20 42 32 34 2) 31 11 34

rom Huntington Beach Union High School District

1974-75 REPORT CARD GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS
BY SCHOOL AND QUARTER

SCHOOL/QUARTER
A

No. % No. % No. % No. %

Huntington Beach
1 /'63 30.1 5219 31.6 4207 25.5 1586 9.6

2 5035 31.8 4380 27.7 3880 24.5 1729 12.9

3 4677 31.9 4092 27.9 3634 24.8 1480 10.1

4 4955 34.2 3935 27.2 3342 23.1 1509 10.4

Tot-1 19630 31.9 17626' 28.7 15063 24.5 6304 10.3
Westminster

1 5240 28.7 5239 28.7 4484 24.6 1897 10.4

2 5508 30.4 ./.."A, 27.1 4308 23.8 1798 9.9

.%435 43282 7

% GRA

531 3.2 2.76

790 5.0 2.67

775 5.3 2.71

734 5.1 2.75

2830 4.6 2.73

1398 7.7 2.60

1580 8.7 61

1392

NOTE: The data on the letter grades given in ach school, by quarter, were given in the
Huntington Beach report so that its governing board could compare this information with the
state test results for the district.
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EXAMPLE OF

Explanation of Limitations of Test Results

Evaluation of a school district's educational program implies more than mea-
sureo.nit. Evaluation implies looking at measurement in the light of objec-
tives and .goals and making decisions about the value of the outcomes ob-
tained. The goals of educatior are complex, and standardized tests are
available to measure only a few of thcse goals. Standardized test scores
should not be the only criteria used to evaluate a total educational pro-
gram; but to the extent that the tests measure objectives of the program,
the test scores represent valid measures for those objectives and are mean-
ingful indicators of achievement.

The chief limitation of most testing programs is that they present and
analyze average student achievement in a limited number of cognitive con-
tent areas. For example, the tests both in the state assessment program
and the district testing program measure achievement only in the areas of
reading, written expression, spelling, and mathematics. Many other subject
area such as history, geography, science, and social science are not in-
cluded. Neither are such areas as art, music, career education, or any
noncognitive characteristics e.g., self-esteem, citizenship, or cultural
appreciation). Therefore, the reader must realize that only some of the
information that is required for the evaluation process is provided in
this report. Perhaps of greatest value are the teacher-made tests which
are criterion-referenced and have the added strength of assessing realis-
tically the individual needs cf students.
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Recommendations

In the recommendations section of the testing
report, certain conclusions are presented to the
members of the school district governing board. In
addition, recommendations are made for. program

EXAMPLE
e.

emphasis and for further testing or analyses. The
following example from the Huntington Beach
Union High School District report illustrates how
one California school district presented its recom-
mendations.

Discussion and Conclusions

As was stated earlier, this report represents an initial effort to integrate
various data sets into a compreiiensive program assessment, and as such it
should be viewed in a baseline sense rather than as the answer to all
questions. As readers from various audiences study and use this report,
additional data sets may be identified for consideration in future reports.

In reviewing the data presented in.this report in their totality, it would
seem that the overall district performance in reading, language, and
mathematics is highly satisfactory relative to the remainder of the state.
Reading is the area of greatest strength as shown by both the statewide and
districtwide testing programs. The districtwide test data indicate that
performance in the areas of langOge and mathematics tends to weaken at the
upper grade levels in-a relative sense. Performance in the area of science
appears to be satisfactory as is the case with social studies. Social
studies performance does, however, weaken at the 12th grade level. Per-
formance in reference skills is similar to that in language and mathematics,
weakening at the upper grade levels.

In a relative sense ninth grade-performance in the basic skills is the
strongest, and there is a general patcern of weakening as students pro-
gress through their high school programs. This pattern would suggest that
while ...here is continual growth in each of the basic skill areas assessed,
the growth is not commensurate with the potential. The pattern would
suggest diminishing emphasis on basic skills in the upper grade 1,:vels.
However, it should be noted that the source of this apparent diminishing
emphasis is not known. It Could be an artifact of the curriculum,
student selection of courses, graduation requirements, instruction,a
combination of these factors, and/or still other factors.

The data contained in this report would suggest that the district has a
relatively strong academic orientation. This is supported by the contrast
of physical performance test results as opposed to the academic testing
and student perceptions from the TRACE data and student survey data. There
are also indications that this academic orientation is commensurate with
general student desires. However, there would appear to be a substantial
number of students who are not finding their needs met satisfactorily.
This possible discrepancy could be the result of several factors similar
to those noted in the above paragraph. Another factor worthy of further
exploration in this regard is that of the guidance services available
to students.

Student perceptions identified some areas of, dissatisfaction relative to
the school operation and program. Areas such as grading policies, daily
schedules, scheduling and registration procedures, and rules and regula-
tions were not highly rated by students. Guidance services came under,

9
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criticism from students in a variety of areas. Some of these matters may
be artifacts of the large schools and overcrowded conditions, but none-
theless cannot be overlooked.

Substantial data were presented regarding the individual schools, and
these data show that no one school reigns supreme in all areas. HBHS and
MHS tend to show the highest levels of academic performance,with EHS shar-
ing this position in several areas. WHS tends to be consistently at the
bottom of the school-by-school rankings,which might be expected in terms of
the difference in demographic factors. However, in a relative sense WHS
appears to have a. highly satisfactory-program.

Considering the fact that some of the data and the integrated approach used
in this report are on a first-time basis, it would be this evaluator's
opinion that across the district the educational program is generally satis-
factory, with no glaring discrepancies. There are matters for concern in
the basic skill profi'es which, if verified by a second year of data, could
be matters of more serious concern. There are also matters for concern re-
garding some services; namely, guidance services. Specific concerns become
apparent for the individual schools, and they vary from school to schoolv-

Recommendations

Based upon the data provided in this report and the evaluator's observations
in conducting this program assessment,the following recommendations are ,

offered':

1. This report is a first.time effort at comprehensive data integration
and, as such, should be used for baseline and status purposes in re-.
viewing and examining the program. This report should not be,used
as a basis for overreaction at any 'level.

2. The pattern of apparent weakened performance at the upper gfade levels
(relative to the ninth grade) should be reviewed for possible explana-
tions. The performance in language and mathematics skill areas should
receive particular attention:

3. The guidance program should be reviewed in an effort to improve its
effectiveness and/or the perceptions of its effectiveness.

4. The matter'of general program orientation versus student needs and
desires should'receive further attention to clarify the existence of
a possible discrepancy.

4
This issue has several ramifications to be

considered.

5. Eich school should carefully review the data specific to that school
and attempt to determine the reasons for any apparent discrepanciels.

6. The concept of comprehensive program assessment should be continued
with the addition of any data set deemed necessary and a tightening
of procedures in data,collection and testing. The assessment program
can be no better than the quality of the data obtained.

7. Specific efforts should be made to orient staff to the concept of
comprehensive program assessment and to engender positive attitudes
toward program assessment.
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Organizing the Board Meeting
Now that we have examined the writing of the

board report, let's look at the ways in which the
board meeting itself might be organized. There
appear to be four main ways in which this may be
done.

Single Meeting

Time is set aside at a single meeting of the board
for the entire presentation of results. This method
assumes that all the relevant and necessary infor-
mation can be presented at a single meeting and
that questions and observations by-board members
can be accommodated at a single meeting. Most
California school districts use only one board
meeting for reporting results.

Follow-up Study Session

This follow-up study session works best when
Were is high 4nerest in going through results in
considerable Wtail. TWo board meetings are used.
The first is a regular meeting at which the testing
coordinator gives the usual full report. Then a
second meeting of the board is arranged; this is a
public study session with only the test results on
the agenda. At that second meeting, a more
informal tenor is adopted so that district staff
members and board members may exchange infor-

m matron and opinions 'about the results. At the
study session, 'sults are examined by grade level,
content area, skill area or school, or in any, other
way appropriate for the'district.

Four Session

-tad P. 0 ens, Consultant in the Office of the
Los Angeles county Siiperintepdent of Schools,
recommends, thinking about fout carefully planned
meetings. "Board members need to know more

67

about state assessment than can be covered ade-
quately in one board meeting," he suggests. Each
of the four two-hour work sessions covers a
different aspect of the test results. One plan works
this way: session 1, overview and school-by-school
results; session 2, reading results in depth, includ-
ing skill area results and review of local school
reading programs; session 3, math and language
results in depth, including skill areas;"and session 4,
recommendations for improvements in all areas,
including cost estimates.

Time for Staff Action
Results are reported i., the usual way at a single

regular board meeting. Then another board meet-
ing to consider action is set for one to one and
one-half months in the future. During that time,
school staffs carefully review the results and, with
central district staff, decide on their preferred,
action. They could ask for different teaching
techniques, more training, new materials, or just
further pupil testing. At the second board meeting,
the board hears what action the district staff as a
whole recommends.

Regardless of the way board meetings are
Organized, two other ideas will improve your
reporting of results. The first is to schedule a
midyear review session sometime in the early
spring. At this meeting, board members are
informed of actions Liken since the fall testing
report and of any fUrther testing done since then.

And second, in most districts a written work
plan can be the most valuable document to come
out of reporting results. The plan, in simple or
detailed fashion, outlines what the district expects
to accomplish in the next year toward improving
pupil achievement and just now it plans to go
about doing it.
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The Complete Board Report:
A Checklist

Here is a checklist you can use in composing your board report on testing results.
The list is-intended to be complete, so some items below may not be necessary in
your district.

Introduction_ I Number 1/4,t pupils tested, by grade level; dates of testing; pupils exempted
from testing_ 2. Names of the tests used; the skills they measure_ 3. Purpose of the testing program

Summary of Results and Interpretation_ 4. Overall summary, by grade level and subject_ 5. The meaning of results:including a comparison with previous years'
results and with comparison score bands

6. Apparent trends, weak areas, and strong areas
7. Highlights of the results, unusual or distinctive findings which need to be

singled out

Detailed Results_ 8.

_12.
_13.

Results by state percentile and percent correct for district, grade level,
and, where desired, school (including necessary explanatior; and defini-
tions)
Comparison scores for previous years .

Comparison score bands (including necessary explanation and definitions)
Appropriate graphic treatment of scores and comparison bands (perhaps
including locally created graphs and charts or copies of the state printout
of results)
Explanation of matrix testing and
individual pupils
Summaryf statewide results

reason scores are not reported fc.,

Background Factors and Other Testing4Data

_14. Explanation and listing of background factors used in comparison score
bands; district ranking in these; changes froni previous years

_15. Other district testing and comparison with California Assessment Program
results

_16 Other district statistics that have bearing on test results (such as pupil
absence rate, student survey findings, and so forth)

17. Comments on the validity of .e results, including factors not previously
reported which may have effect on scores

Recommendations

VI-26

18. Recommended steps for program changes more testing, further study, or
other use of results
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Other checkpoints for your board report:

Are charts and graphs used generously to make understanding 'and

Yes No

comparisons easy? 0 0
Is all of the report fully understandable to the-average parent?' 0 O
Could the report stand by itself as a document fol use in the
community (without your oral explanation)? 0 0
Are all measurement terms used in the report explained clearly and
simply? 0 0
Will good audiovisual techniques be used at the board meeting to make
the testing results available and understandable to all? 0 0
Are the negative resultsas well as the positivecovered adequately so
that no one will think that unpleasant facts arebeing hidden? 0 0

r
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How Test Scores Get into the Media---,,

.How to Issue Your District Scores to the Media

How to Issue a'News Release and How to Conduct a News Conference
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Reference Material

News Release Issued by the State

Outline-type Model News-Release

Five Model News Releases and Information Memos

Sample Releases from the Los Angeles Unified School District

Legal Guidelines on Public Information



Working with the Media

In the past, the state administered the tests to try to provide information fi,r a wide range of
audiences: state legislators, district administrators, program planners, classroom teachers, and the
general public. In trying to meet the needs of such diverse audiences, ranging fron the need of
teachers for very specific diagnostic information about students to the more needs for an
indication of education's attainment statewide, the testing program did none of its jobs very well.

Feedbacks

On a Thursday morning each November, the
Superintendent of Public Instruction delivers to
the State Board of Education a report that will
soon make its way into the headlines. Then the
chief of the State Departmeat of Education's
Office of Program Evaluation and Research faces
members of the State Board of Education and
spells out for them the results of the previous
year's state testing. He explains the results, suggests
implications, and answers questions. In an hour the
task is done. For many others, however, the task is
just beginning.

Within minutes the Associated Press carries an
account of the. Department of Education's report
to its subscribers throughout California (just about
all daily newspapers, radio and television stations,
but few weekly newspapers). On the afternoon of
the same day and the next morning, virtually all
the rajor news outlets in the state repeat the story
for their audiences.2

The scores of the typical school district find
their way into the press through routes other than
these major news media. The 'big newspapers and
just about all radio and TV stations concentrate on
the statewide or big-city district results (which

they sometimes _rep_ort _school_by_school);_feyr
devote more than a line or two, if that much, to
smaller school districts.

Where the Newt; Comes from
How, then, does the press get information on

individual school district test resu!ts? Here is a
summary of the three ways:

I. From Sacramento: As described previously,
the major newspapers that cover the State
Board meetings obtain district-by-district
scores at the time of the November meeting.
Others call the State Department of Educa-
tion and ask that results for the districts in
their circulation areas be mailed to them. The
Department fills those requests.

2. From offices of county superintendents of
schools. Some news. media call these offices
when they hear of the release of scores in
Sacramento. By then the scores are public

1"Purpose of the State Testing Program," Feedback Newsletter
of the New California State Testing Program, Vol. 1 (January,
1973), 1.

2The speed and accuracy of their reports are no accident. George
W. Neill, Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction and
Director. Office of Information/Program Dissemination, says:
"About a week before the meeting, we release the results to the
reporters who regularly cover the State Board of Education. The use
of the information, of course, is embargoed until the actual board
meeting. During that week the reporters have time to digest the
.nformation an sit down with us to ask questions and (-lardy their
understanding. By the time of the actual board meeting, many of
the reporters already have their story written. This arrangement

--works.well.for-all of. us."
News media that usually cover State Board meetings arc the Las

_Angeles Times, San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco Examiner,
San Jose Mercury-News, San Diego Union, Sacramento Bee,
Sacramento Union, and the Associated Press. From Mr. Neill's office
thdy receive four items: a news release on the statewide test results,
test scores of school districts in their area, statewide test results, and
the annual report of student achievement.

Mr. Neill's office also mails the statewide news release to all
California news media. The release does not contain test scores for
individual school districts. A sample of the release is contained in
this chapter.
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info' nation, and the county superintendent
must' 've them out.3

3. From s zoo! districts. As reported in the
survey in Chapter I, most newspapers and
other media \get test results from the school
district office Some districts release their
districtwide an school-by-school results on
the day of the St' e Board meeting, especially
in areas where mai newspapers are going to
fun them anyway.4 tilers' wait until a later
time, perhaps when th scores are reported to
the school board.

Thus, by knowing just when the State Board will
receive the results and knowing: low the news
media in a particular area usua ly obtain their
information, you can plan ahead for

r
the most

effective release of your district's i.esults:'

Four Easy Ways to Get the News Out
The next job is to communicate the informatio

to the news mediathe newspapers and radio and
television stations that usually cover your area. If
the district has a public information officer or a
part-time consultant in public relations, no prob-
lem should occur. One should simply give that
person the information arid let him or her do the
job. For districts without this advantage, however,
four easy alternatives ar.! availab.z for doing the
job oneself:

Alternative 1: Issue a News Release. Write a
news release in journalistic style that contains
all the information the news media will need
to report adequately your district's test
' esults. Then either mail it to reporters or
hand it to them as they attend a board
meeting. (Reporters usually do a better job
when they have plenty of time. Since test
results are important news, it is a good idea to
telephone reporters before a board meeting is
held or before a news release is mailed.
Reporters may even want to pick up a copy
to study in Avance on a 11W-for-release
basis.) See the resource material in this
chapter for model news releases that can be

3Scc this chapter's resource materials fur legal aspects of public
information.

4This meeting is usually held in the first half of November each
year. The exact date on which the test results will be reported ern
be learned by calling the State Board office in Sacramento
(916-445-9016)a few weeks,before the meeting.
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adapted. A news .elease or information memo
slio`tilil`be kept simple. --Professional jargon
Should be avoided. If your next-door neighbor
cannot understand the news release thor-
oughly, the media are not likely to either.

Alternative 2. Issue an Information Memo.
This alternative may be a better method for
nose who are not familiar with journalistic
writing. The memo is simply an organized
summary of all the pertinent details. It
contains the same information found in a
news release but is not written in paragraph
form. See the resource material in this chapter
for some examples. The memo can also be
mailed or handed to reporters.

Alternative 3. Use Your Board Report. In
some cases the report you write for your
school board will give reporters all the infor-
mation they need. Of course, they can get a
report when they attend your board meeting
or, perhaps, from you ahead of time on a
hold-for-use basis. Be sure, though, that the
report contains all the information the
reporter is likely to need. Not all school.board
reports do.5

4Iternatire 4. 116 I a News Conference. Some
IN -city districts use this technique because
the (1 ) have many newspersons who want
their esults at the same time, (2) want to
avoid a wering the same questions for several
different eporters; (3) need to let television
and radio r porters film and tape their super-
intendent an ouncing the results; and (4)
want to break e news to all the local news
media at the same time. A news-conference is
useful when reporters,ask many questions or
need exists to clarify\ number of difficult
points. A conference is n t useful for a simple
release of information.

These four alternatives take int account the
diversity of situations in California sch of districts.
Where there are only one or two local IR, s media
and the testing coordinator or superinten t has
the facts well in mind, a telephone call ca be
sufficient (from the superintendent to a reporte

Taking a cue from Saeramentu, une smart testing director calls
up each local reporter the day before she reports test results to her
school board. She invites the reporters to stop by her office well
before the meeting. At that time she gives them J copy of her news
release and board repent and spends time diseussing and clarifying
the meaning of the scores. The result is fewer problems at the board
meeting and better news reporting.



"Hello, John? I just wanted you to know that we
are releasing our annual pupil testing results today.
Shall I mail them to you? Or, if you like, you can
drop by, and I'll be glad to go through them with
you in detail."

Five Things All Reporters
Will Want to Know

Regardless of how testing results are released,
most reporters are interested in knowing five basic
things. Be sure the five things are contained in all
news releases, information memos, or board reports
that are distributed to the media. If you are dis-
cussing results with a reporter, know the results
thoroughly before you.start.

1. What are the test results? How does the
district compare with other districts in the
state? What are the percentile scores for each
grade? Where do the percentile ranks fall in
relation to the comparison score band?

2. How do the test results compare with last
year's results? Is the trend up or down?

3. If the trend is higher or lower, what is the
reason? Budget cutbacks? A new reading
program? Shorter instructional periods? A
redesigned curriculum?

4. What are you going to do with the test
results? A new program of some kind? Reallo-
cation of funds? A new task force? If so,
when will the public see these things material-
ize?

5. How do y 9u feel about the te41result.s? If you
are pleast d, say so. If you are not,-it's good to
express your concern.

Once you have covered the basics, some other
information may be useful:

a. Particularly high- or low-scoring schools or
grades

b. Unusual increases or decreases in scores

c. Number of children in the district taking-the
test

d. Purpose of testing

e. General level of scores statewide

f. Background information about the nature of
group testing, the meaning of average scores,
method of determining the comparison score
band, and some of the significant background
factors in a school district

Members of the district staff responsible for
improvements

g.

Questions About Working with the Media

Q. What should be done by a district in a
metropolitan area lacking a local community
newspaper? ("All we get are a couple of lines in
the metropolitan newspaper.")

A. For convenience' -sake the major news
outlets probably get the scores from the
office of the county, superintendent of
schools. (Check if you are not sure.). This
situation implies (1) that a need exists to
communicate with the community directly
(via newsletter, for instance) rather than
through the media; and (2) that the metro-
politan press and radio and television sta-
tions are likely to be interested only if
something unusual is present; for example,

How to Issue a News Release or Information Memorandum

(Basic Technique )

Write or compose the release or memorandum and type a clean copy on VA" x
11" paper. Check the copy thoroughly for accuracy (no guessing permitted). Xerox
or lithograph enough copies (no carbons). Then either (1) mail them in regular
business envelopes via first-class mail to all local news media, or (2) hand them to
reporters. Be sure everyone gets his or her copy at about the same time. No
favoritism should occur. Keep a copy for the file.

News releases and information memos (because they are complete and easy to
read) are useful also tc staff members, telephone cle ks, principals, PTA officers, and
others. Bulletin boards can be used effectively for this purpose.
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a rapid gain in reading directly attributable
to a specific program.

Q. Our .district scores always appear in our metro-
politan newspaper the day after -the State
Board meeting. What should we do about our
community newspaper?

A. Jack McCurdy, education writer for the
Los Angeles Times, says: "Any reporter of
a community newspaper is going to be
upset when he sees his scores for the first
time in the Los Angeles Times. When I was
a small-town reporter, I had more respect
for public officials if they came to me first.
Regardless of whether you have something
serious to say, not making a public state-
ment makes it appear that you're trying to
hide information. You start off on the
wrong foot." McCurdy urges such districts
to release their results on the same day as
the State Board meeting.

Q. Who should speak for the district through a
news release or information memo or at a news
conference?

A. The superintendent. According to Releas-
ing Test Scores, a publication of the
National School Public Relations Associ-
ation, "The superintendent can and should
defer to experts when questions get techni-
cal, but the superintendent is the spokes-
man the media wants."

Q. What tone should statements or news releases
take if a district's scores are low or doing
down?

A. Be factual. Report the full information and
be sure to say what you intend to do about
it. McCurdy of the Los Angeles Times says.
"The most important thing is to try to
maintain an objective point of view. No

V II 4

matter what the results show, the reporter
will respect the fact that a school district is
at least capable of taking an objective look
at itself."
One school public relations professional
advises: "Most people are reasonable. The
public doesn't expect us to be perfect, nor
to perform miracles. It does, however,
expect us to be realistic, to face up to
problems, and to come up with feasible
plans for solving them. This is the view-
point you must communicate. It won't do
to be stumped or astonished by test scores.
Think of the movies: the bad guys alibi; the
good guys act."

Releasing Test Scores comments: "Some
educators have argued forcefully that
assessment test scores are an insignificant
measure of student achieyement. (Such
arguments generally f011ow the presenta-
tion of low scores.) This `cop-out' approach
to assessment just doesn't work. As far as
the 'outside world' is concerned, tests
wouldn't be used if they didn't mean
anything."

Q. What should I say, however, if I am sure the
results of state testing do' not show the real
achievement levels of my district?

A. It is time to cite in detail other tests or
assessments done in the district and to
show in what way they differ from the
state test results. It is not persuasive,
however, to claim that the state test results
are inaccurate unless hard data are at hand
to support your view.

Q. There are some reporters I hardly ever see at
our school board meeting. Do I need to send
them our results, tot)?

How to Conduct a News Conference (Basic Technique)

Notify all local news media a day or two in advance. Hold the conference in a
suitably large room if there will be television cameras, otherwise, an office or small
room will do. Start the conference by handing out the test scores in the form of
statistics, summaries, charts, tables, or narrative. Read or ad-lib a statement on how
the district views the scores, what it plans to do about them, how it plans to use
them, and so on. (Don't read aloud the written material you have just handed out.)
Answer questions until all present have the information they need.
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A. Rule one in getting along with representa-
tives of the media is to give all reporters an
equal break at the news. Be safe. Send your
information to all media that may possibly
be interested.

Q. How should I get testing information to the
broadcast media -radio and television?
A. Do the same as with newspapers. Send the

same material (news release, information
memo, and so on) to all news media.

What Else?

Don't talk about test results only once a year.
Whether your results look good or bad, it is to

your district's benefit to discuss them several times
a year. Two ideas:

If in November you talked about new pro-
grams,., keep information coming during the
winter and spring on how the programs are
doing. The resource material for this chapter
contains a sample news release and informa-
tion memo on this matter.

Let parents know when their children will be
tested. Perhaps you scan give them the test
schedule for the year. Sample news releases
and information memos on these topics are
also- contained in the resource material for
this chapter.
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Resource Material for Chapter VII

The State News Release

This is a copy of the news release issued by the Department of Education at th\
time scores were reported in November, 1974.

CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION #184
Wilson Riles

Superintendent of Public Instruction 11-13-74
721 Capitol Mall

Sacramento, CA 95814 RELEASE DATE: 9 a.m. Friday, Nov. 15

Contact: George Neill

(916) 322-6140

0

SACRAMENTO....Pupils in California's 2nd and 3rd grades scored above the

national average in reading last year, but the state's 6th and 12th graders

performed below the national average in all subjects included in the statewide

testing program.

Alexander I. Law, chief of the State Department of Education's Office of

Program Evaluation and Research, told the State Board of Education today

(Nov. 15) that the 1973-74 test results disclosed that California's 2nd graders

performed 3 percentile points better in reading than the national norm.

The average reading test score for the third grade was 2 percentile points

higher than the national average.

The new test results, which involved 1.5 million pupils, also revealed a

slight performance decline from the 1972-73 school year by 6th graders and

high school seniors in reading, writing and spelling. However, Law said,

"there is evidence that the downward trend in the 6th grade has been halted."

Other highlights of the test results:

High school seniors scored 16 percentile points below the national

average in writing and language skills; 6th graders were 13 percentile

points below the national average in the same skill area.

a The average score in reading of high school seniors was 3 percentile

points below the national average; 6th graders were 6 percentile

points below the natinilal norm in reading.

more---
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The average score of high school seniors in mathematics was 2

percentile points below the national'average, the same as 1972-73;

6th graders were 12 percentile points below the national math average,

no change from the year before.

High school seniors scored 3 percentile points below the national

average in spelling; 6th graders were 8 percentile points below the

national norm in spelling.

"The greatest weakness appears to be in the area of language and writing,"

1.aw saiu. He noted that both the 6th graders and the 12th graders scored 2

percentile points lower than 1972-73.

Because of the size and heterogeneity of Californian population, the

high average score for the state in the 2nd and 3rd grade is "remarkable,"

law said.

"The emphasis on improving the instructional program in the lower grades in

the past four or five years is paying off," he added. "Similar emphasis will

be placed on the higher grades durint the next two to four years as a result

of the efforts of the Reform of Intermediate and Secondary Education (RISE)

program launched last July by Wilson Riles, state superintendent of public

instruction!' A special RISE commission is at work now developing a program to

overhaul the state's junior and senior high schools.

law said the test results indicate that:

o Pupils who had attended preschools scored higher than those who did not.

Pupils in medium-sized tchools scored higher than pupils in small

and large schools.

Pupils who attend suburban schools scored higher than pupils in both

rural and urban schools.

Pupils whose parents were employed in professional fields scored

higher than pupils whose parents were employed in skilled or

send-skilled occupations.

more---
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Law said no other state conducts such a. comprehensive testinc program.

California is the only state that tests five grades annually, he added.

The test results include a breakdown by school districts, Law said.

Each district has received its average scores in each subject area tested,

and the results are compared with state and national norms. In addition,

an innovative index added last year provides each district with a

comparison of how it is performing in relation to districts with similar

pupil populations.
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An Outline-Type Model News Release

This model of a news release is provided to school districts in Los Angeles County
by Ann Barkelew, Public Information Officer in the office of the county
superintendent of schools. To use the model, districts fill in the blanks 'ith
information on their own results.

0

Name of district
Title of o'fice sending news release
Name of cootact person
Telephone number of contact person
Date of news release

HEADLINE (options])

Superintendent, School

District, today announced achievement test results for the district's

pupils in grades 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12 that have been released frgm the

State Department of Education. The tests were administered during the

1974_75 school year as part of the mandated statewide testing pro am.

THEN -Summarize the practical significance of test results.
Include comparisons over previous years, using quotations
from the superintendent.

Basic reading achievement of students in the grades tested (has
district's

continued to improve( (has remained constant) during the past few years.

said, "
Superintendent quotation on general trend

NOTE

'I

If one of these two statements cannot be made, start
paragraph by breaking down the general trend into grade
levels.

Third graders showed the most significant gains in basic reading achieve-

ment with

ALSO - Indicate any test changes that make certain specif;c
raw scores comparisons difficult

KEEP IN

MIND

- Sometimes numbers are easier to understand' than

percentages. For example, to say-that 5,000 twelfth
graders are reading at a higher level than the 'average
twelfth grader In California means more than to say
that 43% or less than half of, the twelfth graders are
doing'so.

Often, the display of a tAree- to five-year span can
demonstrate trends significantly.

P"1
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NEXT

4t,

ALSO

-Identify the tests used and how they are
administered. Were all students at each
grade level tested or was matrix sampling
used? Explain briefly.

-Point out specific are of instruction and
learning measured by this battery of tests,
highlighting what is not measured.

IF -Define "norms" or state averages and explain
-A-15-PLICABLE how they are determined. Spell out limitations.

NEXT -Explain the intent of the state testing program. It

may be wise to use quotation from state department
official or county schools office person.

FINALLY -If you are pleased with the test results, say so.
If not, indicate your concern. Don't become
defensive. Above all, be open.

*************************

ADDITIONAL COPY IDEAS:

...Give your staff credit for what they are doing to help raise test

scores.

...rdentify programs that have been initiated during the current year to
accelerate rea -'ing progress.

...Outline new programs (or types of increased instructional support)
that ore needed to improve performance. Cost of these new efforts
should be stressed.

...Report on special norms (national norms for ESEA Title I pupils, for
example) that match grades ,r schools in your district more closely.

...Streis and document important learning outcomes not measured by
standardized tests.

SD



.Several Model News Releases and Information Memos

This resourt,e materia: in this section contains
models that .,an be used, on five occasions during
the year:

Models la and ib. Teo announce-therelease of
test results (This model is somewhat long
because it s intended to present most kinds
of information tliat a schoOl district _is
required, to . report. ;The version used by a
particular district dight be inucli shorter.
Mode:! :1(a is followed by three alternative
beginnings, for the same release for use in
different circumstances.)
Models 2a and 2b. To announce the start of a
prOgram to coirect' areas in which students
had received low test scores
Models 3a and 3b. To _follo-w up :Several
months later on new progfilms your district:
had put into effect AA.

Models 4a and 4b. TO announce your.dis-
trict's testing schedule at the beginriing of tlfe
school year
Models 5a and 5b. To announce upcoming
testing two to three weeks before each test

a

a

NOTE. Items a and b in each set contain the
same information. a is in the format of a news
release; b is in the format of an information memo.
See the text of this. chapter for the way to use
each.

In addition you need to keep the following in
mind when you use the model news releases and
information memos:

I. These are only models. Be sure to ,substitute,
your own information. Change the wording or
paragraph order wherever necessary. Add
other kinds of information and details as
appropriate.

2. Efo not use the quotations. They are used
only as models. Put your own comments and
interpretations in your own quotations.

3. Be rare other nearby school districts are not
sending sirnounding news releases to the
same news media that you are. If so, change
the way your information is worded so that
n Wts media will not get identical news releases
front two school districts.

/

.1
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Utopia UnIfied School District
300 N. Main St.
Dtopia,.Calif.

777-1234
11-154.76

4.
4

Contact: John A. Doe
Superintendent of Schools

777-1234

%

GAINS, LOSSES BOTH SFOWN IN :WU;
UTOPIA SCHOOL DISTRICT SCORES-

Model la

Yet* Immediate Release

Pupil achievement in the Utopia Unified School District rose this year in,

some subject areas but declined in others, according to new state testing

figures released today (NoV..15).

Superintendent of Schools John A. Doe said'mOst eleme ntary grades shoWed

improvement over last year, but grade 12 achievement levels went down. Overall,

he said,"achievement in the.Utopia school district remains a little below the

average of the rest of the state."

The tests were conducted last school year 'in grades 2, 3,'6 and 12 in all

Utopia district schools. In all, about 6,500 pupils were tested.
.

Following are the percentile scores for each subject tested and las't year's

score for thesams area:

0 19761 1975

-Grads-2 reading F 48 45

Grade 3 reading 44 .4 39

Grade 6 reading 51 50

written expression 48 48
4

spelling 52 54

mathematics -41 39

*ID

a

C
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Gains, Losses Both Shown in New
Utopia School DistrictpScores
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Grade 12 reading

written expression

spelling

mathematics

tpx.

40 44

42 50

47 49

55 51

The percentile score shows how pupils in that particular grade compare

with pupils acrosA the rest of the state. For example, a score in the 48th

percentile means that the average Utopia pupil at that grade level did better

than 47 percent of the average pupils in other California schools at that

grade 1e4Lbut more poorly than 52 percent of the pupils. (The 50th per-

centile is considered average.)

Dr. Doe said-that while the school district staff i3 pleased with the

improved achievement in elementary grades, it is very concerned about the

grade 12 scores. There is particular concern, he said, about the. grade 12

students' achievement in reading end written expression.

nit appears that changes are needed at once in the way these subjects are

taught and, perhaps, even in the ,curriculum and materials used in the classroom,"

said Dr. Doe.

This week Dr. Doe, appointed a 12-member staff task force to look into ways

this part of the high school program can be improved imwediateIy. Ths task force

will make its report at the Dec. 2 meeting of the Utopia Board of Education.

Dr. Doe std he will present recommendations to the board then for ixnediate

......"."'steps, possibly including the diversion of funds from some other budget area-

into tha high school English and reading programs.

These subject areas also will get priority consideratio when the 1977-78

budget is drawn up this spring, the superintendent said.

"This is the first year in the last five that grade 12 scores have declined

this rapidly," said the superintendent. "While this is not serious enough yet

to be called a trend, we must York on it before it does become a trend hei.e."



Gains, Losses Both Shown in New
Utopia School District Scores

3-3-3-3-3-3-3

At the sane time, Dr. Doe said increased efforts by elementary teachers

appear to be paying off.

,

He gave credit to the teachers for their six -week study last winter, which

resulted in the adoption of new team-teaching programs at three elements**

schools and the creation of specialized reading libraries at two others.

"Our achievement in tha elementary grades is not yet as high as we would

like It to be," he said, "but I believe we have built a firm base for continued

improvement."

The state testing program also shows whether a school district's average

scores in each grade are above, within, cr below expectations for the district.

Background factors considered are test scores in lower grades, number of bi-

lingual pupils, and socioeconomic conditions of the community.

Utopia scores were above expectations in grade 2 reading, grade reading and

spelling, and grade 12 mathematics. They were within expectations in grade 3

reading, grade 6 written expression, and grade 12 spelling. They were below

expectations in grade 6 mathematics and grade 12 reading and written expression:,

The state analysis showed that the Utopia School District is higher than

the state average in socioeconomic level, the level of parent education, tax

rate, and expenditure per schoolchild. It is below the state average in the

number of bilingual children, minority children, and class sizes.

The scores reported here are the averages for all Utopia children at each

grade level. Many schools or classes, of course, scored higher or lower than

the district-wide averages. Scores of individual pupils are not computed by the

state.

Some of the major improvements shown in this year's testing are:

-- Sixth-grade reading scores at Washington Elementary School rose this year

from the 45th to 66th percentile.

-more-
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Gains, Losses Both Seown in New
Utopia School -A.strict Scores

-- Grade 2 children at Jefferson Elementary School--who are in-a team,

teaching program--showed improvements in reading from the 24th to 44th percentile.

-- Grade 12 students at Hamilton High School continued high achievement in

mathematics, going from the 57th to 67th percentile.

Grade 12 students are tested each December, and those in grades 2, 3, and

6 are tested in April and May.

St"



Other Beginnings for Model la

Depending on your circumstances, this same...kiews release could also begin in
several other ways. Here are three other possible'Begiriiin:\

ACHIEVEr.i21T SCARES F:1L IN MOST
GRADES IN UTOPIA SCHOOL DISTRICT

Pupil testing scores generally declined in both elementary and secondary

grades this year in the Utopia Unified School District, the result of continued

cutbacks in staff and materials.

There were, however, :eral bright spots among the generally disappointing

test results, according to Superintendent of Schools Sohn A. Doe.

PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT SCORES LIEL OFF
IN UTOPIA SCHOOL DISTRICT

Recent declines in pupil achievement scores in the Utopia Unified School

District seem to have been stopped, with some grades even showing gains, according

to new scores reported today.

HIGHER ACHT.EVT2:ENT REPORTED IN
MOST GRADES IN UTOPIA SCHOOLS

Most pupil toasting scores have risen to their,highest levels in the last

four years in the Utopia Urified School District, according to new results reported

today.

8
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Utopia Unified School District
300 N. Main St.
Utopia, Calif.

777-1234
11-15-76

For more information:

John A. Doe
Superintendent of Schools

777-1234

News Information Memorandum

liodel

FOr Immediate Use

on New Utopia School District Test Scores

1. About the new scores: We are announcing the results of pupil testing
conducted earlier this year in the Utopia Unified School District.

To summarize, pupil achievement rose in some subject areas
but declined in others. Most elementary grades showed improve-
ment over last year, but in grade 12 the achievement levels
went down. Overall, achievement levels remain a little below
the average of the rest of the state.

2. The near *imires: Here are the percentile scores in each grade and subject,
along with the same scores for last year:

Grads 2 reading

1976

48

1975

Grade 3 rending 44 39

Grade 6 reading 51 50

written expression 48

spelling 52 54

me .nematics 41 39

Grnue 12 reading 40 44

written expression 42 50

spelling 47 49

mathematics 55 51

-more-.
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News Information Memo on
School Test Scores
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

(The percentile score shows how pupils in that particular grade
compare with results across the rest of the state. For example.
a score in the 48th percentile means that the average Utopia
pupil at that grade level did better than the average pupil La
7 per cent of other California schools at that level, but more
poorly than 52 per cent of the pupils. The 50th percentile is
considered average.)

3. How we interpret the scores: Our school district staff is.pleased with the
improved achievement in elementary grades. But they are very
concerned with the grade 12 scores, particularly about the grade 12
achievement in reading and written expression. It appears that
changes are needed at once in the way these subjects are taught
and, perhaps, even in the curriculum and materials used in the
classroom.

This is the first year in the last five that grade 12 scores
have declined this rapidly. While this is not serious enough
yet to be called a trend, we must work on it before it does
become a trend here.

4. Actions beim, taken: Several steps are being taken in regard to the new scores:

-- A 12-member staff task force was appointed This week by Dr. Doe
to look into ways this part of the high school program can be
improved immediately. The task force will make a report at
the Dec. 2 meeting of the Utopia Board of Education.

-- At that meetint Dr. Doe will present recommendations for
immediate action. These may include diverting fUnds from
other budget areas into high school English and reading.

-- Also, these subject areas will get priority consideration when
we draw up next yearls budget this spring.

5. Same rood news: The improved elementary scores appear to be the result of
the six-week study conducted last winter by our elementary teachers.
As a result of that study, we adopted new team-teaching programs
at three elementary schools and created specialized reaeing
libraries at two others.

Our achievement in the elementary eztAles is not yet as high as we
would like it to be, bat I believe.we have built a firm base for
continued improvement.

We had these examples of major improvements this year in our
scores:

-- Sixth-grade reading scores at Washington Elementary School rose
from the 45th to 66th percentile.

-- Grade 2 children at Jefferson Elementary School increased their
reading scores from the 24th to 14th percentile. They are in a
team-teaching program.

8Q
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News Information Memo on
Scheel Test Score:.

3-3-3-3-3-3-3

-- Grade 12 students at Hamilton High School continued high
achievement in mathematics, going from the 57th to the 67th
percentile.

6. Background factors in testing: Besides the percentile scores above, the
state also shows whether scores in each subject are above, within,
or below expectations for each district. They base these ex-
pectations on,a number of background factors for each school district.

Here is how Utopia stood in relation to the comparieon score bands:

Above expectations:
spelli%g, grade

Within expectations:
pression, grade

grade 2 reading, grade 6 reading and
12 mathematics.

grade 3 reading, grade 6 written. ex-
12 spelling.

Below expectations: grade 6 mathematics and grade 12 reading
and written expression.

In the most important of those background factors, Utopia was:

--Higher than the state average in socioeconomic level, level
of parent education, tax rite, and expenditure per child.

--Lower than the state average in number of bilingual children,
minority children, and average class size.

7. Background on testing: The figures reported are the average for all Utopia
children at each of the grade levels reported. Naturally, many
schools and individual clarses scored higher or lower than the
district average. The state doesn't compete scores of individual
pupils.

The testing took place at the following times: grade 12 in December;
grades 2, 3, and 6 in April and May.

VII --20
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Utopia Unified School District
300 N. Main St.
Utopia, Calif.

777-1234
12-4-76

Contact: John A. Doe
Superintendent of Schools
777-234

UTOPIA SCHOOL DISTRICT TO LAUNCH
NEW READING PROGRAM

Model 2a

For Immediate Release

A new reading ptngram aimed at second- and third-grade pupils will be

put into use next month at all eight elementary schools- in the Utopia Unified

School District.

The program is intended to raise the low reading achievement levels in those

grades reported in last months state testing results, according to Superintendent

of Schools John A. Doe.

"This new program is the result of three weeks of study by teachers and

our curriculum specialist into the fastest ways of attacking the reading needs

of these children," the superintendent said.

"This is not all we are going to do about early reading, but I feel that

immediate steps are needed right away."

Tho new program:, called the Utopia Reading Clinic Program, consists of three

main parts:

-- The establishment of rm.:in clinic rooms at 411 elementary schools, to

which second and third-grade pupils will be assigned for 1 hour:: a day for

special reading exercises,

-- An increase in the daily time spent in reading and w:-Iting in those grades

from 3 to 5 hours.

-- The immediate purchase of $15,000 in a -ariety of rending exercise sets

and writing practice books.

-moro-
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New Reading Program to be
Started in Utopia School District
2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Dr. Doe said the new program was approved in principle at the Nov. 28

meeting of the Utopia Board of Education. Transfers of funds totaling $18,500

to support the program will be submitted for approval at the boartl's next

meeting, Dec. 16.

Other steps to improve reading will be planned during the next two months by

a committee of teachers, pa:ents,and other school district staff rembers.

"These will likely require mach greater expenditures than our immediate new

program," said Dr. Doe. "Recommendations growing out of the committee's work

will be the basis for greater reading expenditures when we draw up our budget

this spring.

We have no money tospere in any part -O our budget, and the financial

situation is likely to get worse. But we must put the important thinge'first,

and reading is certainly one of them."

'I



Utopia Unified School District
300 N. Hain St.
Utopia, Calif.
777-1234
12 -4-.76

For more information:

John A. Doe
Superintendent of Schools
777-1234

News Information Memorandum on New

31((1e1 21

For Immediate Ube

Reading Program in Utopia School District

1. The new program: Today, we
for all grade 2
It will go into
schools.

2. Prcrram details: We are
These are its

are announcing the start of a new reading program
and 3 pupils in tie Utopia Unified School DistriCt.
effect next mont in all of our eight elementary

ling tha,p ogram the Utopia Reading Clinic Program.
mgin parts:

.0

The establishment, of reading clinic rooms at all elementary
sqhools, to which second and third-grade pupils will be assigned
for hours a day for special reading el-ermines.

An'increase in they daily time spent in.reading and writing in
Grades 2 and 3 from 3i to 54 hours.

- - The immediate purchase of $15,000 in a variety of reading
exerciso sets and writing practice books.

3. Other steps: We will be planning other steps during the next two months to
improve reading. This planning vill be done by a committee of
teachers, parents and'other school district staff members.

These steps are likely to require much greater expenditures than our
immediate new program. Recomnendajons growing _out of the
committee's work will be the baais for greater reading expendi-
tures when we draw up our budget this spring.

We have no money to spare in any part of our budget, and the
financial situation is likely fo set worse. But we must put
important things first, and reading is certainly ono of them.

4. The reasons: This new progracis intended to improve the low reading achieve-
ment levels thee-Rare reported last month in the state testing
results for grades 2 and 3.

-more--
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Uews Information Memo on
Kew Reading Program
2- 2- 2- 2- 2- 2 -2..2

5. Background on-the new program: The.program is the result of three weeks of
study by teachers and our district's curriculum specialist as
to the fastest ways of meeting the reading needs of these children.
This programas not all we are going to do about early reading,
but I feel that'immediate steps are needed.

6. Board of education action: The new program was approved in principle by the
board of education at its Nov. 28 meeting. At its'next meeting,
/be. 16, I plan to ask fof transfers of funds totaling $18,500
to support the new program.

11'
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Utopia Unified School District
300 N. Main St.
Utopia, Calif.

777-1234
3-10-77

Contact: Mary L. Jones
Director of Curriculum
777-1234"

I

MATRE:ATICS EFFORTS ON INCREASE
IN PIMA SCHOOL DISTRICT

riy

Model 3a

For Im-cediate Release

Greater attention is being given to high-school matheatics instrue.tion this

year in the Utopia Unified Schc District than ever before, according to Director

of Curriculum Mary L. Jones.

She said the new effortsprompted by declinir5 achievement scores last

'fell seem to be working.

Since beginning a now high-school mathematics improvement program lase

December, the school district has:

-- Increased mathematics .stung time by one hour a day.

-- Given monthly progress' checks to all students enrolled in mathematics

classes. 1.

-- Purchased .an addiUonal $9,500 in mathematics books, study.guides and worn

boOks.

-- Put into use pirts of the highly respected Ajax Mathematics Program,

designed by educators at the University.of Michigan.

' Mrs. Jones said the efforts seem to.be paying off. Some 72 percent of the

School district's 3,868 mathematics students have shown.improvement in the

monthly progress tests. Of this number 142 (42 percent) have shown an achieve-
.

ment gain of at least ten months during,the six months the progras4 has been

in ape/4111.6n.

-more-
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Manema'Acs Efforts on 'Increase
.1n Uto?ia School Dlstrict

1

"There Is no doubt that this improvement.ie directly attributable to the

new program," said Mrs. :Tones. "Our task now is to keep the students' interest

in mathematichigh and to see if we can continue to raise their achievement a

substantial ar,ount oach mouth.

"It is probably too early to say that the program is totally'successful,

but all the indications we have seen so far are positive."

The new efforts are being made in both higic'schools in the district,

Washington and Jefferson, and are directed by the chairperson of the mathematics

department at each school.



Utopia Unified School District
300 N. Main St.
Utopia, Calif.
777-1234

3-10-77

For more information:

Mary L. J..nes'
Director of Curriculum
777-l2A

News Information Memorandum

on Utopia Schools! Math Efforts

Nlodel 31)

For Immediate Us,

1. The basic information: Last December, the 'Utopia Unified School Districts
greatly increased its efforts in the area-ct high-school .

mathematics. Now it appegrs that those efforts are hiving a good
effect on student achievement:

2. BacIcRronnd information: The j.ncreased efforts were put into effect after
,state testing results last fall.Showed that GrOs 12 mathematics
achievement here waa declining, These steps ware taken:

-.. Mathematics Study time was increased One hour a day.
-- Monthly progress checks were given to all students enrolled

in mathematics classes.
-- An additional $9,500 in mathematics boots, study guides and

work books was purchased.

Parts, of the highly respected Ajax Mathematics Program, designed
by educators at the UniverSity of Michigan, were put into uno.

With all these, greater atttention is being given to high-school
mathematics instruction tliis year than ever before in our school
district.

3. The res te: The results have been very positive. Of our 3,868 mathematics
students, 72 percent,liave shown improvement in their monthly
progress tests. Of these 1,622 (42 percent) have shown an
achievement gain of at least 'ten months during the six months
the program has been in operation. There is no doubt that this
improvement is directly attributable to the new program. Our
task now is to keep the students' interest in mathematics high
and to see if we can continue to raise their achievement a subr
stantial amount each month. It is probably too early to say
that the program is totally successful, but all the indications
we have so far -are positive.'

4. About the program: The program is being used4tt both of our'high schools,

Washington and Jefferson, and is directed at each school by the
chairpersOn of the mathematics'depantment.

4:4
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Utopia Unified School District
300 N. Main St.
Utopia, Calif.

777-1234
10-12-77

Contact: John A. Doe

Superintendont of Schools
777-1234

TESTING SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED IN
UTOPIA SCHOOL DISTRICT

Model 4a

For Immediate Release

The 1977-78 pupil testing schedule in the Utopia Unified School District

was .nnounced this week by Superintendent of Schools, John A. Doe. Pupils will

be given state-required tests as follows:

Grade 1 -- Week of Sept. 18.

Grade 12 -- Week of Jan. 12, 1978.

Grade 6 -- Week of April 26-May 4.

Grades 2 and 3 -- Week of May 14.

Testing will take place in each pupil's regular classroom or homeroom. The

tests will require from 30 to 40 minutes to complete.

The testing is required by the state to measure the effectiveness_of school

programs and pupil achievement throughout the state. Results of this year's

testing will be reported by the state in November, 1978.

In,

C
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Utopia Unified School District
300 N. rain St.
Utopia, Calif.
777-1234
10-12-77

For more information:

John A. Doe
Superintendent cf Schools
777-1234 For Immediate Use

News Information Memorandum

on Utopia School District Testing Schedule

1. The activity: We are announcing the 1977-78 testing schedule for all pupils
in the Utopia Unified School District. These are tests required
by the state as part of the C4ifornia Assessment Program.

The schedule is:

Grade 1 _.. Week of Sept. 18, 1977

Grade 12 -- Week of Jan. 12, 1978

Grade 6 -- Week of April 26-May 4

Grades 2 and 3 -- Week of May 14

2. About the tests: Each child will take the test in his or her'regular
classroom or homeroom. The tests vary in length from 30

to 40 minutes.

The state requires these tests to measure the effectiveness of
school programs and of pupil achievement throughout the state.
The state will release the results of the testing in November,

1978.

9
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Utopia Unified School District
300 N. Mein St.
Ctopia,, Calif.

777-1234
5-1-77

Contact: John A. Dos
Superintendent of Schools
777-1234

Model 5a

GRADE 2, 3 PUPILS TO BE TESTED
IN UTOPIA SCHOOL DISTRICT For Immediate Relaass

Grade 2 and 3 pupils in. the Utopia Unified School District will take

state-required reading tests during the week of Eay 14, it was announced today.

The tests are part of the statewide California Assessment Program, which

measures the effectivenesi of school programs and pupil achievement throughout

the state. The results will be reported by the state in November.

Testing of grade 2 and 3 pupils will take about 30 minutes. The tests

measure such reading skills as word identification, vocabulary, comprehension,

and study skills.

The state testing is in addition to regular tests given by the school

district to discover each pupil's specific study needs.
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utopia linified School District

300 N. Main St.
Utopia, Calif.
777-1234
5-177

For more information:

John A. Doe
Superintendent of Schools

777-1234

Aews Information Memorandum

on Upcoming Pupil Testing

1.210(1(.1 51)

For Immediate Use

1. The activity: State testing of pupils in grades 2 and. 3 of the Utopia
Unified School District will take place during the week of

May 14. Reading tests will be given in each child's regular

classroom. They take about 30 minutes to complete. The results

will be reported in November by the state.

2. The purpose: This is part of the California Assessment Program, which is
sponsored and required by the state. Its purpcse is U. measure

the effectiveness of school programs and pupil achievement
throughout the state.

3. Other details: The reading tests measure several skins: word identification,
vocabulary, comprehension and study skills.

These tests are in addition to regular testa sponsored by the
school district to discover the specific study needs of each

pupil.
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Two Sample News Releases on 'rest Results from Los Angeles

First Example from Los Angeles

Los Angeles City Schools
Public Information Office
Jerry Custis, acting director
687-4341
5-11-73

Contact: Bill' Bol ton

13311

LEVELS OF ACHIEVEMENT MAINTAINED FOR SIXTH AND 12TH

GRADE STUDENTS IN THE LOS ANGELES SCHOOL DISTRICT Immediate Release

Sixth and 12th grade students in the Los Angeles school district are continuing

to achieve at about the same level as last year, according t..) new districtwide scores,

made public last week (May 10).

A summary of scores, based on state - mandated tests administered last October,

reported the results of sixth and lath graders in language, spelling, arithmetic and

reading.

All scores are based on national norms in which the 50th percentile is

considered average.

Districtwide median percentile scores for grades six and 12 in the four subject

rreas are as follows:

Sixth Grade
Reading Language Spelling Arithmetic

MT 33 32 37 30

1972 33 31 36 30

12th Grade
---Ign"-- 45 36 45 42

1972 44 34 43 41

(more)
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#3311
Achievement Levels Maintained
2-2-2

In reading, 125 of the city's 436 elementary schools and 24 of the 49 regular

high schools scored at or above the national average.

The tests were administered prior to the implementation of the school district's

preferred reading program and the allocation of additional resources to strengthen read-

ing instruction.

As part of the district program, 118 elementary reading positions and 108

bilingual English-as-a-Second Language teachers were addeo in 1972-73.

In addition, Superintendent of Schools William J. Johnston has recommended an

expenditure of $10 million in 1973-74 for the district's reading program and an

additional 108 bilingual ESL elementary teachers, 216 part-time elementary
r.

instructional aides and 324 part-time secondary instructional aides.

Superintendent Johnston said he is .Optimistic that the decline in

achievement Kas been arrested and that the additional emp;iasis placed on reading will

make it possible for the district to reach its stated goals in the spring of 1974

when the program will be evaluated."

The goals call for all schools that scored below the 20th percentile on the

1971 tests to experience a minimum gain of 10 percentile points and those schools

that scored between the#20th and 45th percentile a minimum gain of five percentile

.oints, both by june of 1974.

Comparison of tests results for the last two years reveal that the sixth

graders scored at the same grade level on all four achievement tests in 1972 as they

did in 1971:

This is the first comparison in the four-year testing period in which no drop

in grade level scores occurred, although there was a derline of one percentile ooint

in the median scores for language and spelling in 1972. This percentile drop is the

product of matnematical tables rather than any change in the actual achievement.

(more)
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Achievement Levels Maintained #3311

3-3-3

Superintendent Johnston said the district is administering the same tests to

the same group of sixth graders this month to determine the extent to which pupils

have improved during the school year. Results of the testing program will be

available by the end of June.

Participating in the testing program were 46,521 sixth grade pupils, about '96

per cent, and 34,847 12th graders, approximately 90 per cent.

In the sixth grade the top marks were made in each category by:

Reading -- Pacific Palisades, 818 Via de la Paz, Pacific Palisades, 8G, art.!

Dearborn Street, 9240 Wish Ave., Northridge, 79.

Language -- Encino, 16941 Addison St., Encino, 73, and Lanai Road, 4241 Lanai Rd.,

Encino, Pacific Palisades, and Third Street, 201 S. June St., all 70.

Spelling -- Mt. Washington, 3981 San Rafael Ave., 76, and Oso Avenue, 5724

Oso Ave., Woodland Hills, and Third Street, both 71.

Arithmetic -- Canyon, 421 Entrada Dr., Santa Monica, 96, and Dearborn Street, 85.

Top 12th grade scores were made by:

Reading -- Palisades, 15777 Bowdoin St., Pacific Palisades, 66, and Taft,

5461 Winnetka Ave., Woodland Hills, 63.

Language -- Palisades, 63, and El Camino Real, 5440 Valley Circle Blvd., Woodland

Hills, Taft, and University, 11800 Texas Ave., all three 52.

SpellingPalisades, 64, Hollywood, 1521 N. Highland Ave., and University, both

58.

Arithmetic -- Palisades, 73, and El Camillo Real, 71.

5-11-73
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Second Example from Los Angeles

Los Angeles City Schools
Public Information Office
Eva Hain, Director

687-4341
11-9-73

Contact: Bill Bolton

.43714

PRIMARY READING SCORES IN LOS ANGELES
SCHOOL DISTRICT CONTINUE UPWARD TREND Immediate Release

Primary reading scores in the Los Angeles school district continue their

upward trend.

The 133,781 first, second and third grade pupils tested in May of this year

showed improvement at all three grade levels.

"We are pleased that the reading achievement levels continue to rise and we

are hoping that the new districtwide preferred reading program and the addition of

reading personnel this school year will produce further improvement," said Superin-

tendent of Schools William J. Johnston.

Median percentile scores for the first three grades show the following

results on a citywide basis:

1971 1972 1973

Grade 1 39 44 46
Grade 2 38 43 44
Grade 3 36 37

In 1971, third graders were administered the Stanford Reading Test, which has

since been replaced in t., :,tate-mandated reading testing program. Thus, the scores

for that year are not considered comparable with those obtained from the Cooperative

Primary Reading Test, now used at all three grade levels.

(more)



Primary Reading Scores #3714

2-2-2

Although the school district ibitiated a $10 million preferred reading

prosram in September, the current reading scares are the result of tests administered

last May and would not reflect this increased emphasis on reading.

The $10 million appropriation provides wan average increase for reading of

about $15 for each elementary and secondary pupil iv the district.

Teachers, advisory council members and school administrators have worked

together in defining goals and objectives for, thefr schools and then selected the

reading instructional programs which they felt would meet the requirements of

individual pupils at their schools,

Superintendent Johnston said, "In addition to continuing our efforts to

improve reading achievement for'Our pupils, the preferred reading program is In

keeping with the school district's policy of decentralization and the shifting of

some of the major decision-making to the local school level."

In a further expansion of the reading effort, the school district provided in

the current school year budget $2.4 million to expand the bilingual-bicultural and

.English-as-a-Second Language programs.

The funds support 106 additional ESL elementary teachers, doubling the number

added in 1972-73, and provide for 216 elementary instructional aides and 324 secon-

dary instructional aides, all assigned on the basis of need to the 12 administrative

areas of the school district.

"These are modest expansions which will strengthen our reading program and

should lead to improved reading progress," Dr. Johnston said.

The May tests were administered in 437 elementary schools, Average scores

of first, second, and third grade pupils in 125 of thoseschools were above the

50th percentile.

In addition, first grade averages at more than 200 schools, second grade\

averages at nearly 200 schools, and third grade averages at more than,150 schools

were above the 50th percentile.

VII-36
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Primary Reading Scores

3-3-3

The average pupil scores by the 12 administrative

AREA GRADE

areas

1971

are as follows:

1972

#3714

1973

A (San Pedro, Harbor, Carson, 1 39 43 43
GaVena areas) 4

, :

2 39 43

38

, 46

39

B (Huntington Park, South Gate, Bell 1 '36 38 39
portions of South Central. Los Angeles) 2 213 31 32

C (Portions of South Central

3 , 23 26

Los Angeles and Westchester) 1 33 . 39 42
2 26 32 33
3 22 23

D (West Los Angeles, Venice ,1 1 51 52 611

Pacific Palisades) 2 51 51

3 50 5

E (Portions of West and Southwest 1 34 40 42
Los Angeles, Crenshaw area) 2 35 37 40

3. 29 29

F (Hollywood, downtown Los Angeles, 1 35 41 40
portions of South Central Los Angeles) 2 30 35 35

3 29 29

G (East Los Angeles) 1 35 36 39
2 28 30 35
3 24 26

P (Northeast and portions of 1 38 39 40
East Los Angeles) 36 43 38

3 30 '34

1 (East San Fernando Valley and 1 42 47 51

Sunland-Tujunga) 2 50 50 51

3 48 46

J (Central San Fernando Valley) 1 56 60 67
2 54 59 58
3 54 56

K (North San Fernando Valley) 1 38 46 50
2 41 49 49
3 40 45

L (West San Fernando Valley) 1 65 70 73
2 58 61, 62
3 58 60

11-9-73
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Legal Obligations on the Release of Public. Informatijin

When do state test results become public infor-
mation? According to California law, they are
public as- soon as they are reported to the State
Board ofEducation in November.

The law does not, however, invalidate the
custom of most school districts to wait until later
to release the results locally and report them
formally to their boards of education. But the law
dues require that v. hen remit .shed the State
Department of Lducation, the office of the county
superintendent of schools, and Jolt?" win di.strici.
office must give out district, individual school. or
individual grade results after the November meet-
ing of the State Board.

Two parts of state law apply here. The first, the
California Records Act (seetion's 6250 to 6261 of.
the Government Code) requires that all material
defined by law as public records be open to
inspection at Ai times. Section 6250 states that

access to information concerning the conduct
of the people's business is a fundamental and
necessary right of every person in the state." And
Section 6253 states. in part:

v11-38

Ndi., records are open t inspection at all times
during the office hours of th state or local agency, and
every citizen has a right to /inspect any public record-,

iiexcept as hereafter prtivide . Every agency may adopt
regulations stating the prodedures to be followed when
makings its records availaible in accordance with this
section.

Thomas M. Griffin, Chief Counsel of the Depart-
ment of Education, cioncludes. that state testing
results are considered public records and that school
boards and the Department of Edhcation arc classi-
fied as state or loco' agencies. "Citizens have 0)6
right to get copies orinformation unless the statute
defines it as confide/

'
ntial " he said.

The second part st ate law is Chapter 9 of the
same Government Code, also known as the Ralph
M. Brown Aet. It requires public commissions,
boards, ind councils to conduct "the people's
business" openly and with full public knowledge
and consent. SeOion 54950 states.

the people in delegating authority do not give their public
servants the right to decide what is good for the people
to know and what is not good for them to know. . . .

1 n "
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I n Pilvt(rVill . . .

The Four Target Audiences

Mhere People Get Their School Information

Points That Must Be Commut'licated

Checklist of Communications Methods

Refergnce Material Sample School District Newsletters
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Reporting to Staff and Community

. (You] should not think of communicating educdtional assessment information to the "public"
but to several publics. . . . Different audiences have different informational needs. These audiences
and needs-must be identified and accommodated.

The news mediaimportant as they aremay
not be your prime means of communicating test
results. For one thing, not everybody pays heed to
the news. And for another, all news media selec-
tively filter 'the information they report to their
listeners or readers.

Listen for a moment to the findings of Ned S.
Hubbell, a pioneer polltaker and public relations
consultint-for school districts. His surveys, Hubbell
says, point out that different types of people pay
attention to different sources for their information
about the schools. Parents, for instance, get their
school news from these sources (listed-in order of
influence):

1. Their children

2. 0 ther people (neighbors, peers, school
employees),

3. The news media

4. School publications, newsletters, and so on

Nonparents, however, find out abo_ the schools
from:

le news media

2. Other people (neighbors, parents,
school employees)'

3. Children of other families

4. Organizations

peers,

Thus, as many have always suspected, ,,the -back
fence sometimes is as powerful as the front page in
communicating information.

Releasing Test Scores

Our Main Audience
Hubbell's explanation covers how we might

communicate test results (using what middlemen
or what media). The next question is to whom we
should be doing our communicating for the
strongest results. Nonparents (call them taxpayers)
and parents are two of the four main target groups:

The pupils (their scores)
The parents (their kids)
The taxpayers (their money)

The staff (their jobs)1

Now applying Hubbell's explanation to the four
main target groups, we can try to list all the
different ways in which people find out about
what's happeninga the schools. This might be the
listing for a typical district but might differ
somewhat in your own district:

Parents get their information by:

Talking to their children
Talking with friends and neighbors
Talking with teachers and other school

employees
Telephoning their local school
Attending PTA meetings
Reading the -newspaper; listening to radio

and television news
Reading school-produced publications

1There might even be others of primary importance in your
district, such as legislators, education associations and unions, local
municipal -and4civie-officials, citizen groups, PTAs, and advisory
councils.

VIII-1
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Taxpayers (those not having children in the
schools) get their information by:

Reading the newspaper and listening to
radio and television news

Talking with neighbors, friends, and chil-
dren they know

Talking with school employees
Listening to what's said by organizations

they belopg to or to which they pay
attention

Pupils get their information by:

Listening to their teachers and principal
Talking with other school employees.

aides, secretaries, custodians
Talking with other pupils
Reading school newspapers and other

school publications and notices
Attending school assemblies and programs
Reading the newspaper and listening to

radio and television news

Staff members get their information by:
Reading notices, reports, and bulletins at

work
Attending schoolwide and department staff

meetings and briefings
Talking with other staff members
Reading school and school district publica-

tions
Reading the newspaper and listening to

radio and television news

Three things become apparent here. One is that
for many of the target individuals, the news media
play a sort of background tole, one of reinforcing
or contradicting their primary sources of informa-
tion. A second is that much of this highly
important communication takes place at the local
school or under its auspices. And third, some
persons who have been little noticed are probably
very. influential cc.amunicators' secretaries, aides,
and custodians, to name only three.

Effective Communication: Take Care of the Honie Front First

Twenty years of work in school public relations have led Michigan's Ned S.
Hubbell to a fundamental conclusion: "Effective communications begit, center, and
are reinforced withir the organization. If you haven't made sure your employees, are
welbiriformed, Group A will be saying one thing to the outside world, and Group
willtt saying another."

Hubbell thinks school employees should be considered a major informational arm
of the school system. A conductor of public school polls, Hubbell found that the
views of most school employeeswhether teachers-or not are seriously regarded by
the comma-114y on what takes place at their school.

"Other people do ash them about such things as test results," he said, "and woe
to the school district where all an employee knows is what he's reading in the
newspaper." Hubbell noted a certain pride by employees about their schools and
frustration in some who do not feel well enough informed.

Naturally enough, he sees the principal as the key communicator at the building
level. Step I in Hubbell's plan calls for the superintendent to, convene work sessions

to help each principal interpret his or her own school's scores. Thus armed,
principals move on to step 2, conducting family meetings at their own schools.

Everyone should be asked to the meeting: vice-principal, Counselor, teacher, aide,
secretary, custodian, and part-timers' too. Test. results are explained and analyzed,
future steps are discussed, and questions arc answered. Other, more specialized,
meetings can be held later, but the amily meeting helps all concerned learn enough
to talk intelligently to nonschool people.

Hubbell takes pains to argue that everyone on the staff must be involved. "The
secretary is the first one to whom parents speak when they call a school to find out
about those reading scores that appeared in the morning newspaper," he notes. And
others on the staff, whether full-time or part-time, are believed by the public to have

inside-knowledge-of-the-school.
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From Information to Action
Now we can put together our information about

how to (techniques and middlemen) and who to
(target individuals) and list all the different means
of communication that should be considered
except for the news media, discussed in Chapter
VII. For all of our target audiences, a common
thread of information about test results exists that
needs to be communicated. The need is genuine
even though persons in different roles want differ-
ent kinds of information. The emphasis and degree
of detail may vary, but the basic information to all
should include the following points:

What were the results? Some.persons may just
Nwant to know whether the scores are high,
medium, or low and whether the scores are
improving. Others are interested in specific
numbers, exact Comparisons, or particular
schools or levels.

flow do you feel about them? Is the district.
satisfied?' Is the district concerned? Do you
see the results as the outcome of considerable,
well-spent effort? Or are the results a signal to
get such effort started now?
Wliat are the reasons for the results? !low do
you account for the level of results achieved?
Do you have any other figures or results that
confirm the test results or point out different
trends?

What will be done about the results (or with
the/71).9 A study of newly found weaknesses?
New programs,-new-emphases? Further analy-
sis orthe detailed figures?

llow do the results affect you? Different
persons have different concerns: parentsa
good education for their children, taxpayers
value and efficiency for their tax dollars;
pupils -a sense of achievement or failure or
potential changes in their courses of study;
staff membersjob security, reputation,
potential change in their methods.

These five basic information points may look
familiar. You may recall them because in a slightly
different format, they provide the basis for your
report to your board of education and for your
information to the media that were discussed in
chapters VI and VII.

Communications Techniques: A Checklist
Here, then, is a listing of ways to reach the four

target audiences with your information. Please

note that as the audience becomes more removed
from the school itself, it relies more heavily on
informal means of obtaining information (and less
on receiving direct messages from you). By the
time we reach the nonparent taxpayer, we find
that virtually all of their information comes from
secondary sources such as reading the newspaper
or talking to parents. The lesson to be learned here
is simply that good primary communication (to the
media, staff, and students) pays dividends both now
and later.

Communicating with staff

I . Principals' briefings. Conduct
detailed district-level

out
for

principals, handing out all relevant
written material, charts, figures, and
tables that they will need. Be sure
that they know the districes,,posi-
tion and any steps in the offing.

' School-level "family meeting." The
principal calls together all staff
members (everyone!) to review the
resultsperhaps for more than one
session so that everyone is included.
Since teachers will meet later for
detailed analysis, the principal may
not need to proceed further than a
thorough summary for the full staff.
Family meetings should, of course,
be conducted on school time.

3. Schoolwide bulletin. An informa-
tion bulletin for posting and use
throughout the school will serve as a
handy reference for both staff and
students. It also will serve to refresh
memories of the information covered
at the family meeting.

4. Districtwide bulletin. A distrietwide
,bulletin can be produced through
the use of either (a) the regular
district staff newsletter; or (b) a
special ,testing information bulletin
for use around the district. Perhaps
material prepared for the media will
be serviceable for this purpose. Both
the results and necessary corrective
action can vary considerably be-
tween the district level and school
level._ 5. Telephone readiness. Plan ahead for
telephone inquiries. At each school
and at the district office, someone

1
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should be designated to handle all
telephone inquiries on test scores.
The telephone operator needs to
know who that person is.

Communicating with pupils:

6. Review by teachers'. The teacher, of
course, is the pupil's primary source
of official inforMation about the
school. Teachers .should conduct
reviews \\of test results and their
meaning during- class time. Since
each pupil then becomes a second-
ary communicator, teachers should
be sure that pupils have the impor-
tant facts in mind, whether or not
they remember exact numerical
results. What they tell their parents
will likely have more influence than
what you write4in your parent news-
letter.

7. Article in student newspaper. An
article can be useful at the interme-
diate and high school level. One
should remember, though, that tech-
nical circumstances ofteri impose a
one- to two-week day in getting
information into a student news-,
paper.

8. Briefing for student, leaders. On
many campuses the views of student
opin),,o,n leaders carry as much

_ weight. as Ahose_of _the faculty. Stu -
deni leaders should be told the full
stor

9. Assen blies and pupil meetings.
Time can be set aside at regular
pupil assemblies for an overall
review of results. This practice Prob-
ably works better as reinforcement
of teachers' reviews than as a source
of original information.

Communicating with parents:

IQ. A send-home note. In the early
grades the teacher or principal can
\prepare short announcements for
the day results are released, briefly
summarizing the results and telling
parents how they can get more
information. Distributed in the
afternoon to pupils, the announce-
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ments will reach the home on the
same day. Columbus, Ohio, schools
insert in report cards an information
sheet about testing, accompanied by
an invitation to call the principal for
more information.

1 I. School newsletter. A complete
review of results in newsletter or
bulletin form should be planned to
reach the home at nearly the same 2
time as the release of results to the
public. Use can be made of the
newsletter published by the school
or the district office. Samples of
newsletters can be found in this

-chapter's resource material.

12. Parent-teacher conferences. Teachers
should be Kepared either to respond
well to questions about test scores
or, if desired, to bring up the subject
themselves.

13. PTA briefing. Officers of local PTA
councils and school advisory coun-
cils are consulted by many in the
community for authoritative views
on school matters. They need to be
briefedboth at the 'district and
school levelsbefore general public
release of scores. After the release it
May be useful to call special meet-
ings of these parent groups to exam-
ine the results.

-1-4-. -General parent meeting. -Some
schools hold monthly evening meet-
ings for all parents. Whether such
meetings are held in your district or
not, it may be appropriate to call
such a meeting to review test results.

Communicating with taxpayers:

15. Newsletter. Most communication
with nonparent taxpayers will be
through indirect means. Some dis-
tricts, however, mail ,a newsletter to
all households in the community
whether or not they have,,school-age
children. Included is an explanation
that all local residents have a finan-
cial and social stake in the schools.
Such a newsletter, of course, should
contain up-to-date information on
test results.112



Other Good Ideas
Many good ideas for specialized communication

are in use throughout the state. They include:

Centinela Valley Union High School District:
Superintendent Thomas D. Barkelew held
work sessions for mathematics department
chairpersons in the district's high schools. The
chairpersons carefully analyzed mathematics
test results, compared subskill scores with the
schools' mathematics curriculum, adding and
deleting subject material as appropriate. Now
district tests are' ,I2eing developed to improve
computational skills.

San Marino Unified School District Pupil
Personnel Services Director Kenneth W.

Ogden believes that districts must explain
testing and its implications for pupils. "We are
doing everything we can to encourage stu-
dents to, take testing seriously. A strong
emphasis is placed on performance. We
explain matrix sampling and point out that
each test score is part of a composite score,
and each is a reflection of the programs
offered at their school."
San Ramon Valley Unified School District.
Curriculum Program Coordinator Martin

113

Tucker holds workshops on testing for PTA
groups in his district. He takes care to explain
the meaning of professional testing jargon and
lets PTA members take a sample test.

Claremont Unified School District: Research
and Information Officer Jean 1-lazelton uses a
question-and-answer format in the district's
newsletter for parents, Family Gram, to help
parents thoroughly understand test results
and their meaning.

San Juan Unified School District: Phillip
Oakes, Director of Research and Evaluation,
builds his district testing program around the
California Assessment Program. In this way he
avoids duplication of testing at a particular
grade level, saving both money and teaching
time. When the results arrive, he meets with
the cadre of reading consultants as well as
with the principals (divided into four smaller
groups to enhance communication) and
department chairpersons of the high schools.
Oakes feels it is important to emphasize to
these groups that the results are theirs, not
his, and that he is there to communicate the
results and to be of service to them in helping
them to understand the results.
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Resource Material for Chapter VII/
Sample School District Newsletters

Samples of the ways in which some school districts report student test scores in

their newsletters to staff and parents are presented here and on the following pages.

1 The Ocean View Elementary School District (in Huntington Beach) uses artwork
excellently in its "report card" to explain to parents how pupils did in each area of
instruction. The publication also reports comparisons in the district's financial level
and community attitudes towards the schools. The complete publication is not
shown here.
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2 This community newsletter, published by the Placentia Unified School District,
describes what the different schools are doing to improve reading and reports the
district's overall test scores.
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First 'IT stressed in schools
Amman shildien do read and the

whole they read rather well, obscr, es J
world renouned reading expert And Judging
from the latest test scores children in
Placentia read timer than most other
American children

I a )car Placentia second graders stored
higher than 7b' of that peers throughout
the state, whsle third grader. ranked in the
7Ird percentile and sixth grader, in the 721th
percentile High school seniors in the district
far exceeded the ,,pitted score to rank in
the 91rd petcentile

lien with the rebinds high ...ores in
reading, the district is continuing to stress
reading skills and the board of education
has placed reading , t the top of the IN of in,
strusttonal primate, in budget and program
sonsuleration,

rho philosoph, is reflected in the adds
bon this sear of two elementarc reading
cpcCia/isic, PeggS 111111111er and Geraldine
Thornton, and inthe media center, which
will he operating at all 14 elementar,
schools h nest September

"The labs proside J sariet, of materials
to help children learn to read, both!. woirk
mg alone and with readers explained Or

'Af.'

Bus box bulges
-with lost booty

I trracure vote rot !act 0.eatert
omit and lunch hatr4 ha hen
antat,ed in the dotrits hu barn
storing th, trio and .r,rsitof 51
trancparatnn 1 d Vier %mild talc
la ger rid .0 0

Ike dctrt t !wet item ta he a
Ids soul place for children to h.q.
things It hen the INte return no
the barn dram ,allect the ono d4
and add then, to tie locand.
found hop

Parent. win lied fleets nntune
/roll shirr,. shrldrrn i hill >nclnet
are urged ,0nie fo. th, dom.,
headquarter at Hill 1

Oranqrtharpe Ire i.e cegth'h the
lieu andharnd has

Caliing and other wall!, Gems
%loch are not leciamicd hi tin, Ind
of the WhOol tin, wall Fr dent lo
bruana Vet Id/ durfibuiwn i(I

the nerds

:dec. . .

Barbara Peterson, assistant superintendent
of instructional sew, es

At Van Buren Fleinentar) School. third
through sixth graders spend a half hour a
da) working in their not reading skills
center aith materials selected for each in.
disnlual's needs

sers child in the thud through sixth
grades ha, taken adsantage of the program,
and the progress of the students has far es
seeded our expectations." according to Prin.
opal Stan Graham

"bsen with all the emphatic placed in the
rower grades. we know, all children are not
expert leaders and smut programs in the
Junior and senior high ate designed to help
them. Peterson said

At Kraemer Junior High students from
throughout the district who are not reading
at their potential lesels mac work with a
reading %pewito in the lab for an hour after
school lapse a steel.

"This hour in the lab is a treat for
students, noted Debbie Mercier, the
teacher "At this age, motes ation is one of
the chief facters in getting soung people to
read, and the Interesting materials and
mashines make learning fun"

A not reading ptogram at Bernardo YOr.
ha Tumor High JIM, at motisating "Area&
good' readers "to instill an appreciation of
reading a, J pleasant experience

Appro mute's two thuds of the students
nu, choose "cleat, es" for nmawcck
periods in wish the, konsentrale their
reading efforts in such areas as science Tic
bon drama poetic or short stories

Nos at I I ( amino Kcal High School Is
the 1 earning liXI reading program which
also use, audio and small media to help
student, build socabulat, and somprehen
sion and perceptual skills at their own pace
Because it is designed for adults, the
material east!, tit, moo the school's program
for .ocational causation

At %Mown High School student, mac
sign up for sessions in thereading lob where
!hes work indoiduall, and in small groups

This mouth the entire %Menem student
Mods o participating In a :0 ills phonics
restos rn which nets teacher spends about
Ilse minutes in each sliss_w,ukin with
assists and sounds

'I sets school in the district has reading
as its number one prionts Or Peterson
s aid -Our Pulls to proshfc nets sbild with
nesessar, reading skills with hr k in use
throughout life

AFTERHOURS LEARNING Ron Hall, seventh grader at Yorbe Junior High,
and Doug Stinson, Kraemer seventh grader, take advantage of special
equipment In reading lab open after school at Kraemer.

VAN BUREN LAB - Teacher aide
Toni Llebherr helps fourth grader
Viviana Cornelison find appropriate
materials to develop reading skills.

May 27 election set
for building bonds

hind election has beensalled r m
J sound effort to proside the needed S:.0
eallhon bond authowation to keep the dos
Ina in the hate School Budding Program
for the next Ilse 1-ear,

A similar ineacure wJS narrow is defeated
Marsh ahen the sole fell 14 percent short
of re,f, hing the 64, / per cent needed to pass

"Nothing ha, changed since the dac
before the election,' noted trustee John
BAN,' need the Minds as hadl, now
is we dui then

itotrici oflmals konsery noel, estimate
mutate of 4,400 students ricer the nest

foe sears Pastafigure, show, gro.thasee.y.
mg I 06r, students a sear since 196%

"Vc c it beginning to see do aipincri.
opening up with the lowering 01 'micro(
rates," said Sup! John I sties pointing out
that trnl maps alre ids hace been fired
which would add about 4,1100 students to the
school csciem

c osse it tel our rat pacers to let them
knew th tt lases all be raised if stellate to
build schools outside the state program he
Aided

i ode; the shoe proglant line toist
building has rale is held to in aserage 01
Vic SIMI assessed satuation. the rate 10.31
rArOns base been pacing since 1190 The
dtstrict is obligated to pas the B0 cent rate
ihrough 19X4 The additional S:91 nnllon
authoruation would continue it thiougli
199)

lino e the last bond lothort/ation in 1969.
the ss hoi distro.1 ha, retched almost Sh is
nnItion in I...interest loan, from the 0.11C
strnost l thitd of the onstrutdion otts for
tour elementars schools, Yorba Juruoi
Mgt, I I ( amino and I speranea high
,101, and +octal Onnil idditions



3 A question-and-answer format helps the Tustin Unified School District report test
results in its newsletter. The front page is shown below, and the reverse side is shown

on the next page.

A SPECIAL REPORT ON

STATE TESTS
DECEMBER 3, 1974

Tustin. like other school districts across California.
recently received the results of the 1973-74

state testing program. For this social report, we asked Tustin Unified School District Director

of Educational Services Marjorie Vat, to explain the scores. We asked the questions, and Mrs. Veeh

answered.

A. How dui Tustin students do -tn the tests?

A. Quite well When compared to all other
districts in the state, Tustin's second graders'
median score was at the 88th state percentile

rank. The third grade score was at the 87th-

state percentile rank. In other words,

88 percent of the districts in California had a
second grade median score lower than Tustin's.

In both grades state ranks were higher than
those of 72-73.

In grade six. Tustin maintained its 72-73
ranking in the top ten percent of California

districts. Our sate percentile ranks,were:
reading--93rd in 72-73, 92nd in 73-74;
language--92nd in 72-73. 93rd in 73-74;
spelling-=92nd both years, arithmetic--91st
in 72-73. 94th in 73-74.

In 1972-73. grade twelve district scores were
a composite of those attained in the four
high schools of the Tustin Onion High School

District. Comparisons are, therefore, incon-
clusive since it is not possible to isolate the
scores of the high schools included in the

Unified Dis.,ict. However, for lack of better

data, both-years! _ reSult_s_are reported. State

percentile ranks were: reading--80th in

72-73, 95th in 73-74, language--95th in 72 -73,
96th in 73-74; spelling--96th both years;
arithmetic--92nd in 72-73, 97th in 73-74.

Q. Hole de Cattietnta SCO20 compare with the

test e6 the flatten?

A. Statcaide, pupils in grades two and three
scored as well in reading in 1973-74 as in

1972-73. In both years the California medians
were slightly above national norms. In grade

six reading. language, and spelling scores
declined slightly while mathematic scores

remained about the same. In all four areas,

state medians were below national norms. Grade

twelve scores showed the same pattern as sixth
grade scores with the largest decrease in
language; in this grade also medians were below

national norms.

Q. Like State 6COACS. ate Tustin scotes arse

betoui nationa norms?

A. No. Tustin's scores are above national norms
in all areas except twelfth grade language where°
our median score is at the 47th percentile; three
percentiles below the norm. Twelfth grade

reading is at the 58th percentile, spelling is
at the 55th, and mathematics is at the 68th.
Equivalent ranks in grade six are: reading,

66th; language. 57th; spelling, 56th;

and arithmetic, 63rd.

Q. What do the state tests measute?

A. The tests used measure only reading.
mathematics, and language--the 3 R's--
andihen only a sampling of these skills
are'tested. For example, the grade six
language test includes only 25 items to
punctuate or capitalize correctly. 30 items
in which students dust choose the best word
or phrase to complete a sentence, and 30 items
for spelling--each a list of 4 words from
which students choose which is Misspelled.

Major subject areas such as 'foreign languages,
geography, history, and science are not
-measured-. Neither are-such areas as_art,
music, citizenship, or technical education

All the tests do is provide objective
inforMation from an impartial source regarding
levels of student performance--in the skills

tested.

Q. Doesn't the deeta.iet use other tests/

A. The State Assessment Program measures group

achievement. To supplement it and to provide

information about individual pupils. district
selected tests are also given.

One way to estimate a pupil's anticipated
achievement is to measure his academic aptitude- -
what is commonly reported as IQ. Research has

proven that an individual's score on a single
standardized group test should be interpreted

(continued on back)
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more on tests
with caution, on another day or in another
situation it might have been ten points higher
or lower. Therefore. Tustin administered
the California Test of Mental Maturity at grades
one, three, six, and eight in 73-74 and again

this year. With several scores available on
an individual, a range of aptitude can be more
accurately determined.

Individual pupil achievement in the same
subject areas tested by the state is also
measured. The Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills, given at grades three, Six, and eight.
measures against national norms a pupil's
performance in reading, language, and arithmetic.
In grade nine, the Sequential Test of Educational
Progress assesses the same areas. Other tests,
both standardizes and teacher-prepared, are
used as indicated to measure pupil progress
in all areas of curriculum.

Q. What c4 d4ielleAt ur th.44 yeaet. testa?

A. The California statewide testing program for
Public schOols has undergone major changes since
1961 when intelligence and achievement testing
of all students was first required. Legislation
in 1972 deleted the requirement for intelligence
testing and shiftett the focus from individual
to group assessment. It also provided for the
development of tests specifically designed for
schools in California while retaining the
requirement that results could be compared with
national norms. No change was made in grade
levels or subject areas to be tested, i.e.,
reading in the primary grades and reading,
language, spelling, and mathematics in grades

six and twelve.

The new testing program was implemented in the
Primary grades in 1973-74. In grade one,
entry level skills which are good indicators
ofschool _readiness_and_therefore good
predictors of reading achievement were
measured, The skills measured were those
related to learning and memory, attention,,
visual perception, and auditory comprehension.
Each child ttok the same test of 35 items.

In grades two and three achievement levels
in word identification skills, vocabulary,
comprehension, and alphabetizing were
measured. Both grades took the same test
so that growth could be more easily observed.
For the first time in the state testing
Program, the multiple matrix sampling method
was used. Ideally, a test for statewide
assessment should contain many more items
than ont intended for individual pupil
assessment. The California reading test

developed for grades two and three contained
212 items, more than four times as many as
the commercial test used in prior yearS. To

require each child to take the entire test
would be unrealistic. Accurate group
assessment, however, can be made with only
a liale information from each pupil.
Consequently, the 212 i'ems were divided
into 10 tests of 32 items each. Each test
has an equal number of "hard" and "easy"
items and covers the major reading
objectives. Thus much more information
can be-derived at ,,eat savings in cost
and testing time. Beginning this, school

year matrix sampling will be used in testing
grades six and twelve, as well as grades two

and three.

Q. How do we ..ieet about the Atautta?

A. Pleased, but not complacent! It is

gratifying, it is true, to read in the
local newspapers that'Tustin's twelfth
graders ranked hinhest in the county.
However, the highe.t point is usually
the most precarious of perches: it is
far easier to go down than to go higher.
And a very small difference in median
raw score can result in a large difference
in state percentile rank. For example,
consider twelfth grade readers: Tustin's
median raw score of 24.3 placed us at
the 95th state percentile rank; just
two points fewer would have placed us
at the 83rd percentile.

Of much more importance than "ranks" or
"scores" are the implications for program
improvement indicated by the results.
At this time, we have questions but few
answers. An obvious question is: why
are language scores relatively lower
than those for other areas tested? In-

depth-studies to-find...the...answer are

already underway at two of our secondary
schools. At every school principals
and staff are analyzing the test results
for possible restructuring of educational
programs and practices. We are glad our
students scored well, but perhaps we
can do better. Anyway, we will try.
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